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Preface
Joint Resolution 180,
1991 legislative session,
requested the Joint Legislative Audit
\JUHli!llStiW'll (JLARC) to conduct a
comprehensive
of Virginia's Medicaid program, Medicaid is a program designed
to provide health benefits to persons who are poor,
This study mandate was passed in response to
escalating costs of Medicaid
in Virginia, which have more than tripled since 1980, Currently, the State spends more
than $ 1.2 billion, annually on the program,
benefits to more than 400,000
recipients,
are reviewed in this report, Over the
Medicaid,financed long,term care
last ten years, the management of these services has improved considerably, Problems
with the lack of adequate cost controls in the State's reimbursement system have been
addressed through policies which encourage a more efficient delivery of health care.
However, the State now faces problems with expanded eligibility policies, the rising cost
of institutional care for the mentally retarded, and an underutilization and sometimes
inappropriate targeting of community care services.
population, it is critical that
Given the changing
policies which have the potential te contain the cost of the program be given sorious
consideration by the General Assembly.
oflong,term services constitutejust
10 percent ofthe Medicaid population, but
are
responsible for more than 56
percent onts costs, With projected increases in Virginia's elderly population, the demand
for many of the services funded through Medicaid is expected to increase.
However, even if some of the cost containment measures recommended in this
report are adopted, difficult decisions will have to be
to significantly control long,
term care costs. While federal law does give the State the necessary discretion to reduce
the size and scope of its long,term care program, implementation of these options will
create hardships for many elderly citizens who live at the economic margin.
On behalf of the Commission stalI, I
to acknowledge the support and
cooperation by staff at the Department of Medical Assistance Services and the various
long-term care service providers in the preparation of this report.

December 17, 1992
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Senate Joint Resolution 180 (1991) directed the Joint Legislative Audil and Review Commission (JLARC) to conduct a
comprehensive study 01 the Slale's Medicaid program. The study
was
passed in response to
concern
about the rapidly increasing
of Metjicaid in Virginia. For example, in 1
expenditures under Medicaid were just over
$374 million. By 1991, although
of recipients increased by 46 percent, Ihe

cost ollhe program had more than Iripled to
$1.2 billion.
This
presents an
implementation 01 Medicaid
care
services in Virginia. These services, which
are primarily targeted to persons
are
elderly and disabled, include nursing home
care, institutional care lor persons
are
mentally retarded, and a diverse array 01
community-based services.
JLARC previously reported on lhe status 01 long-term care in Virginia in 1
At
that lime, there were serious concems about
the quality 01 care in nursing lac/lities. Ihe
Medicaid payment rates were lound to need
revision, and there was a lack 01 adequate
cost controls. In addition, the 1978 Sludy
lound thaI rapid growth in the nursing home
industry had been lostered at the expense 01
efficiency in many cases.
Since 1978, the growth has continued,
with the number 01 licensed beds increasing
from aboul 14,500 to more than 30,000 in
1
. However, the issues in long-Ierm
care now are not the same as those in 1978.
creati()n 01 the Department
Assistance Services (DMAS) to l'lfl,ninil",l,,,
the Medicaid program has promoted a sironger focus on improved management
program. The issues lacing the Commonwealth today relate 10 problems
expanded Medicaid eligibility policies, the increasing costs 01 care lor persons who are
mentally retarded, effective use 01 community care, and Ihe reimbursement system lor
community-based care.
Concems about these issues are heillhlbecause ollhe changing deITlo!;Jralph01
Slate's population.
inclrea:ses in lhe Virginia's eld"lIiv IJUIJW'''lion,
demand lor many 01 the l"n,rH,um
care services financed through Medicaid is
expected to increase.

This study explores a number of options for reducing the overall costs of Medicaid funded long-term care services. As a
result, the study focuses on five areas: (1) an
assessment of the factors influencing trends
in the State's Medicaid long-term care costs;
(2) an analysis of the impactof the program's
eligibility policies on Medicaid costs; (3) an
assessment of Virginia's reimbursement
policies; (4) a review of the Medicaid-supported community care services; and (5) an
assessment of DMAS' cost audit and utilization review procedures. Within these areas,
the following issues were addressed:

Long-Term Care Services Account
for Half of All Medicaid Expenditures
Expenditures on services that can be
characterized as long-term care have always been a majorcomponentof Medicaid's
total budget. Payments to providers of longterm care services have generally accounted
for approximately one-half of the medical
care expenditures for the program. In FY
1980, 51 percent of the $374 million spent
for Medicaid was used to pay for long-term
care services. By FY 1991, this percentage
had decreased, but this type of care still
represented 47 percent of total program
spending.
When all of the Medicaid expenditures
for long-term care recipients are considered
(Le., pharmacy expenses, inpatient hospital
care), the data show that this population
represents only 10 percent of the total number of Medicaid recipients, but they account
for 56 percent of program costs. Th is means
that the costs of serving this group is almost
11 time greater than for other Medicaid
recipients (see figure below).

• What are the major factors that appear to be associated with the rising
costs of Medicaid long-term care services?
• What particular cost avoidance strategies can the State pursue through
altering cu rrent eligibility criteria and
service options for Medicaid?
• Are the current reimbursement methodologies used
to pay for institutional and
community-based services appropriately designed to provide access
to quality care at the lowest possible cost?
• Is community-based care
adequately and appropriately used to reduce reliance on institutional services?

Medicaid Recipients and
Expenditures by Type of Service
NUMBER OF RECIPIENTS

EXPENDITURES

COST PER RECIPIENT

• Are DMAS' utilization review and cost audit processes adequate to ensure
thatthe long-term careservices supported through
Medicaid are both necessary and appropriate?

KEY:

III Long-T..-m Ca"
I IServlcea
Other Medicaid
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Institutional Care Dominates Medicaid
Long-Term Care Expenditures

Re;~scms for Medicaid Long-Term
Cost increases Vary by Service Type

Despite changes to federal statutes
which are designed to encourage greater
use of community-based care, almost nine
out of every 10 dollars spent by Medicaid on
long-term care in Virginia is still used to
support institutionai-based services (see figure below). Payments for nursing home
care constitute the largest proportion 01 expenditures on long-term care, In FY 1991,
DMAS paid nursing homes more than $312
million - 55 percent of the total expenditures on long-term care, Another 25 percent
of the payments ($145 million) can be allributed to the services that were provided persons in State and privately operated intermediate care facilities for the mentally retarded (ICFs/MR),
Conversely, just over $29 million was
used to provide non-medical, personal care
services to infirm and disabled Medicaid
recipients in FY 1991, More than $15 million
was spent on home health care services,
Finally, just over $19 million was used to
provide community-based care lor the mentally impaired,

Since 1983, the average growth in overall expenditures lor long-term care has averaged slightly more than 11 percent Among
the institutional services funded by Me,JICexpenditu res lor ::It;'lte·Q[le
lor the mentally retarded have nrGiwn at
the fastest rate (approximately 13 nn,~"n,n!
These Increases are due almost
to
sharp rises In the cost 01 providing a day of
institutional care, due primarily to inc:re;lS€ld
tederal regulations.
For nursing homes, average annual
spending growth has been slightly more
than nine percent More importantly, this
increase appears to be partly related to the
lact that Medicaid is paying for a greater
number 01 days of nursing home care due to
growth in the number of recipients,
The fastest growing long-term care services are those provided in the community.
Both personal care and home health expenditures have experienced SUbstantial increases. In these programs, increases in
the number of recipients have significantly
outpaced the amount of spending per
ent Still, the impact of
these increases on total
Medicaid Long-Term Care Expenditures
Medicaid spending is not
by Type of Service, FY 1991
as great because the serare delivered at a
Nursing HOlmi Care
much lower cost than
$312,529,409
those provided in
Persona!, Aespita, and
tions,
Aduh Day Cere
88%

INSTITUTIONAL
CARE
$496,932,692
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$19,423,093
,
CommunIty Care for

the Mentally lrnpa!rttd
$19,012,646

Home Health CSA
$15,199,400

Intermediate Care for
the Mentally Retard«!
$145,324,35$

TOTAL tONG·TERM CAR"E
EXPENDiTURES:
$560,567,845

Difficult Decisions
Will Be Necessary to
Control Long-Term
Care Costs
The federal iaws
which are the
for
Medicaid's
ity
guidelines give the states
in
considerable
deciding who is served
by the Medicaid program
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on
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This
the current reimbu rsemenl syslem is well designed and appropriately considers most 01 the key lactors
which influence
Moreover, one eflect
of
payment ceilings has been to
slow
of nursing home expendItures, Presently,
Medicaid nurshome expenditures per elderly resident
among the iowesf in the country.
three problems were lound with
the current system. First, the payment cellare not based on measures of efll~IAI1~v in the nursing home Industry. Sec",,,,,,,,,,, does not adequately accOUfll!orthe higher operating costs faced by
"m:c<II,'rnursing
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feasibility of contracting with community-based
committees to
either
aft
orpart
of the hospiconduct
I;;{;,,,,,rlinn functlc'ns, If the agency
deitenTllrlesthatsomescreenlngfuncthe hospitals, it should also conduct a study to
ensure thet there are not otherpotenthe way in which
hospitals conduct screenings.
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Retardation,
and
shouid conduct a pilot study to detemnine whether community-based waiverseNices could be cost·
effectively used to meet the
of persons who are
or
mentally ret.lmJ'"d.

for the Mentally

Retarded Have Developed SlOWly
While the federal waiver authority has
been used to divert lhe aged and disabled
from nursing
10 a less expensive
fomn 01 care
decade. the same
has not
true
menially retarded.
Although the 1981 lederal legislation that
authorizes
elderly and dis·
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services to be
rnA,nl"lI,lv retarded. the
lamled. Not
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A
concem is whether these
policies ensure patient access to community-based care while encouraging a costCurrently, the
effective
Stale
of home heallh
care
service system,
However,
by DMAS
to
rates does nol
appropriately
which
infloence
costs,
fees may
have been set 100 low 10 ense re patienl
access 10 these services in the future, In
addition,
decision to pay hospital-based
agencies
rales for providing the same
service as olher operators does nol appear
justifiable,
The following recommendations are
made:

Over
last several years certain aspects ot utilization review have been strengthened, Home health agencies are, for the
receivino scrutiny, Nursing home
and personal care admissions continue to
be
10 ensure that only persons
meet non-tlnancial as well as financial
eli!;libiility rri!,~ri" receive the services, Still,
some
are needed,
example, utilization review activipersonai care recipients need to be
improved to ensure that these continue to
individuals who are at imminent risk of
nursing home placement Also, utilization
review activities in the ICFsfMR rely on
procedures which are not adequate forevaluating Ihe existence of active treatment The
defecls in the process raise questions about
the validity of the findings produced by the
Inspections
care,

• The Deoa,rtment of Medical Assistance
should eliminate the
ho"pil'als when
oerive,yof

Sel:tlelnelit and Audit Pro-

Timely or Comprehensive

In addition,
the De,oartm'9nt should only authorize
to hospi~$

cies
home

selliement and audit serves as a
financial control mechanism for Medicaid
reimbursement Financial control is necesto ensu re that the Commonwealth pays
only tor those costs explicitly allowed under
the established principles of reimbursement
Financial controls are also necessary to
ensure the reliability of a provider's reported
cost information,
In 1991, the Auditor of Public Accounts
found that cost reports were not settled in a
timely manner. DMAS recently enacted
emergency regulations to lengthen the
timeframe for setting interim reimbursement
rates from 90 days to 180 days after receipt
ot a nursing home's cost report, Still, due to
an increased workload, it often takes DMAS
ionger than 180 days to establish a new
reirnblJrsement rate and settle a cost report,
can adversely affect a provider's cash
flow,
Regarding the actual audits, more than
80 nursing homes, or about a third of all

amnOlf~?SUlndmg

will
to accept the
care referral,

• The Department of Medicai AssIstance
should use a revised
statisticat approach for setting the
in each peer group,

The Department Has Strengthened
Its Utilization Review Activities
As pari of ils overall efforts to conlain
Medicaid long-term care spending, DMAS
conducls
review activilies, UliIization
serves as a conlroi mechanism for
amounl and type ollong-Ierm
care that is
Conlrol of utilization is
necessary 10 ensure Ihat the Commonwealth
pays only
those long-term cafe services
that are
and appropriate,

VII

those participating in the Medicaid program,
have not had a field audit since at least FY
1986,
raises questions conceming the
extent to which DMAS Is able verify lhe
accuracy of cosl reports,
OMAS recently began to conduct additional field audits, Nursing homes are sebased on length of time since last field
audit, amount of Medicaid utilization, and
whether the providers cosls are below the
payment
Despite this, 43 nursing
homes which have not been field audited
1986 have costs which are below
since
the ceiling, However, only two of these
providers were selected for audit by DMAS
during
1
These 43 nursing homes
received, on average, $2,3 million In Medicaid reimbursement during FY 1990
Two recommendations are made to
strengthen the audit process:

• The Department of Medical Assistance Services should take the necessary steps to expedite the cost
settlement process, In addition, the
Department should reconsider the
regUlatory change that lengthens the
timeframe for setting interim nursing
home reimbursement rates.
• The Department of Medical Assi!;tance Services should analyze its
most recent field audit and payment
data in orderto selectadditionai nursing homes for discretionary field audits, The Department of Medical Assistance Services should ensure that
nursing homes selected for discretionary field audits meet, to the greatest extent possible, established se·
lection criteria.
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I. Introduction
::5e::ml,e Joint Resolution 180 (1991) directs the Joint Legislative Audit and
Review
(JLARC) to study the Medicaid program. Established in 1965,
Medicaid is a health care program jointly financed by the federal government and the
states to
a range of medical care services for the poor.
The impetus for the study resolution stems from concerns by the General
Assembly regarding the rapidly increasing cost of Medicaid. For example, in 1980, total
expenditures under Medicaid were just over $374 million. By 1991, though the number
ofrecipients increased by 46 percent, the costofthe program had more than tripled to $1.2
billion.

JLARC previously reported on the status oflong-term care in Virginia in 1978.
At that time, there were serious concerns about the quality of care in nursing facilities,
the Medicaid payment rates were found to need revision, and there was a lack ofadequate
cost controls. In addition, the 1978 study found that rapid growth in the nursing home
industry had been fostered at the expense of efficiency in many cases.
1978, the growth has eontinued, v:rith the number of licensed beds
increasing from about 14,500 to more than 30,000 in 1991. With projected increases in
Virginia's elderly population, this growth can be expected to continue (Figure 1).
However, the issues in long-term care now are not the same as those in 1978. The creation
of a separate agency to administer the Medicaid program has promoted a stronger focus
on improved management of the program. The reimbursement system for institutional
care is greatly improved and the necessary cost controls have been implemented. More
importantly, quality of care issues now receive considerable attention.
issues facing the Commonwealth today relate to problems with expanded
Medicaid eligibility policies, the increasing costs of care for persons who are mentally
retarded, effective use of community care, and the reimbursement system for community-based services. These and other issues are addressed in this report.
The system oflong-term care in Virginia today is comprised of a diverse array
of basic health, medical, and professional therapy services which are typically provided
to persons who are either elderly, disabled, or mentally impaired.
the major providers of this
care include nursing homes,
care agencies, and
institutions for the mentally
retarded
mentally ilL In 1991, these providers delivered Medicaid-funded long-term
care services to more than 44,000 persons at a cost of over $550 million.
This report presents an analysis of the organization and implementation of
Medicaid long-term care services in Virginia for the purpose of evaluating program

1

r - - - - - - - - - - - - - Figure 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
Projected Growth of Virginia's
Elderly Population (65 and Over)
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implementation and specific cost containment policy options available to the State.
Included in this review is an assessment of the State's eligibility policies for long·term
care, reimbursement strategies for different service providers, and an evaluation of
Virginia's use of the community care system for Medicaid recipients.

OVERVIEW OF THE MEDICAID PROGRAM
In 1965, federal legislation authorized the Medicaid program under Title XIX
of the Social Security Act. The Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA), which is
part of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, has oversight responsibility
for the program.
Federal law does not require states to participate in the program. For those that
do, however, the federal government shares in the costs by rnatching state general fund
expenditures at a rate that varies based on each state's per-capita income. Virginia,
which began implementing the Medicaid program in 1969, currently receives a 50
percent match ofthe total general fund dollars it spends on approved health care services.
The State agency responsible for the implementation of the Medicaid program
in Virginia is the Department of Medical Assistance Services (DMAS). As with other
services paid for by Medicaid, DMAS makes payments for a specified range oflong·term

2

care
care is delivered by mvrm,,,r! providers on behalf of persons who
meet the program's eligibility requirements,

Basic Eligibility Requirements
the exception of certain basic
states have considerable
discretion in deciding who will benefit from
program and what services they will
receive,
terms of eligibility, three groups of people can be covered by Medicaid: the
categorically needy, optional categorically needy and the medically needy,

Categorically Needy, Persons who either receive, or otherwise meet the
requirements for eligibility under the Aid to Families with Dependent Children (AFDC)
or the Supplemental Security Income (SSn Programs are considered categorically needy,
As such, these individuals are automatically eligible for Medicaid,
Optional Categorically Needy, Medicaid eligibility also allows states to extended benefits to persons considered optional categorically needy, In Virginia, this
group of recipients include persons who establish eligibility through the State's use of a
special income standard for persons who are institutionalized,
Mi:f1irnllv Needy, The medically needy are persons whose income meets a
higher established limit for program eligibility either before or after their medical
expenses are deducted from their income, Unlike the categorically needy, coverage for
this group is not required,

Medicaid provisions for the medically needy are particularly important to
persons in need oflong-term care, Because of the expense associated with some forms
ofthis care (e,g, nursing homes), these individuals may have too much income toestablish
eligibility for Medicaid, but not enough to pay the monthly cost ofnursing home care. The
medically needy provisions allow these people to enter a nursing home as private payers
ineligible for publicly-financed health care and "spend down" their income thereby
requiring Medicaid to pay any remaining nursing home costs basep on a lower public rate.

Service OptiODS
While the Medicaid program mandates states to provide certain benefits to
recipients based on whether they are categorically or medically needy, federal law
considers a substantial number of services to be optional, This flexibility allows states
to customize their program benefit plans to reflect the goals they wish to pursue in the
provision
care to the poor.
The
example ofthis is the mix
versus optional services for the
medically needy. Medicaid law requires those states
offer benefits to the medically
needy to provide prenatal care and ambulatory services, among other benefits. However,
one ofthe most expensive benefits - nursing facility care - is not required. Whether
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Because a number of these inclividu,als will likely
publicly·
fin~ced heaJth
like other states,
to
of
d,llicu!l; lXllic;y deC1SiclnS about the size and scope ofthe IOrljH:enn care ""j,'V Hl,,~it nrclvi,jes

currentl]v disttibut"s its
a
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,.------------Figure 2-------------,

Comparison of Long-Term Care Expenditures
and Total Medicaid Budget, 1980-91
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Long~term care is defined as community care for the disabled, eldel'ly, and persons with mental
impairments; nursing home care for the infirm; and public and private institutional care for the
mentally impaired.

&u.rce: Department of Medical Assistance Sen-ices' internal expenditure report.
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,.-------------Figure 3--------------,

Medicaid Recipients and Expenditures
by Type of Service
NUMBER OF RECIPIENTS

EXPENDITURES

4-4.715

COST PER RECIPIENT

KEY:
' . Long-Term Care
Other Medicaid
Servlcee

urce: JLARC staff analysis of the Department of Medical ,Asglstance Services' redpient and claims files, FY 1991.

The FQCu5 ofMedjcajd Fuudjull for I,oDll-Term Care jn Yirltinja
There are 5everaltypes of providers in Medicaid's system oflong-term care in
Virginia. In general, these providers can be classified in to two distinct groups: (1) those
who deliver health and medical care in an institutional setting, and (2) those who provide
similar types ofcare to recipients while they remain in the community. Despite changes
to federal statutes which are designed to encourage greater use ofcommunity-based care,
almost nine out ofevery 10 dollars spent by Medicaid on long-term care in Virginia is still
used to support institutional-based services.
As illustrated by the data presented in Figure 4, payments for nursing home
care constitute the largest proportion of expenditures on long-term care. In FY 1991,
DMAS paid nursing homes more than $312million- 55 percent ofthe total expenditures
on long-term care. Another 25 percent of the payments ($145 million) can be attributed
to the services that were provided persons in State and privately operated intermediate
care facilities for the mentally retarded (ICFsIMR). Amuch smaller amount ($39 million)
was spent on institutional care for persons with mental illnesses.

In terms of community services, although waivers allowing for this type ofcare
have been in place since 1981, the amount of Medicaid funds spent on these activities
remain relatively small. Just over $29 million were used to provide non-medical,
personal care services to the infrrmed and disabled in FY 1991. More than $15 million
6
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Medicaid Long-Term Care Expenditures
by Type of Service, FY 1991
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was spent on home health care services. Finally, justover $19 million was used to provide
community-based care for the mentally impaired.
Nature of InstigitjQUaJ Services Supported by Medicaid

As Figure 4 indicates, the institutions which currently receive Medicaid funding
in Virginia are licensed private and public nursing facilities, intermediate care facilities
for the mentally retarded (lCFsIMR), and State-operated hospitals for the mentally ill.
Medjcaid-Sup,ported Nursinq Horru: Care in ViWnia. Nursing homes are
institutions which provide residential services and basic health care to individuals who,
because oftheir diminished mental or physical capacities, need assistance with the basic
activities of daily living. The type of care provided can range from services as basic as
assisting residents with personal hygiene, teeth and mouth care, and toileting, to more
complex invasive therapies such as tube feedings and catheter irrigations.

Before any Medicaid payments can be authorized for nursing home care, a local
committee of health and social services staff or hospital staff must conduct a screening
ofthe applicant. The purpose ofthe pre-admission screening is to evaluate the medical,
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nursing, social, psychological, and de',c!<)prltier,tal
individual; to analyze
what specific services the individual needs; and ev:l1uatewhether a service is available
to meet those needs. If the committee
of care provided in
nursing homes is needed and cannot be
in the
approval for an
adndssion is granted.
One ofthe major fa(:lm's aJlsessed
ability to perform seven
dressing, toileting, and the applicant's UUll1ty
each category, the committee determines
whether some type of aJSsistance is needed.

applicant's
mC!UCie bathing,
cOlltn)l bowel and bladder functions. In
appli,coolt is completely independent or

Charocteristics ofNursing Home Residents on Medicaid.. At any given time,
there are more than 18,000 individuals
Medicaid to pay for either a portion or
all oftheir nursing home costs. The data in Table 1 underscore the fragile nature of this
population. The typical nursing home resident receiving Medicaid is single (usually due
to the death of the spouse), 79 years old, female,
assistance with more than
five of the baJSic ADLs. In four of the categories
activities daily living toileting, dressing, bathing, and eating - at
the residenta required
some type of aJSsistance. Many of the characteristics ofpresent nursing home residents
are similar to those identified by JLARC in its 1978 report on long~term care.

Intermediate Care Facilities for th& Mentally Retarded acEs IMR>. In Virginia,
long-term care services for the mentally retarded
traditionally been institutionallybased. Currently more than 90 percent
on residential care for
the mentally retarded are disbursed to
The remaining 10
percent is spent on persons who receive
privately-operated ICFs!

MR.
As with nursing homes, ICFsIMR must

certified by the Virginia
State Department of Health before Medicaid cOO)
the services provided.
These facilities can be operated without t"dlerll.l c,erlitic:ati:on but they cannot bill the
Medicaid program for services
to "H,,,,..,,';",,, eligible recipi'Bntll.
in
tCJ"sll\iIR should require a
According to federal
program of "continuous active
I)) d"'\1"lloo
necessary to
function in the leaJSt restrictive
to better target the services
provided in these institutions, each facility resident iF:
according to their degree
ofimpairment as measured by their intelligence
classifi·

&

to

• I.Q. of 20~25 to
indlicates severe retarclati:on.
• I.Q. of below
indicates prcifolJmd retarflati,on.
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Table 1 - - - - - - - - - - - -

Characteristics of Nursing Home Residents
Receiving Medicaid, December 1991
Resident
Characteristics

Pprcent

Male
Female

26

Average Age

79

74

Marital Status
Widow
Single
Married
Divorced
Separated

58
18

14
7
3

Percent Dependent In ADL
Bathing
Bladder
Dressing
Toileting
Tr!lIlBferring
Eating
Bowel
Average Number of Dependencies
Total Residents

99
63
95
82
78

80
55

5.5
18,781

Notes: Missing data are not reflected in the calculation of the frequencies and mean values reported in this table.
Source: JLARC analysis of data from the Department ofM"edicaI Assistance Services' Long~Term Care Information

System.

Care in facilities for the mentally retarded requires planned programs to
address the habilitative needs and/or health-related services which exceed basic custodial care. Examples of services provided in these facilities include training in the
activities ofdaily living, task·learningskills,socially acceptable behaviors, basiccommunity living programming, or health care and health maintenance.
As a partofthe assessment process, a multi-disciplinary team ofdoctors, nurses,
and therapists performs a comprehensive resident evaluation and develops a treatment
plan which outlines a strategy for the delivery ofcare. Depending upon the results ofthe
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resident assessment, these plans could describe strategies for addressing various
medical needs as well as any speech, psychological, or physical problems.
CharacteristiC" oCRgsjdent,g in ICFafMR. Over the last ten years in Virginia,
most ofthe residents in ICFsIMR with mild or moderate levels ofmental retardation have
been returned to the community. Moreover, it is the current practice of these facilities
to limit most non-emergency admissions to adults who have severe and profound levels
ofmental retardation. As a result, 86 percent ofthe residents currently in the five Stateoperated institutions are either severely or profoundly retarded (Figure 5).

Persons with these types of mental deficits pose a number of challenges to
treatment staff. Most are unable to understand simple commands, communicate their
basic needs, or independently perform fundamental tasks such as dressing or toileting.
Further, a substantial minority of these residents are considered multiply handicapped
with complex medical problems ranging from disorders of the central nervous system to
severe physical disabilities. These medically fragile persons often require 24-hour care.
To effectively serve this population, staff at the ICFsIMR must be equipped to deliver a
specific range of therapy and behavior adjustment programs under the general rubric of
active treatment.

Institutions for Mental Di'Y'C!lWI. The other institutions that receive Medicaid
funding are the State institutions for mental diseases (IMD). Medicaid will only
reimburse the State for care it provides through IMDs to mentally ill persons who are
under the age of 21 or over 65.
...------------Figure 5--------------,

Level of Mental Retardation for
Residents in Virginia's Five Intermediate
Care Facilities, 1991
10'10 Moderately
Retarded

21 '10 severely
Retarded

65'10 Profouncly Retarded
Source: Deputment ofMental Heahh. Mental R.>tardotion. and Subet...... _
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Sarviceo.

"'h_~

"r1'",,,;a are used to detennine if a facility qualifies as an IMD. First, the
providing diagnOllis, treatment, or care of persons
with nlentaldiaemles. oo.::on,d, the institution must contain at least 16 beds. Third, more
1''''''''''''''' in
institution must require inpatient treatment for
mentlll Wille,,,, ,,,:;em~dirH!
records.

corull1lunity AArvit'"" which are authorized through Medicaid can be cstegohealth care, personal care, and a variety ofrehabilitative or developmental
trElininl~ p'tOg;rams for persons who are mentally retarded. Home health care involves the
"eIIlV""V ofm€!dillally-relat<"d services to persons who are considered homebound. Permaintenance and support activities which should be
care
are
tar'llei",d te per80ns
are at risk of entering a nursing home. Similarly, the
rellat,ill:tathre trEuruinll'progJ~81l1Bare generally designed to impan a range ofindependent
persous at risk of institutionalization develop the capability

AlmOllt since its inception, Medicaid legislation has
health care as a mandatory service for eligible recipients.
care program is to provide the medical services necessary
pai;ielltto a certain health status. In Virginia, these services are provided
nriw"", a;genlcies, hospitals, and local health depanments.
services that can be provided include skilled nursing, physical
tmmtov. OCiCU1)af.iOllai therapy, and speech therapy. These services are provided in the

employed by the home health agency. Persons receiving
non-medical home health aide services (e.g. meal
pr,"p!!raetic,n) as
as the
the services is a medical oondition. For example, a
peroon
is on a puree diet may receive a home health aide te prepare the meal.
8p'''''laUSLS

Hefol'e Nledicaid will :reimburse home care providers, a physician must certify
p:r,:;scrib>ed care by cmnpleting a treatment plan. This plan must be
physician every 60 days. Further, if the recipient is not
rel;ei'vllJlg El s~:iI1edse]rvice, it is the responsibility ofthe home care provider to Bend a nurse
two weeks to assess the progress of the treatment plan.
Medicaid paid for more than 277,000 home health visits (Figure 6).
were made by nurses to provide skilled care (e.g. implementhome health aides, and monitor the
health
was
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, . - - - - - - - - - - - - - Figure 6-------------,

Medicaid Home Health Visits Made
During FY 1991 by Type of Visit
2% occupational Therapy

2% Speech Therapy

/

\

8"10 Physical Therapy

28"10 Home Health Aid
(Non-Medica~

1% Other
Source: JLARC.taff anal}'BiB of automated clai:Im data from the Department of Medical Asaista:oce SemC88.

Personal Care. Prior to 1981, the scope ofcommunity care under Medicaid was
limited to only those services that could be defined as medically-based. In 1981, the
Congress passed legislation waiving this requirement, thereby allowing the expansion
of home care to include non-medical or personal care services. The explicit goal of the
waiver was to allow states to provide long-term maintenance services in the home ofthe
recipient as an alternative to admission to an institution, like a nursing home or a mental
health facility. The federal government has enacted legislation which will make personal
care a mandatory service in Virginia in FY 1994.
In Virginia, most of the personal care providers are the same agencies that
participate in the home health program. Through the use ofaides, these agencies provide
a range ofservices including assisting the pa tient with dressing, grooming, bathing, and
toileting. Before a recipient can be authorized to receive any type of personal care, a
screening committee must evaluate the case and approve the service.

Characteristics pfPersonal Care Recipients. Ail of December 1991, there were
more than 4,400 Medicaid recipients of personal care in Virginia. Assessment data
completed for a portion of this group reveal some of their basic characteristics (Table 2).
The average age of those receiving personal care was 75. Only 22 percent of these
recipients were married.
This population's need for assistance to conduct basic ADLs is similar to those
Medicaid recipients in nursing homes. On average, personal care recipients needed
assistance in performing about five basic activities of daily living. At least eight out of
every ten recipients needed assistance bathing, dressing, and eating.
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------------Table 2;-------------

Characteristics of Medicaid Personal Care Recipients,
December, 1991
Resident
Characteristics

Percent

Sex

22

Male
Female

78

Average Age

75

Marital Status
Widow
Married
Single
Divorced
Separated

48

22
19
7
4

Percent Dependent In ADL
Toileting
Bathing
Dressing
Bladder
Transferring
Eating
Bowel
Average Number of Dependencies
Total Residents

84

99
98
50
75

83
31
5.2
2,953

Notes: There were a rotcl of 4,462 recipients ofMedicaid personal care services as of December 31. 1991. At the
time the file was created for this analysis. assessments had not been conducted on 1,509 recipients. Missing
data are not reflected in the calculation of the frequencies and mean values reported in this table.
Source: JLARe analysis of data from the Department of Medical Assistance Services' Long~Term Care Information

System.

Community Progmms for the Mentally Retarded. Community care programs for
the mentaliy retarded are organized by the Department of Mental Health, Mental
Retardation, and Substance Abuse Services (DMHMRSAS). Presently, Medicaid funds
two types ofcommunity care programs for persons who are mentally retarded. The first
are called State plan option services and they can be provided to any person who is
mentally retarded regardless of their actual risk ofinstitutionalization. The thrust of
these services are day health and rehabilitation services and case management.
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The
group ofoorvices a:re provided under the
communityea:re
waiver authority. Unlike
State plan option servios!l, DMHMRSAS must demonstrate
that
individuals in the community helps
the ICFs/MR

physicallinliuiticlllS
impairmente.

oo,4Ii,ces
they
skills.
1990.

complex needs of this population, states
delrIDi.ng the precise nature
!!eMcee
flexibility was provided in
personal ca:re waiver were t)Tl:,icetlly prc,vilJ.ed
elderly and disabled, not pr<,blemll Iltelmming

NClll€!thele'illl, in requesting waiver authority
or trsUnJwg
retarded, states must pIau to iltrocture these
00
po]Pw.!ltl.on in a:rqniring various
adaptive I""m,,,,,,
guidelines, DMHMRSAS submitted a
pIau to HCFA in
apl}ro,red
requeat in January of 1991.

!!eMce delivery system for both the State pIau option
is cOllrcunalx,d
a
offorty community services
the State plan option, only the
are W""l1l1"''''U
!!ervices
DMHMRSAS to
providers. Generally, ea:rh eSB acts as a oorvice broker
asiluellng some case menagelnellt n=sp>onsibilit:les to
a
rauge
progrnms
ment!illy reta:roed. Included among
OOl~'Ce!l are
care
Ur(}!tr!!ltlS in
group hOlme!s,
IlUpport seMces, case m!mslgeme:nt, pr'3vc;ca,tioJtlal
Ln'illlug, sUI)j)(lirie,d
programs, and therapeutic oorlllultatiOltl.

STUDY MANDATE

the
General Aasemhly pasll!ld <::!e][une
(Appendix
resolution directe JLARC ro study Virginia's Medicaid program
other indigent care programs supported through appropriations ro State teEtCnmg
hospitals.
Ceneral Aasemhly's interest in Medicaid consistent with those au
states across the country that a:re
for ways to atrest
program,
The mandate for this study directe JLARe to asll!lSS how cost savings might be
adue'ved in
program through the use
liniit
and
The mandate also re{iUestil
program
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STUDY APPROACH
study was designed to explore Ii number of options for
cHflersJJ costll
Medicaid funded long-term care services. As a part of
IrBCHieworlt. it was fIrst necessary to determine what factors have the most
Slgnil:lcEmt Impal:t (ill J\!leluelud eostll. Next, based on these
amd an assessment of
the Opli10118 tl'VLUJltlO:"" VlOF{jilU'U ,Y,eU'CWlU law, JLARe staifcould determine if alternative
coot savings for the State.
service
care that could
o~lectives, the study focuses on five areas: (1) am assessment of
the faetol's i:l:lihllm:cillg I.relicts in the State's Medicaid long-term care costs; (2) am amalysis
ofthe
eligibility policies on Medicaid costs; (3) am assessment of
VUgiuJa's reilmbueeem.ent policies; (4) a review of the Medicaid-supported community
care oor'Vic:es:
an assessment of DMAS' coot audit and utilization review
procedures,
areas, the following issues were addressed:

•
®

mllJOr factors that appear to be associated with the rising costs
Ml,dicai:d 11m2-term care services?
cost avoidamce strategies cam the State pursue through
~"'H" current
criteria and service
for Medicaid?
to pay for institutional
COlmr:H£tllty-!Jaaed services appropriately designed to provide access to
10Vi'est possible cost?
OOlnrrnUliiJ!~haS€ld care adequately amd appropriately used to reduce reliance on imltiiuti.onal services?

oiilizs,ticm review and cost audit processes adequate to ensure
10rll!:~Tl:erm care services supported through Medicaid are both neces-

UJ\'Im:;;'

sej:larato review W!lll cOJildlilcted to eVluu:ato recipients' use of
the potential iJeller:tt of esllabiisJ!JiIllg am estate recovery

ofl'es:oar'chactivities were conductod to addeess each study issue. The
chlapTI:e,j),(lvi{lesa briefdiscussion ofsome ofthe activities which were
issues. Greater
regarding the methods used
llHlvi':led m
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Belol'e sJpecific OO9t oontain:ment options can
Medicaid 10n,1l:·I.,nnCllXe !lV~,teln
grown over
of
WI!!! on det.,Tlninlllg Wll,etrler
were ooilected on

&cJRi&ntJ:11kli&w2al:a, For each type

10nll-t1lTln cnre service, "lAnW,"
mlldical care expendItures,
mI':eh'ed specific types 10lJ,g·t.,nn
or honre), and !I relev,ml inflatlloll
DMAS and DMHMRSAS,
order to

are rmareu
care, V!LU'UVJ

lactAlrll that

oh,,,,,,vI>d expenditnre trends

interviev;ed key central
pel~pl!Ctivesolrthlll!l! who deliver tt,e CllXe, stl'Uctw'eu inl,I'M/il'V'"

were

care

ICFs/MR

~:~~~~~~;,Several struetured interviews w€,reCOitlU111Cleuwith staff
at DMAS I
eligibilitypal1cies
care,
fOCilll
intAM/'iAV1R Wal! on detennining the agency?s

and clllJlIDS
eli,gibilitiy status

costs
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Analysis of OMAS ReimbUrsement Methodologies
There are three different reimbursement methodologies used by DMAS to pay
for long-tarm care services. The study resolution specifically directs JLARC to detarmine
if the resulting reimbursement rates are both adequata to encourage a cost-effective
delivery of service and sufficient to promota quality care at the lowest possible cost.
For nursing homes, Stata-operatad ICFs/MR, and home health ag,mc'les," ,,",nnv
staff conductad structured intarviews with DMAS' cost audit staff and the respective
providers orthe care. Also, quantitative analyses of the factors which impact costs were
conducted for each of these service types.
DMAS does not collect cost data on the providers of personal care. These ratas
are set in the Appropriations Act. Therefore, to develop an understanding of how these
ratas were established, the appropriate staff at DMAS were intarviewed.

Structured Interviews. The initial step in the analysis of reimbursement rates
was the implementation of structured interviews with DMAS staff and the various
providers oflong-term care. These interviews were conducted for two reasons. First,
because states have considerable flexibility for establishing reimbursement rates,
JLARC staffhad to question DMAS to determine what funding and service goals were
pursued when the rates were set. Interviews were also conducted with a sample ofservice
providers to listen to their views on the adequacy of the reimbursement rates and the
process used to detarmine these rates.
Second, to facilitate a quantitative analysis of provider costs, JLAR.C staffhad
to identifY what factors should be considered in an analysis of the costs associated with
particular types oflong-term care.
involved talking with DMAS staffand providers
that were knowledgeable about the costs of delivering certain types of care.

QuantitativeAnalysis. The objective ofthe quantitative assessment ofprovider
long-tarm care cost varied somewhat based on the particular type of care.
nursing
homes and home health agencies, the objective ofthe analysis taam was to identifY which
factors most strongly influenced observed differences in program cost. Based on this
descriptive analysis, JLAR.C staff determined whether all of
key indicators which
impact cost were appropriately considered by DMAS when the rate setting methodology
was established.
DMAS' rate setting process for Stata-operated ICFsIMR is completely different
from the methodology used for nursing homes. These facilities are reimbursed on a cost
basis to maximize the federal match for Medicaid.
methods
by
Therefore, for this study, JLAR.C staff
DMJ:L.\1RSAS staff to allocate costs to the Medicaid program and conducted an aU'~J~'O
of the major factors that affect costs in the ICFsIMR.
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The Use of Community Care
A

and analysis of how the connnunity
recipients. The general purpose the
servioos are being targeted to the appropriate groups
A
was conducted on the costs
community-based
care provided in nursing homes. JLARC staff also
tlelrsnn"l care
cOlad'l1ct:ed interviews
agencies and local providers concerning the
community care fur persons who are mentally retarded.
care

WID! Ii

~v.,t",n

is
lllL;tllY~lM was to

Tes,erorch activities completed for this part ofthe study included structured
int",>,,"''''''', a telephone survey, and Ii longitudinal study of the costs of connnunity care
versus
home care.

Structured Interview.9. A number ofstructured interviews were conducted with
"''''''''''''' staff who have oversight responsibility for the pre-admission screening process.
ini:erviews were
to provide the JLARC staff with an understanding of
Uilflfii1> policies governing
screening process.

Th,GNb

II part of the field work for this study, JLARC staff interviewed screening
COlnIllittee,sin 14 different localities. In general, these interviews focused on whether the
sCI'eeJrillJ'g process is oonsistentiy implemented across the State.

One
federal law is that personal care
persons who are at imminent risk of institutionaliza"eO'Ii,u"" to prevent the use of personal care as a supplement to, rather
suibsiitttte
home care. To evaluate whether the screening process
ad.,eqtmteiy
staff conducted telephone surveys with
personal care aides in providing support to a
fanlily me:mbl,r or lhend..

~~~~:~~:~~~~:~~~;;~~d
issue regarding commuprovided at II lower oost to the
than

servii,(ces

quesl;iOla, all persons who entered either a nursing
hmne .)r bJegan n;cei.virlg personlll care in 1986 were identified. Using DMAS claims files,
amount of medical care expenditures made on
account for differences in the severity of the
recipient's level of dependency was collected
Ul1Jlfi0 iCIng-term cSYe
system.

com,munity services boards ill obtein
;"terviewa focused on
ooulmlmity care until 1991.

OlI:Aat.;oT,a
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Adequacy of PMAS' IItUjzatiou Reyjew Pmcess

Federal law requires DMAS to establish and coordinate a utilization review
process to ensure that the care paid for by Medicaid is appropriate, necessary, and of
sufficient quality. One of the final issues examined in this study was a review ofhow the
utilization review process operates. Some ofthe research activities conducted by JLARC
staffincluded a review offederal utilization review and quality assurance requirements,
structured interviews, and observation of utilization review activities.

Review of Utilization Requirements. Evaluation of the utilization review
process was complicated somewhat by the fact that the process differs for each type of
long-term care service. To develop an understanding ofthese requirements, JLARC staff
reviewed the appropriate documents and examined several reports on the goals and
objectives of Medicaid utilization review.
Structured Interviews. During the study, several interviews were held with
staffat DMAS, the Department of Health, and providers ofeach type oflong-term care.
In these interviews, both the staffand providers were asked to describe the process and
assess any inherent strengths and weaknesses. Also, DMAS staffwere asked to describe
what they found to be the most common problems identified through utilization review.
Observation qf Utilization Review Field Visits. JLARC staff accompanied
DMAS utilization review analysts and stafffrom the Department of Health on visits to
a nursing home, home health agency, personal care provider, and an ICF/MR. This was
done to observe the utilization review process for the different components oflong-term
care. During these visits, JLARC staffhad the opportunity to ask the analysts questions
about the objectives and rationale of particular review activities.
REPORT ORGANIZATION

The remaining chapters in this report present the results of an analysis of the
organization and implementation of Medicaid long-term care services. Chapter II
provides an analysis ofservice utilization and expenditure trends for Medicaid long-term
care. Chapter III discusses the impact ofVirginia's eligibility policies for long-term care
on total Medicaid costs. Chapter IV presents the results of an analysis of DMAS'
reimbursement methodology for institutional service providers. Chapter Vexamines the
appropriateness and adequacy of the community care system for Medicaid recipients,
while reimbursement for community care providers is reviewed in Chapter VI. Finally,
Chapter VII presents a review ofDMAS' utilization review and cost audit procedures.
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II. Trends in Medicaid Long-Term
Care Expenditures
Because expenditures on long-term care are almost half of the total Medicaid
budget, policy discussions concerning ways to contain the cost of the program must
considerable attention to these services. However, before this can be done, it is necessary
to examine how Virginia's Medicaid long-term care services have grown in terms of the
recipients they serve and the cost associated with funding their care.
Since 1983, the average growth in overall expenditures for long-term care has
averaged slightly more than 11 percent. Increases in the number of long-term care
recipients is a key factor in the rising cost for these services. However, these figures mask
important differences in expenditure and utilization patterns for the different types of
long-term care services.
Among the institutional services funded by Medicaid, expenditures for Stateoperated faciliLies for the mentally retarded have grown at the fastest rate. These
increases are due almost entirely to sharp rises in the cost of providing a day of
institutional care. For nursing homes, average annual spending growth has been slightly
less than ten percent. More importantly, this increase appears to be partly related to
fact that Medicaid is paying for a greater number of days of nursing home care due to
growth in the number of recipients.
The fastest growing long-term care services are those provided in the community. Both personal care and home health expenditures have experienced
increases. In these programs, increases in the number of recipients have siguificantly
outpaced the amount of spending per recipient. Still, the impact of these increases on
total Medicaid spending is not as great because the services are delivered at a much lower
cost than those provided in institutions.
The results from an analysis ofutilization and expenditure patterns for most
the long-term care services funded by the Medicaid program are discussed in this
chapter. In analyzing these trends, a common line ofinquiry was pursued. Specifically.
JLARe staff examined the extent to which the observed increases in long-term care
expenditures were driven by a growing demand for the services or were the result ofthe
rising costs of health care.

NURSING HOME EXPENOITURES AND UTILIZATION

Medicaid nursing home expenditures are, by far, the largest portion
term care spending. DMAS reimburses providers of nursing home care based on a per
diem rate. From 1983 to 1990, Medicaid expenditures, net of patient pay, based on these
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rate. increaaed appreciably, growing from $159 million to $261 million. During this
period, the Medicaid program became the single largest source of payment for nursing
home care in Virginia.

In general, the analyail indicates that both increaaed nursing home utilization
and rising coats aaaociated with providing a day of care have played a role in the growth
of Medicaid spending for nursing home services. More importantly, the major factor
behind the increase in utilization has been a pel'llistent growth in the number ofMedicaid
recipients who are in nursing homes.
Higher Coati per Day and More DRY' of Cam Tncmaee Spending

Since 1983, Medicaid spending on nursing homes has been driven upward at an
average annual rate ofnearly ten percent. The key factors behind this increase have been
the amount ofprogram spending incurred per day for nursing home care and the number
of nursing home days paid for by Medicaid. Both of these factors have increased at an
average annual rate of approximately four percent (Figure 7).
EXJ)Cnditures per Day ofCare. An increase in the cost of a day of nursing home
care can be caused by a number of factors including general inflation, increaaed
regulation, management inefficiencies, or changes in the health care needs ofthe facility
residents. Forexample, in the latter case, ifafacility's resident population becomes more

,...-------------Figure 7 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
Medicaid Nursing Home Expenditure and
Utilization Trends, 1983 - 1990
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as high as the increase in the days of care per recipient. This means that the average
annual increase in the total days ofcare paid for by Medicaid shown in Figure 7 appears
to be due primarily to a growing number of Medicaid recipients in nursing homes.
DMAS staff attribute much ofthe recipient growth to a temporary lifting of the
State's current moratorium on new nursing home beds. Established as a part of the
Certificate of Public Need Program, the moratorium was designed to control nursing
home costs by limiting the construction of new bedspace.
According to DMAS and the Virginia Department of Health (VDH), lifting the
moratorium resulted in an immediate increase in the number of new beds. From 1985
to 1990 alone, the number ofnew beds increased by almost 28 percent. During this same
time period, the number of Medicaid recipients in nursing homes increased by approximately 14 percent.
Most of the nursing home administrators interviewed by JLARC staff for this
study felt that the increase in the number of days ofcare was the result oflonger nursing
home stays for Medicaid patients. The reason most often cited was Medicare's switch to
a Diagnosis-Related Group (DRG) payment system for hospita!ll.
The DRG system pays hospitals a flat fee for providing care to a recipient. The
fee varies depending on the patient's diagnosis but not the length of the hospital stay.
Therefore, for any given diagnosis, a hospital receives the same amount ofmoney for ten
days of care as it does for one day. Consequently, it is in the hospital's financial interest
to treat and discharge patients as quickly as possible.
According to these administrators, many of those hospital patients are being
discharged to nursing homes. Ail a result, Medicaid patients frequently enter nursing
homes in poor physical condition requiring longer and more extensive periods of care.
While this may indeed be one impact of the DRG system, the relatively minor changes
in the number of days of care provided per Medicaid recipient since the system was put
in place suggest that it only impacts a minority ofthose receiving nursing home benefits.
24

EljgihiJity pQJjcies Must Be Reexamined to Achieye Cost Reductions

The fmdings presented in this section do not support policies aimed at lowering
nursing home costs through reducing the Medicaid reimbursement rate. Such strategies
are appropriate when it appears that the rate paid by Medicaid is supporting noninflationary growth in the daily cost of this type of care. However, because a key factor
behind increased nursing home expenditures is a growing number ofrecipients, the State
will need to reexamine its policies concerning who gets access to these benefits in order
to reduce expenditures on nursing home care.
Although Virginia's Medicaid costs are supported with a 50 percent match of
federal funds, the program's federal legislation grants states considerable discretion in
deciding who will be served by the program. States can generally limit coverage for
nursing home benefits to most program participants by establishing more restrictive
income guidelines or, using more drastic measures, states can refuse to provide these
benefits for large groups ofrecipients. These options are analyzed and discussed in more
detail in Chapter III of this study.

EXPENDITURES AND UTILIZATION IN
INTERMEDIATE CARE FACILITIES FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED

Virginia's five State-operated intermediate care facilities for the mentally
retarded (lCFsIMR) account for the second largest component ofMedicaid long-term care
spending. As with nursing homes, DMAS pays these facilities for each day of care they
provide Medicaid recipients. From 1983 to 1990, the amount ofmoney spent by Medicaid
on the services delivered in these institutions grew from $61 million to $115 millionan average annual increase of slightly more than 12 percent. This expenditure rate
exceeds the observed increases for all other types ofinstitutional care supported through
Medicaid.
In general, the analysis of these trends indicates that spending increased at
these facilities despite a decline in the number of days of care provided to Medicaid
recipients. Thus, substantial increases in the cost of providing a day of care was the
overriding cause of the growth in Medicaid ICFIMR expenditures. Primary reasons
the increase in Medicaid spending per day are costly federal regulations and fixed
overhead costs.

Medjcaid Spendjng per Day in ICF1sIMR Has Grown SubstantiaJJy

Figure 9 indicates that since 1983, the total Medicaid spending in Stateoperated ICFsIMR increased at an average annual rate of almost 13 percent. While the
amount of Medicaid spending climbed, far fewer days of care were provided by these
facilities. In fact, the number of days that Medicaid paid for decreased by nearly 15
percent during the same time period that expenditures were increasing - an average
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ICFIMR Medicaid Expenditure and
Utilization Trends, 1983-1990
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Source: JLARC Iltaff ana!ysio of Medicaid expen_ and utilization data from the Department of Mental
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annual drop ofslightly more than two percent. The result ofthis is that the cost for a day
of institutional care in the ICFsIMR increased by more than 17 percent.
To determine the impact ofinflation on the increased daily cost oflCFIMR care,
changes in the VNHMB indicator were compared to the growth in expenditures per day
of care. As shown in Figure 9, Medicaid spending per day in ICFsIMR grew, on average,
three and halftimes faster than the rate of inflation.
This finding raised a number of important questions for this study. Namely,
why has the daily cost of care provided by ICFsIMR increased at a rate which substantially exceeds inflation? What implications do these reasons have for future Medicaid
spending on the type of care provided in these facilities?

To address these questions, JLARC staffinterviewed budget and cost accounting staffat the Department ofMental Health Mental Retardation and Substance Abuse
Services (DMHMRSAS) and the administrative and program staff at each of the State's
five ICFsIMR. The general consensus among those interviewed was that high cost of a
day of care is driven by stringent federal regulations, the inherent difficulty in reducing
fixed overhead costs, and an increase in the proportion offacilityreaidents who are either
severely or profoundly retarded.
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Federal Regulations. Federal regulations and regulatory enforcement for ICFt
MR Medicaid certification have been intensified in recent years. In order for an ICFIMR
to receive payment for the services provided to a Medicaid-eligible resident, the facility
must first be certified to participate in the program. These requirements are extensive,
detailed, and often complex.
Medicaid certification requirements concerning staffing levels and active treatment programs have been particular problems for the ICFsIMR. Prior to 1974, federal
regulations for these facilities only required that they provide basic custodial care - a
general focus on the housing and feeding of residents. Since that time, the regulations
have moved ICFsIMR away from custodial care to more ofa treatment-oriented approach
to care. In 1988, federal regulations were promulgated which required ICFsIMR to
develop and implement programs which ensure that all of the residents' physical,
psychological, emotional, and social needs are being addressed through a continuous
program of active treatment. It should be noted that Virginia had monitored active
treatment long before the 1988 regulations were issued.
To facilitate the implementation of these plans, federal regulations specifY
minimum ratios for the number of residents per staff member. However, the same
regulations require that the ICFIMR provide "sufficient direct care staff to manage and
supervise clients in accordance with their individual program plans." This language
permits federal regulators to impose staffing standards that actually exceed the minimum ratios specified by the regulations.
During the 19808, the Health Care Financing Administration (HCFA) conducted "look-behind" inspections to ensure that certification requirements were being
met. These federal inspections are made in order to monitor the accuracy and thoroughness of the Medicaid certification inspection conducted by the Virginia Department of
Health (VDH). In other words, the HCFA inspection is done in an attempt to verify the
findings of the VDH inspection. As the following case examples demonstrate, HCFA
found the ICFsIMR to be deficient in many areas despite the facilities' relatively low
resident to staff ratios.

Southside Virginia Training Center received 80 pages ofdeficiencies as
a result ofa 1985 inspection. Problems included an insufficient number
ofdirect care treatment staff, inadequate laundry facilities, and inadequate transportation. However, at the time of the inspection, the
facility had 4.3 residents per direct care staff member.

* * *

Northern Virginia Training Center was also cited for numerous deficiencies in 1985. Problems included inadequate active treatment
programs, inadequate therapy programs, and inadequate staffing in
disciplines such as recreation, physical and occupational therapy,
psychology, speech, and resident living. At the time ofthe inspection,
the facility had 4.6 residents per direct care staff member.
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* * *
In 1991, this facility was cited for deficiencies by the U.S. Department
ofJustice. Problems included inadequate medical care and an insufficient number ofadequately trained staff.

* * *
HCFA cited the Southwestern Virginia Training Center in 1988 for a
continued lack ofsufficient numbers ofdirect care staff to manage and
superoise residents during the evening shill. The facility was also cited
for failure to properly maintain electrical appliances. At the time ofthe
inspection, the facility had four residents per direct care staffmember.

As a result of these federal inspections, the ICFsIMR were required to prepare
corrective action plans for HCFA The plans had to explain the actions that would be
taken in order to bring the facilities into compliance with federal regulations. Essentially, the plans called for more staff positions. Additional State funding was provided
in order to hire the staffnecessary to implement the corrective action plans. For example:
• Northern Virginia Training Center was found to require an additional 47 staff
as a result of the 1985 HCFA inspection.
• Southwestern Virginia Training Center was required to hire 21 additional
staff as a result of its 1988 inspection.
• Central Virginia Training Center had to hire 60 additional staff as the result
of a 1984 inspection.
The combination of HCFA look-behind surveys and stricter active treatment
requirements has forced administrators at the ICFsl.MR to hire additional staffto provide
the specialized care for its residents. Consequently, since 1983, the number of direct
treatment staff increased by six percent despite a 21 percent decline in total resident
population. As illustrated by Figure 10, due to the combined effect of increased staffand
a decreased number of residents, these facilities are consistently lowering the ratio of
residents to staff.

Fixed Costs in Facilities. One of the major categories of expenses in ICFsIMR
are indirect or overhead costs. These non-patient care expenses are incurred for such
services as general administration, buildings and grounds work, laundry, and food
services, including the salaries of persennel responsible for these institutional functions.
Currently, overhead costs account for almost 40 percent of total Medicaid
spending in ICFsIMR. DMHMRSAS accounting staff point out that these facility
overhead costs are essentially fIxed and therefore not sensitive to periodic decreases in
resident levels. For example, ifit costs $1 million to manage the building and grounds,
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ICFIMR Residents per Direct-Care Staff Member
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these costs do not change if the number of residents decline. AP, one staffperson stated,
"the same amount ofsquare footage in the building has to be heated, cooled, and cleaned."
However, as the number ofresidents decrease through death or discharge, there
are fewer recipients to whose care the fixed facility costs can be allocated. AP, Figure 11
indicates, overhead costs in these facilities have increased at an average annual rate of
almost nine percent since 1983 despite a decrease in the number of recipients.
Figure 11
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Changes in Total and Indirect Costs for
State-Operated ICFsIMR (1983-1990)
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obviously increases the per-patient day expenditures for Medicaid recipients. Specifically, from 1983 to 1990, the indirect costs per patient in these focilities has
iocreased at an average annus! rate ofmore than 14 percent. Until the point is reached
at which some portions ofthe facilities can be closed, overhead costs will
to grow
as a
tots! spending in the ICFsIMR.
ImlJaCt wearing forPersons with Severe Problems. Somewhat less convincing
is DMHMRSAS' contention that the increased severity oHts
are driving costs
upward.
State.-operated ICFsIMR have assumed the role ofproviding care and
treatment
peraons with severe and profound levels ofments! retardation. Moreover,
many ofthese same residents have multiple physics! disabilities and sometimes extreme
behaviors!
According to facility staff, this is an
difficnlt j,lUIJW'~Cl<>ll
to care for.
range of physical and mental deficits suffered
often
require
services, such as occupational, ph:ysu:a1,
therapy.
recipients requlre individualized, one-on~one attention
to perform
of daily living.

availability of commnnity-based care for persons with disabilities of this
nature has
been limited. These services are
in Virginia through a
network
COlummnityService Boards (CSBs). One role CSBs
typically been
to su,lpon Statewide efforts aimed at reducing the size of
by providing
care to
are mildly or moderately
to
community.

cases,
indicates
percent
for an average

the resources
ICFsIMR and CSBs stated that the CSBa not
,llg:mltlClmt numbere of severely and profonndly mentally retarded
reslolt. these individuals tend to remain institutionalized, in some
Data on the average length of stay of ICFIMR residents
length of institutionalization has grown by an average rate of fonr
(Figure 12). Presently, residents typically remain in these facilities
yeare.

Over the last 10 years, many mildly and moderately retarded residents were
discharged
State ICFslMR in order to be cared for community settings. At
the same
other persons in the community with this same profJle who had never been
ineltitutionali:zed were admitted to community-based treatmellt programs as oppooed to
Stlate ICFalMR This not only reduced the number ofindividuals in the lCFsl
MR but it increased the proportion ofresidents in these facilities who were either severely
or
(Figure 12).
aeLmu nUlmb<3r of severely and prc,fottndly ,..,tSirrlc,rl
de<:re,t!lellL
1983, there were
nunloor decltnllU to 2,360 by
residents
rate
fewerresidentllieft for si:aflitocwre
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Changes in Length of Stay and Levels of
Mental Retardation for Residents of ICFslMR (1983·1990)
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Source: JLARC staff analysis of resident characteristics and length of stay data collected from the Department
of Mental Health, Mental Retardation, and Substance Abuse Services.

This fact weakens the argument that an increase in the proportion of severely
impaired residents is a key factor driving the observed cost increases. If overall patient
levels had remained constant while the number ofseverely impaired residents increased,
this would undoubtedly increase the expenditures at the margin for a day of care. AB it
stands, any cost increases due to an increase in the proportion ofseverely and profoundly
retarded residents is likely to be small.

OptiQDS tor ControlJipg Medicaid Spending QD ICFs/MR Are Jcimjted

AB stated earlier, when the rate of Medicaid spending per day for a particular
type of service substantially exceeds inflation, the State should consider looking to its
reimbursement system.as a means oflowering its per diem expenditures for that service.
However, in the case of the State-operated ICFsIMR, there are compelling reasons to
refrain from this strategy.
First, it appears that much ofthe increased cost in these facilities, though noninflationary, is still outside ofthe control ofagency administrators. The stringent federal
regulations and persistent overhead are factors which cannot be manipulated by
management staff.
In addition, the difficulty associated with restructuring the larger facilities to
reduce fixed costs means that these expenses will likely remain even as resident levels
are slowly decreased through attrition. Under these circumstances, any reductions in
Medicaid reimbursements below the maximum amount allowed by the federal government will effectively be a loss of revenue for the State.
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limitations, the State will need to reexamine both the role of the
State in providing thIs form ofcare and the current structure of ICFIMR services if cost
roductions are desirod. Two other chaptel:'8 in this report examine the possibilities for
developing cost savings through the reimbursement system and expanding community
care services. However, as will be discussed, the disadvantages associated with these
strategies raise questions about the potential for generating the desired savings.

HOME HEALTH EXPENDITURES AND UTILIZATION
Although the amount of Medicaid spending for home health care is rolatively
low in comparison to other types oflong-term care, expendituros for this service had the
second highest growth rate of all long-term care services. Medicaid home health
payments are
to approved providers based on the number ofvisits they conduct for
each recipient ofthis cere. From 1983 to 1990, toial Medicaid home health expendituros
increased from $3 million to moro than $13 million.
Although
has been a slight increase in the amount of Medicaid spending
per visit, the nri:m,u'V reason for the observed growth in home health care expendlturos
appears to be a rise the number ofMedicaid rocipients who are receiving this service.
Increased Spending per Visit Has less Impact than Total Visits

Since 1983, the total Medicaid expendituros for home health care increased at
an average annual rate ofalmost 50 percent (Figure 13). Relative to other factors, it does
not appear that increased spending per visit has played a key role in the growth in
Medicaid expenditures for home health care. While the average annual increase in
Medicaid spending
visit did increase by almost 10 percent, the growth rate for total
number of visits approached 25 percent.

Increased 8pendirut Per Visit. Although there are a number offactors which
could have influenced the 10 percent increase in Medicaid spending per visit, it appears
that inflation was the major reason, AB Figure 13 illustrates, the average annual rate
ofinflation, as measurod by the U.S. Home Health Agency Market Basket, was almost
six jlercent.
accounts for more than sixty percent ofthe average increase in Medicaid
reasons for the increase not explained by inflation, it
home health providers were
by DMAS during
DMAS used a cost·based reiml,un8el1tler,t ~,r"tpm
NlemC;iire principles, UIVU''''' USIlileu what costs would be all()wa,l:lle
em1~t-V'oar cost reports detailing
eXllenses
reviewing these reuiOrt,L
nelnlbursed
pr,ovideJn3 l1etrOSllectively based on their allowable costs,
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Medicaid Home Health Expenditure and
Utilization Trends (1983·1990)
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Note: DMAS cost report data for visits were unaudited and therefore may not be completely accurate.
Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from cost reports of home health agencies.

This type ofreimbursement system has been criticized as inefficient and lacking
in incentives to control costs. As long as the home health agencies worked within the
allowable cost categories and stayed below the Medicare upper payment limits, they were
reimbursed their reported costs. This creates a number of scenarios too numerous to
discuss in this study which could have led to increased Medicaid spending per visit above
the levels suggested by normal health care inflation.

Increased Recipients. Clearly the key reason behind the increase in home health
expenditures is the growth in number of recipients (Figure 14). From 1983 to 1990, the
number of Medicaid recipients receiving home health care increased at an average
annual rate of more than 20 percent. However, the number of visits per recipient
experienced only minimal growth. Therefore, the entrance of additional Medicaid
recipients into the home health program was the major factor behind the increase in total
visits and total spending.
There are two general factors that were responsible for the increased number
ofhome health recipients. First, the pool ofhome health providers has greatly expanded
since 1980. This growth was primarily a response to the growing popularity of, and pent·
up demand for, home care. During this same time period, the Medicaid program with its
generous retrospective, cost·based reimbursement system attracted more providers and
became widely known throughout the home care community. In fact, the number ofhome
health agencies in Virginia doubled in the seven years from 1983 to 1990.
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Factors Related to Medicaid Expenditure and
Utilization Trends for Home Health Care (1983·1990)
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Source: JLARC staff analysis ofHCFA form 2082 recipient data for home health agencies provided by the
Department of Medical Assistance Services.

The second factor was the DRG hospital payment system. As previously
discussed, this system creates incentives for the faster release of Medicare hospital
patients. In response to these incentives, it is widely believed that many hospitals began
to discharge patients before they were fully recovered from their illnesses. Recognizing
this, physicians began to use home care to give their patients continued access to the
supervised treatment they needed to fully recuperate.
Home health providers realize that they are gaining more and more patients in
this manner. One provider said that "the DRGs are pushing the patients out of the
hospital quicker and sicker." Home health agencies, as a result, are now having to
provide care to patients with chronic medical conditions. Agencies report that they are
now providing skilled medical services such as:
• intravenous drug injections,
• feeding tubes,
• catheter irrigations,
• wound care,
• ventilator therapy, and
• chemotherapy.

Controlljng Access to Home Health Care Can More Effectively Reduce Costs
The fmdings presented in this section do not fully support policies aimed at
lowering home health costs through restricting the number ofvisits that a recipient can
receive. While such strategies can result in some cost savings, they ignore the major
factor responsible for the increase in spending - a rising number of new entrants into
the program. The data in this study indicate that while the increase in the number of
visits per recipient has been negligible, the number of recipients has increased at an
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average annual rate ofmore than 20 percent. As will be discussed in Chapter VII, DMAS'
recent establishment of utilization review activities for home health care is a more
effective method for controlling home health cost without creating problems ofaccess and
cost shifting.

PERSONAL CARE EXPENDITURES AND UTILIZATION

DMAS offers personal care services for persons who are at-risk of being placed
in a nursing home. Agencies that deliver these services are reimbursed at an hourly rate
for the total hours ofcare provided. Personal care expenditures have grown at the fastest
rate ofall long-term care services. From 1984 to 1990, total expenditures increased from
$3 million to more than $25 million.
In general, this increase in expenditures was due entirely to growth in the
number ofhours of personal care provided. Furthermore, the expansion ofservices was
primarily the result ofan increase in the number ofpersons approved for this type ofcare.

Medicaid Spending on PerSQna! Care Has Grown Substantially

Figure 15 summarizes the changes that have occurred in Medicaid pel'SOJtlal
care spending since expenditure data were first collected in Virginia in 1984. As
indicated, total Medicaid spending for this type of care has increased by 107 percent
annually. The annual rate of growth for the hours of care provided - 108 percent mirrors the change in spending for these services. Conversely, the rate of change in
Medicaid spending per hour of care has experienced no change.

Medicaid E:wenditures per HQur. The cost to the Medicaid program for an hour
ofpersonal care is essentially the amount ofhourly reimbursement paid for the personal
care aide. While the number ofhours ofcare delivered by providers ofthis care since 1984
has increased rapidly, the State has made only minor changes to the reimbursement rate.
For example, from 1984 to 1990, there was only one rate increase for personal
care services. For providers in Northern Virginia the rate was increased from $7.00 to
$8.50. The rate for personal care providers in the rest of the State was increased from
$7.00 to $8.00. These limitations on rate increases have effectively contained Medicaid
expenditures per hour of care.
To determine whether the personal care rate increases kept track with inflation,
JLARC staff used the U.S. Home Health Agency Market Basket inflation indicator.
While this is not a specific measure of inflation for personal care, it was used as a proxy
because many of the factors which influence home health costs also affect personal care.
As Figure 15 shows, inflation increased at an average annual rate of five percent. This
was higher than hourly wage increases that were granted during this time period.
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Medicaid Personal Care Expenditure and
Utilization Trends (1984--1990)
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oleSource: JLARC staff analysis of expenditure and utilization data provided by the Department of Medical
JusiAtance Services.

In 1992, the State took steps to addreBB this problem by increasing the personal care rate
to $IU)() for Northei"l1 Virginia and $9.00 for the balance of the State.

Increased Hours. The rapid increase in the number of hours of care being paid
for by Medicaid is due almost entirely to growth in the number of persons receiving
personal care. AP. Figure 16 demonstrates, recipients receiving personal care increased
substantially from 1984 to 1990, growing at an average annual rate ofnearly 60 percent.
At the same time, the number ofhours ofcare per recipient grew by less than ten percent.
Persona) Care Screenjng Must Be Addressed to Coptajn Soonlljpf

AP. with home health care, any concern about the growth in personal care
services must be tempered by the fact it is less expensive than the form ofcare - nursing
homes - it is designed to replace. However, personal care services are not cost-effective
if they are targeted to persons who are not at imminent risk ofnursing home placement.
In such cases, rather than avoiding future nursing home costs for the State, personal care
becomes a supplement to existing long-term care services thereby increasing total
aggregate Medicaid spending.
Toensure the cost-effectiveness ofthese services, it is important that the State's
policies governing who gains aceeBB to these services are appropriately designed and
implemented. This iBBue will be addreBBed in Chapter V of this study.
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Factors Related to Expenditure and
Utilization Trends in Personal Care (1984-1990)

Hours per
IllIciplent
Source: JLARC staff analY8is ofpersonaJ care recipient data provided by the Department ofMedical Assistance
Services.

CONCLUSIONS

The majority of Medicaid funding for long-term care services is spent on
institutional care provided in nursing homes and facilities which offer treatment for
persons who are mentally retarded. Medicaid spending on nursing home care has grown
primarily due to an increase in the number of recipients who are relying on the program
to pay for these services. The expenditure increases observed for the care provided by the
ICFsIMR is primarily the result ofgrowing costs associated with providing a day ofcare
in these facilities.
Medicaid spending on community care has grown at the fastest rate ofall longterm services. The primary reason for the growth ofboth home health and personal care
services is an increase in the number ofpeople who are receiving care in the community.
The varied nature and purpose of each of these long-term care services have
implications for any cost containment strategies that the State may wish to pursue. For
these reasons, methods for controlling long-term care expenditures should be carefully
considered based on an examination of the State's objective in funding these different
types ofcare through Medicaid. For example, are there cost containment policy changes
which can be made to the State's long-term care eligibility guidelines without undermining the basic intent of the program? Does the Medicaid reimbursement process contain
sufficient components to contain spending? Is community-based care used efficiently?
Are utilization review and cost audit performed effectively? These questions are
addressed in the remainder of this report.
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III. Medicaid Eligibility and Services for
Long-Term Care
The federal laws which are the basis for Medicaid's eligibility guidelines give the
states considerable discretion in deciding who is served by the Medicaid program and
what benefits they receive. As a result, the most effective methods for cost avoidance in
Medicaid are to restrict the number of persons who have access to the program or limit
the range ofbenefits that will be provided. How states use this discretion when designing
eligibility and benefits options for long-term care services is particularly important
because of the expensive nature of this care.
In Virginia, a substantial portion of the long-term care cost in the State is due
to the extension of benefits to persons for whom Medicaid coverage is optional. In FY
1991, more than half of the 44,000 Medicaid long-term care recipients established
eligibility for program benefits through provisions which were implemented at the option
of the State. The total medical care expenditures for this group of recipients exceeded
$370 million.
Similarly, more than halfofVirginia's Medicaid expenditures for long-term care
were for services which the State is not required to provide. The total cost of these
optional services in FY 1991 was more than $366 million.
of the total amount spent on Medicaid services in the State.
These data clearly demonstrate that the State has the discretionary authority
to reduce the size and cost of its Medicaid program. However, the tradeoff would be a
reduction in services to many elderly citizens who either live at the economic margin or
rely almost exclusively on Medicaid for support of their basic health care needs. Other
strategies which can be pursued to slow the growthoflong-term expenditures include the
implementation of an estate recovery program and tighter federal restrictions on the
ability of applicants to gain access to Medicaid eligibility by sheltering assets.
Medicaid eligibility guidelines and service options for long-term care recipients
are the subjects ofthis chapter. Based on these policies, possible strategies for containing
costs are presented.

CATEGORIES OF ELIGIBILITY FOR MEDICAID LONG·TERM CARE

The rules governing Medicaid eligibility are extremely complex and even more
difficult to understand if all possible variations across states are considered. In general,
however, this complexity can be reduced by distinguishing those categories of persons
who must be served from those for whom the extension ofprogram benefits is completely
optional. Once this is accomplished, the possibilities for reducing the size and cost of the
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Another group of persons that the State considers as non-money payuwr,t
recipients are those who meet a special income limit. Generally called the
percent
rule, this guideline allows the State to extend Medicaid payments to persons who are
either institutionalized or at-risk of institutionalization and have incomes which are
greater than the State's limits for SSI but lower than 300 percent of the SSI level.
Virginia uses the 300 percent rule to determine eligibility for individuals who are
receiving care in the home and community-based care waiver or in state IMDs and IeFs!
MR.

According to DMAS' eligibility specialists, one objective ofthe State in ad()pting
the 300 percent rule was to encourage families to utilize communitycare as an a1terrlative
to the more expensive services in institutions. Without this standard, all applicants
whose income exceeded the Medicaid limit would have to "spend down" by incurring
medical expenses in sufficient amounts before the community care could be provided.
"Spending down" in Medicaid can be a complex process
to accumulate medical bills, meet with the eligibility workers to have them verified, and
then be approved for benefits. These same individuals could, however, be admitted to an
institution and actually begin receiving services in anticipation of"spending down" their
income based on the large monthly costs of this type of care. Therefore, without the
income standard, DMAS felt that more persons who could be served in the community
would instead rely on institutional care to avoid service delays and the complexity ofthe
"spend down" process.

The Medically Needy. Many State residents who cannot
on
the basis of any of the previously mentioned categories can gain access to Medicaid
benefits as medically needy. This includes individuals who have too much income to meet
the fmancial eligibility requirements of the SSI and AFDC programs. but not en'lug,h
resources to pay their medical bills.
The
Virginia is one of 36 states that have provisions for the medically
State adopted this program in 1972 so that the nursing home benefits that were being
paid for with State general fund dollars in the Auxillary Grant Program could be partially
replaced with federal Medicaid funds. Unlike the other categories, there is no cap on the
amount ofincome medically needy persons can have, as long as their medical bills exceed
their income.

Eligjbjljty Changes for Cost Sayings Should Focus On Optional Groups

To examine the State's options for lowering Medicaid cost through changes to
the program's eligibility policies, JLARe staff focused its efforts on identifying persons
for whom participation in Medicaid is completely optional. This does not mean that
Virginia is unable to make Medicaid eligibility more restrictive for mandatory groups.
Instead, it is a recognition that the criteria defining which types of recipients are
mandatory are already quite restrictive. Further tightening these guidelines would in
all likelihood have a greater and more adverse impact on many low-income, non-elderly
Medicaid recipients.
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For example, the mandatory link hetween participation in the State's Aid To
Dependent Children Program (ADC) and Medicaid can he manipulated by tightening the
income restrictions governing access to ADC henefits. However, because this would
likely exclude more low-income adults and children from ADC than it would the non-poor
elderly from Medicaid, this option was not considered.
With regard to 881, the other cash assistance program linked to Medicaid, states
can deny henefits to certain SSI recipients through the use of more restrictive criteria
However, Virginia already uses this option by applying more stringent guidelines
governing how much continguoUll property an SSI recipient can own and still receive
Medicaid. Furthermore, any other option that Virginia uses to make eligibility more
restrictive forSSI recipients had to have heen a partofthe State's medical assistance plan
prior to 1972.
To the extent that cost savings can he realized through the implementation of
tighter eligibility guidelines for any group of potential recipients, basic principles of
equity dictate that this shouldcome at the expense ofpersons who, relative to others, can
most afford it. This requires a focUB on persons for whom Medicaid coverage is optionaL

Eligibility for MQst Long-Term Care Recinients Is Ontional
The
in
eligibility policy
states with a
of
options for designing eligibility guidelines to govern access to long-term care benefits.
Examining the distribution of recipients according to these categories is a first step in
determimng the policy focus of the State's long-term care system for Medicaid.
Figure 17 presents the distribution ofMedicaid long-term care recipients across
the three major categories of eligibility in the State. As shown, the majority of these
recipients are medically needy. This optional group accounts for 44 percent of all
Medicaid long-term care recipients.
A key factor influencing the prevalence of these recipients is the Medically
Needy rule permitting deduction ofiucurred medical expenses from ii'lcome. As noted
earlier, there is no limit on the amount of income persons can have and still receive
Medicaid henefits under this provision as long their income is less than their medical
expenses. This is most important to the elderly who need nursing home care.
To determine
medical expenses for this group, the State uses the private rate
ofthe facility. Because these rates average more than $2,200 per month, elderly persons
with considerable amounts ofincome can still "spend down" to Medicaid coverage iftheir
income is less
rate. The following hypothetical case example illustrates
application of this
policy.

1990, was living
Virginia on
a retirement
of$2,500 per rrwnth.
i/Wome was composed
of$500 in Social Security benefits and a $2,000 pension. Two rrwnths
after her retirement she was diagnosed as having Parkinson's Disease.
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, . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - F i g u r e 17 - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

Virginia Medicaid Recipients of Long-Term Care Services
by Eligibility Category, FY 1991

Medically Needy
19,614 (44%)

Categorically Needy
Non-Money Payment
6,746 (15%)

Other
492 (1%)

Note: Based on their monthly incomes, a substantial number of persons who are medically needy could also
establish eligibility through provisions for the optional categorically needy non~money payment.
Source: JLARC staff analysis of Medicaid eligibility claims files from the Department of Medical Assistance
Services.

With no one to regularly care for her, Ms. Doe's son sought to place her
in a nursing home in Northern Virginia. The daily private rate for this
facility was $111. 74. This meant the typical monthly cost of her care
would be $3,402. Because she only had an income of$2,500, Ms. Doe
applied for Medicaid nursing home benefits. After assessing whether
she met the level ofcare criteria, Ms. Doe was approved for Medicaid
because the cost ofnursing home care exceeded her income by more than
$900. Mrs. Doe's income will be applied to her cost ofcare in the nursing
home and Medicaid will pay the difference. Therefore, although Ms.
Doe was not considered poor, she was eligible to receive benefits from
Medicaid to assist her with the cost of nursing home care.

It is important to emphasize that not all of the recipients who benefit from
Virginia's extension ofservices to optional groups are medically needy persons in nursing
homes. To fully assess the impact of the State's use of optional eligibility criteria, it is
necessary to consider those non-mandatory recipients who gain access to program
benefits through provisions for the categorically needy non-money payment group. This
would include all those recipients who are not considered "protected" or deemed to be
eligible for SSI or AFDC benefits.
When this is done, eligibility for more than half (55 percent) of the long-term
care recipients in the State in FY 1991 was optional (Figure 18). Approximately 80
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..------------Figure 18-----------..,
Virginia's Medicaid Recipients of Long·Term Care by
Eligibility Status (Mandatory or Optional), FY 1991
IWIIATORY

OPTIONAL

EUGlBlUTY

EUGIBlUTY

45%
(T0Illa'.,88O)

(Tollla 24,.474)

55%

=

4,850

percent of these 24,474 optional recipients established eligibility for Medicaid through
provisions for the medically needy. The remaining 20 percent were mostly individuals
who established eligibility as "non-money payment recipients."

DMAS staff point out that many ofthe medically needy also meet the criteria
established for the optional categorically needy using the 300 percent rule. Therefore,
if an attempt is made to identify the true cost ofserving the medically needy, those who
are dually eligible would have to be separated. However, because both ofthese eligibility
categories are optional, JLARC staff did not feel this atljustment was necessary for this
study.

Characteristics Qf Qptional Recipients. In addition to meeting the financial
requirements for Medicaid long-term care services, program beneficiaries must also
satisfy a separate set of guidelines which define level ofcare criteria. In effect, the level
of care criteria are an indication of the particular problem that program beneficiaries
have which require the services that are paid for by Medicaid.
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For example, in order to be approved for nursing home or personal care services,
otherwise eligible applicants must be sufficiently dependent in many of the basic
activities of daily living (ADL). This might include being non-ambulatory, incontinent,
or mentally incom petent. Also, before an individual can receive home health services, a
physician must indicate that the person has a medical condition which requires supervised treatment. This might include services such as wound care or tube feedings.
The majority (69 percent) oflong-term care recipients established eligibility for
Medicaid services because they were 65 years old or more, and either needed assistance
performing ADLs or had medical problems which required supervised treatment (Figure
19). Eligibility for another 19 percent of these recipients was based on their mental
impairments. In most cases, these persons are either severely or profoundly retarded and
received treatment in State-operated ICFsIMR. A smaller proportion of these individuals are mentally ill and use Medicaid to pay for the care they receive through state
institutions or various mental health clinics.
Only 10 percent of the long-term care recipients established eligibility for
Medicaid based on the federal definition ofdisability. Generally, persons are considered
disabled by S8I regulations if they are unable to engage in any substantial activity
because of a physical or mental impairment that lasts at least 12 months, or is expected
to result in death.
r------------Figure 19--------------,

Optional Long-Term Care Recipients According to
Non-Financial Eligibility Factors, FY 1991

Uentally impaired

Notes: The category of "Mentally Impaired" may include a small number of persons whose eligibility is baaed on
unrelated medical problelll8.
Source: JLARC l'ltaff analysis of Deparlment of Medical As8istance Services' Medicaid eligibility and claim files,
FY 1991.
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MEDICAID COST OF SERVING OPTIONAL RECIPIENT GROUPS
The total Medicaid cost of Virginia's policies which extend benefits to optional
groups is substantial. In FY 1991, the State paid providers more than $646 million for
Medicaid services (including hospital and pharmacy services) to long-term care recipients. Approximately 57 percent of these expenditures - $370 million - were made on
the behalf of persons whose eligibility was optional (Figure 20).
Among those optional recipients, services to the medicallY needy accounted for
70 percent ofthe $370 million in Medicaid expenditures. The largest proportion ofthese
resources (83 percent) were used for services provided to individuals who were 65 years
or more and met the level of care criteria for the particular long-term care service they
received. Undoubtedly a disproportionate amount of these expenditures were made for
elderly persons in nursing homes who relied on Medicaid to pay for some or all ofthe costs
of their care.
Optional recipients who were categorized as non-money payment received
services that cost the Medicaid program more than $112 million. Most of this money (74
percent) was spent on persons who were mentally retarded. The largest share of the
remaining $29 million was used to provide a range of services to persons who were
mentally ill.
Cost Savino SQlely through Eligibjlity Changes Wmdd Create Hardships

Clearly the State can achieve substantial cost savings by tightening the criteria
governing access to Medicaid for optional groups of recipients. Another often-cited
criticism of Medicaid is that it provides long-term care benefits to growing numbers of
middle-income citizens, perhaps at the expense of low-income residents for whom the
program was originally intended.
The most obvious way to address this situation in Virginia would be to change
Medicaid eligibility policy by placing caps on the amount ofincome that a person can have
and still receive benefits. However, because Virginia has a medically needy program with
more restrictive income guidelines forSSI-related recipients, it must permit persons who
are considered medically needy to "spend down" their income to the program's eligibility
level by deducting medical expenses. Thus, even if a person is middle- or upper-income,
they are entitled·to Medicaid long-term care benefits when their medical expenses either
exceed their income or reduce it to the medically needy income level.
This requirement leaves the State with two strategies for reducing the number
of optional recipients who are eligible for Medicaid: (1) eliminate the medically needy
program; or(2) eliminate or reduce the number of recipients who gain access to program
benefits as optional categorically needy. Ifeither or both ofthese strategies are pursued,
they will, however, impose severe hardships on those affected by the more restrictive
eligibility guidelines.
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.-------------Figure20-------------,
Total Medicaid Payments for Optional and
Mandatory Long-Tenn Care Recipients, FY 1991

Disabled
$38,674,547
Notes: The figul'ell for mental health may include a amall number of Jl"roons who w"":"':':~~i~:;
grant recipients and did not receive mental health service.. Ai"", the total Il'
fOT
Jl"fllOUS who are medicelly needy would be 8ubetantially leSI! then the
$257 million
if this group of recipients did not inelude pel"llOnS who Muld also
ag
optienal eategorica1ly needy non-money payment.
Source: JLARC staff analysis of Department of Medi<ml Assistance Servies' reeipi"nt eligibility
and claima files, FY 1991.
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Eliminate Coverage (or the Medically Needy.
most effi3ct:lve ml3tll.oo
reduce the future cost of the program
to eUlUlU",,,,,
needy. In a presentation to the Senate }<'i11OO1OO Comrnittee
the elimination of coverage for this group wo'mu resuu
assumes that many ofthose
by the eliJm1l1ation
would be able to establish
as optional Cai;eg'1ri,~alJly needy r'3clIliellts.
However, if in conjunction with eliminating coverage
me:di,:alily needy,
the income standards for the optional categorically
were ImiVelted
SSI level
for mandatory recipient groups, all of the
for
Medicaid benefits. Under these circmmstances, Medicaid
by
more than $257 million - the total medical care
in
FY 1991. This amounts to 20 percent of total Medicaid SplJllciinlG".
There are two major disadvantages to this approach
q",vin, <7~which could
offset the apparent benefits. If the medically needy program is eWiHHlaLeu, it would
impact all such recipients, not just those
care.
effectively
eliminate access to health care for many
are not "UI;U1'''
ADC program the link to Medicaid eligibility for
- hut are still
considered poor.
For example, the ADC income
a
two in Vil'l!iJlia is $257 per
month. Ai; noted in the JLARC interim report, Review ofThe Vi"17il7.in. M"diCOJid P·mf'rO.m
this is the third lowest Income limit in the country.
the me:di,:ally needvprogram,
persons only marginally ahove this limit can
to
needy
income limit of $308 and receive Medicaid,supported
care,
choice,
many of these individuals would either receive no
care,
cost-effective
preventative health services, or rely on various emergency rooms
State for
their basic health care, Because they do not have the means to pay
services, the
cost would be ultimately paid by the State,
Also, not all persons who receive M,emCaJlU nnr~n1'<7
l)en,el1!Cs tl!uJ'ClUgh this
provision have substantial incomes. The actual m"'UH;al.ly nf>Mlv
881,
related recipients are still considerably
nnVf>lrtv
Thus it is
possible for a person to have too much
lm1W~illU without
"spending down," but not enough income
fAllIA,."l novlerlN
Ai; DMAS
staffnote, ifthe medically needy program were
who live at
the economic margin would lose coverage
need.

Reduce Coveraee for the Optioool Categorical Needy,
recipients for whom Medicaid coverage
are persons
treatment for mental impairments based on
use
hi~:heir Hlcome sumc,ar'[l.
IfVirginia exercised its discretion by eliminating elligi hility
Medicaid expenditures by $112 million.
more
persons

The problem with this approach
would come from a reduction of benefits
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savings
State,

operated ICFsIMR. This would leave the State with two options. First, it
replace
the Medicaid funding with State general fund dollars and subsidize the treatment
the
affected individuals at a cost of more than $40 million.
coot of
Alternatively, it could require the families of these patients to pay
care or be faced with a loss of service. With costs in the State-operated institutions
exceeding $150 per day, it is unlikely that these families would be able to pay
this care.
A less drastic cost containment strategy would be to lower the
standard
for this group of recipients. The current standard - 300 percent of the SSI
is
the maximum level which states are allowed to use. There are no led.enil r,Jstlricliorls
preventing states from lowering this standard to any amount between
monthly
benefit and 300 percent of that benefit.
The limitations of this approach are similar to those associated
complete
elimination ofthe optional categorically needy group. More important are
questions
this strategy raises about equity in distributing benefits for persons
are mentally
impaired. To further restrict the number of mentally impaired who
access to
Medicaid benefits while continuing to provide coverage for any medically
person
irrespective of income, undercuts the basic principle of equity which
the
distribution of program benefits for social welfare programs.
While it is recognized that restricting services through a general tighumingof
eligibility will create some unavoidable hardships, the potential impact
options
seem especially severe. To avoid this, the State may have to consider some cmnhina,tion
of eligibility restrictions and service reductions which will slow the <ffcrwth
while minimizing, as much as possible, the associated hardships.
discussed in the next section of this chapter.

MEDICAID LONG·TERM CARE SERVICES

Medicaid legislation authorizes a broad range of long-teno care SelYl'CeS that
states can include as a part its benefit package. As with eligibility, some
services
are required and others are optional depending upon the particular
group that
is being served. This gives Virginia the flexibility to design a
care benefits
package that reflects the goals it wishes to pursue in the provision
care to the
elderly, balanced against what can be funded given the limitations
budget.
This study found that the State spends more than $360 lHLlUUH on services that
it is not required to provide. The two most important and expensive
are llUXSJlm,
home benefits for the medically needy and institutional care for persons
retarded. A significant reduction in the Medicaid spending for 10Ilg-t"r1n
is not possible unless expenditures on one or both of these services are
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Virginja Provides More TAng-term Care Services than Required

To understand the long-tenn care service requirements under Medicaid, it is
important to consider the program relative to its federal counterpart, Medicare. The
Medicare program was authorized 81!1 an acute care program for the elderly in the 1960s
and thus contains only limited PJ'O'Iisions for coverage of non-acute long-tenn care
services like nursing home care. For example, Medicare will pay l00percentofa patient's
nursing home costs for only 20 days when the stay is related to an illness for which the
patient was hospitalized.
One assumption behind this approach was that all elderly needed to be
protected from catastrophic costs that could be related to the onset of problems which
required acute care (e.g. heart attacks, strokes, cancer), but that middle- and upperincome elderly would be able to provide for their own long-tenn care needs.
When Medicaid was authorized, it was designed as the major third party payor
for all ofthe health care needs ofthe poor including both acute and residential care. The
assumption here was that whatever the cost ofhealth care services, persons who are poor
simply cannot afford to pay for them. Ail a result, all states who participate in Medicaid
must provide a comprehensive benefit package to program recipients who are automatically eligible - the categorically needy. However, for other groups of recipients who are
considered optional, states are not required to provide any of the services that are
considered as long-tenn care in this study.

Virqinia's LoTlfl- Term Care Benefit Package. Table 3 illustrates the long-tenn
care benefits that the State pays for each of the three major recipient groups in the
Medicaid program. Distinctions are made between those services which are required
versus those which are mandatory. Ail shown, the State offers all of the benefits it is
required to provide to persons who are categorically needy. This includes nursing facility
services and home health care for persons entitled to institutional care. In addition to
these, the State pays for personal care services delivered to the categorically needy
recipients in their homes and for the treatment this group receives in ICFsJMR.
For both ofthe optional groups -medically needy and categorically needy nonmoney payment - Virginia provides a full range oflong-tenn care services even though
the services are not required. For example, Medicaid law generally requires that states
with medically needy programs provide the following services:
• prenatal and delivery services for pregnant women; and
• ambulatory services for children under 18 and those entitled to institutional
services.
According to DMAS staff, the provision of a full range of benefits for persons in
need oflong-tenn care reflects a deliberate policy goal of the State. Because ofthe fragile
nature of the elderly and the sometimes severe limitations of persons who are mentally
impaired, the State has consistently worked to ensure that these vulnerable populations
have access to the care they need.
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - Table 3 - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Medicaid Long-Term Care Services
Provided in Virginia by
Eligibility Group
Eligibility Group

Services Provided

Service Required

Nursing Home Care
ICFIMR Services
Home Health
Personal Care

Yes
No
Yes
No

Categorically Ne',dv
Non-~ilorley Payment

Nursing Home Care
ICFIMR Services
Home Health
Personal Care

Yes
No
Yes
No

Medically Needy

Nursing Home Care
ICFIMR Services
Home Health
Personal Care

No
No
No
No

Notes: A1; discussed, the State is not :required to extend Medicaid coverage to persons who are optional categorically~
needy. However, once eligibility is extended to this group, those services which are mandatory for the
categorically needy are also mandated for the optionally categorically needy.
Source: Based on interviews with staff at the Department of Medical Assistance Services and a review of various
documents on the Medicaid program.

PAYMENTS FOR MEDICAID LONG·TERM CARE SERVICES
expense long-term care, any decisions made by the State to
provide
ooJrleJtlts as an option will carry substantial implications for the Medicaid
program, Figure
shows the total Medicaid expenditures made for each type oflong·
term care service
to the three major categories of recipient eligibility, As
shown, ofme
$500 million ofMedicaid expenditures for long-term care that could
be
64
was used to pay for nursing home care, Services provided in
ICFslMR accounted
one-quarter of total spending, About 10 percent of funding for
care was
on community services,
expected, when

expenditures are separated by categories of recipient
a
emerges. Virtually all of the $213 million that was spent
for persons who were medically needy in IT 1991 was for nursing home cere, This
substantially exceeds Medicaid nursing home spending for any other group of eligibles,
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,..------------Figure21-------------,

Total Medicaid Payments for Optional and Mandatory
Long-Term Care Services by Eligibility Group, FY 1991
, . . - - - - - - - - - - K e y to Types of C a r e - - - - - - - - - - - ,

•

Mental Health Home Health

o

E]

Personal

ICFsIMR

Nursing Home

Other

CATEGORICALLY NEEDY
$164,913,617

TOTAL
$492,525,094

CATEGORICAUYNEEDY
NON·MONEY PAYMENT
$114,053,702

UEDICALLY NEEDY
$213,557,m

Notes: The figures for totallong..term care expenditures were developed from the Department of Medical ANnatance Services' claiDl!l file. This file does not reflect the payment adjustments made 88 a result of the cost
8ettlement proceu. AI.. result, these figures do not match the expenditure data in Figure 4, which are
from the agency'. internal management reports.

Source: JLARC staff analysis of Department of Medical Assistance Services' Medicaid recipient and clai:ms files,
FYl99l.
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Medicaid expenditures for ICFIMR services accounts for over half of all spending on recipients who are considered categorically needy non-money payment. The other
large outlay for this service was made for persons in the mandatory eligibility group of
categorically needy.

Payments for Optional Services Are Syb6taDtjBJ

In order to determine the fiscal impact of those long-term services that are
provided at the option of the State, JLARC staff identified the total Medicaid payments
made for these services in FY 1991. These figures are reported in Figure 22.
As shown, the total cost to Medicaid for these optional services was more than
$360 million. This amounts to almost one-third of the total medical care payments
distributed by DMAS. As expected, most of Medicaid funds that were used to support
optional services were spent on nursing home care. In FY 1991, 56 percent of Medicaid
spending on optional services was made on behalf of recipients who were in nursing
homes. Approximately one-third of the spending on optional services was for care
provided in the ICFsIMR.

...-------------Figure 2 2 - - - - - - - - - - - - - .
Medicaid Expenditures on Optional
Long-Term Care Services, FY 1991
SHOWN BY TYPE OF SERVICE

SHOWN BY RECIPIENT GROUP

20%
CategoncaHy Needy
$72,142 979

I TOTAL EXPENDITURES: $366,221,3571
Source: JL.ARC 8taff analysis of the Department of Medical Aaistance Services' recipient and claims files,
FY 1991.
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The largest beneficiaries of the State's optional benefit package was the
medically needy. Almost 60 percent ofMedicaid spending on these services was paid out
on behalfof this group. The remaining forty percent was equally split between persons
whose eligibility was mandatory (20 percent) and those who were a part of the optional
categorically needy (22 percent).
The implications of these findings for Medicaid cost savings Should not be
understated. These numbers indicate that ifthe State wants to lower Medicaid spending
on long-term care, a decision must be made to reduce expenditures on nureing home care
for persons who are medically needy.

Cost Savino Possible through EHllibility and Service Reductions

The most equitable method for reducing nursing home expenditures for the
medically needy would be to cap the amount of income that a person can have and still
receive Medicaid benefits. Because of the restrictions the State faces
operating a
medically needy program, two strategies must be pursued to establish the income
standards. These are: (1) eliminate coverage for nursing home benefits for the medically
needy; and (2) establish a policy which extends nursing facility care to all persons who
have an income below a predetermined level.
If income restrictions are adopted, this policy should not be viewed as a panacea
for the rising costs onong-term care. Instead, it represents one strategy that could slow
the growth of the program while allowing the majority of program recipients continued
access to nursing home benefits.

Eliminating Nursing Home Benefits for the MedicallyNeedy. Under the current
Virginia program, DMAS must allow all persons who have income above the program's
to "spend down" by deducting their medical expenses. This effectively prevents the
from establishing an income standard on which it can base eligibility for nursing
benefits for the medically needy. The State could elect to drop its medically needy
pr(jli;j";~.m but, as discussed earlier, the adverse effects of this approach would likely
out0'F6igh any of the benefits of potential cost savings.
To address this problem, the State could use its discretion to eliminate the
nursing home benefit for the medically needy. Thus, persons who were medically needy
would still be eligible for all other services that Medicaid covers but they would no longer
receive payment for nursing home care. Once this was done, the State would then be able
to establish a nursing home benefits package for the optional categorically needy that
contained limits on the amount of income a person could have and gain access to these
benefits.

Use oflncome Standard for Nursing Home Care. In establishing an income
standard, federal law for Medicaid nursing home benefits requires that it not exceed 300
percent ofthe SSI monthly benefit for one person. States are free to set the standard at
any level between the 300 percent of the SSI monthly benefit and the actual benefit. In
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1991, the monthly benefit for SSI for one person was $407. If the 300 percent rule were
used the income standard in Virginia would be $1221.

DMAS staffpresented this as a possible strategy to contain costs to the Senate
Finance Committee in 1991 and estimated that approximately 2,500 individuals would
no longer be eligible for Medicaid if the income standard were set at 200 percent of the
SSI level (Figure 23). The total reduction in Medicaid spending would be $14 million.
Possible Consequences ofIncorrte Standard. The proposed income standard does
create problems for those who would lose eligibility under this provision. Specifically,
these would be persons whose income is above the Medicaid standard, but not sufficient
to pay the monthly private costs of nursing home care. In such cases, these individuals
would be forced to rely on family members or friends for support, seek care through
nursing homes operated by local governments, or survive on their own. Also, privately
run homes with low occupancy rates might be willing to accept a payment from these
persons which covers a portion of the care rather than carry an empty bed for an entire
month.
Recent studies indicate that 20 states either use an income cap to determine
eligibility for nursing home care or do not cover the aged in their medically needy
programs. One such study concluded that persons who are ineligible for nursing home
care because ofthe income standard "receive inadequate medical care, and their primary
caregivers face tremendous financial and emotional burdens with little hope for relief."
..-------------Figure 23---------------,

Number of Medicaid Nursing Home Recipients
Who Would Lose Benefits at
Different Income Standards
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Source: JLARC presentation of analysis conducted by staff at the Department of Medical ~istance Services,
FYl99l.
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This finding indicates the dilemma that Virginia faces as it searches for ways
to slow the growth of Medicaid expenditures on long-term care. While many of the
persons who will no longer be able to receive Medicaid benefits are middle-income elderly,
they will not be able to consistently pay for their long- term care needs. At the same time,
if tighter restrictions are not placed on eligibility for program benefits, long-term care
costs will continue to grow as a proportion of an expanding Medicaid program.
In summary, two major options for cost containment are available to the
General Assembly for curbing the rising expenditures for nursing home care. First, the
General Assembly could eliminate coverage for medically needy recipients and lower the
income standard for the optional categorically needy to the SSI level. This would save
the State more than $200 million. A less drastic alternative would be to eliminate
nursing home benefits for the medically needy and lower the income standard for the
optional categorically needy to 200 percent of the SSI level. Estimated savings for this
approach are $14 million.

MEDICAID ASSET TRANSFERS AND ESTATE RECOVERIES
There is a growing concern that a number ofMedicaid recipients in Virginia are
using "loopholes" in federal and State laws to gain access to the program's benefits while
preserving resources for their heirs. These strategies, while legal, effectively undermine
the basic intent ofMedlcaid - to increase access to health care for persons who are poor.
Unrelated to this are federal Medicaid laws which require states to exempt the
real property ofapplicants at the time they initially apply for nursing home benefits. This
allows more than a third of all program applicants to be approved for care even though
they may have substantial resources.
In response to this concerns, JLARC was directed by Senate Joint Resolution 91
to determine the extent to which people use asset transfers laws to establish eligibility
for Medicaid nursing home benefits in Virginia. In addition, a separate analysis was
conducted to determine the potential benefits of developing an estate recovery in
Virginia.
The details of the study are presented in a separate JLARC report entitled,
Medicaid Asset Transfers and Estate Recovery. This study found that about one-quarter
of those who apply for Medicaid nursing home benefits transfer assets either prior to or
just after enrollment in the program. However, the majority of these transfers are
conducted by applicants to pay medical expenses or a portion of their care.
A small number of applicants are using "loopholes" to shift the cost oftheir care
to the taxpayers while preserving assets for their heirs. If this practice is to be stopped,
both the State and federal government will have to change the laws and regulations
which govern asset transfers.
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Regarding estate recovery, the lack of a proactive program has prevented
Virginia from achieving the savings reported in other states. The results ofJLARC staffs
analysis show that 16 percent ofthe Medicaid recipient's terminated from nursing homes
in Virginia own property. It appears that as much as two-thirds ofthe cost of providing
nursing home care to these recipients could be eventually recouped through estate
recovery. JLARC staff estimate that the State could recover almost $10 million an
effective estate recovery program. According to DMAS staff, approxiamately $2.6 million
could be recovered annually.
Some ofthe recommendations made by JLARC staffbased on the findings in the
report are listed below:
• To ensure that the property owned by Medicaid applicants will be completely
disclosed, the General Assembly may wish to require the Clerks of the Court
to conduct property checks for all persons applying for Medicaid benefits.
• The Department of Medical Assistance Services should use the discretion
recently provided by HCFA to adopt a State regulation permitting eligibility
workers to count multiple transfers as a single transaction.
• Because Medicaid applicants are beginning to purchase high cost term life
insurance policies as a means of protecting liquid assets for their heirs, the
General Assembly may wish to adopt legislation giving the Department of
Medical Assistance Services the authority to count the resources as a part of
these recipients available assets.
• In order to defray the cost of nursing home care, the General Assembly may
wish to consider requiring the Department of Medical Assistance Services to
implement a proactive estate recovery program.
• In order to enhance Virginia's ability to recover benefits paid on behalf of
institutionalized Medicaid recipients, the General Assembly may wish to
consider revising Section 63.1-133.1 ofthe Code ofVirginia to allow liens to be
attached to the real property ofMedicaid recipients of nursing home benefits.

CONCLUSIONS

The rising Medicaid expenditures for long-term care
in Virginia are
directly related to the eligibility guidelines and service policies that the State uses in
distributing program benefits, More than one-half of all the persons who have access to
Medicaid-funded long-term care services receive these benefits at the option ofthe State.
In addition, the State spends more than $366 million on optional services.
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If Medicaid spending for long-tenn care is to be reduced, the State will have to
alter its eligibility and program benefits package for the medically needy who receive
nursing home coverage. In FY 1991, more than 56 percent of the optional benefits that
were paid by Medicaid were used for nursing home care. At the same time, almost 60
percent of optional program recipients established eligibility through the program's
medically needy provisions. The most equitable method for restricting services to this
population would be to establish fixed limits on the amount ofincome a person can receive
and still be eligible for Medicaid nursing home benefits.
Limiting certain types of asset transfers and establishing a fonnal program to
recover Medicaid nursing home expenditures from the estates of recipients can also be
used to slow the growth in long-tenn care spending. While Virginia must depend on the
federal government to provide the major restrictions on applicant asset transfer,
Medicaid laws do pennit states to develop estate recovery programs. With a properly
implemented program, it is estimated that Virginia could recover almost $10 million
dollars. Approximately $2.6 million could be recovered on an annual basis.
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W. The Reimbursement Process
for Institutional Care
Federal law gives the states a great deal
in determining how to
reimburse providers for the institutional
covered by the program. While the law
requires that states reimburse nursing homes based on the reasonable cost of ao
efficiently operated facility, it prescribes no particular method for doing so. In light of
this, a key concern in Virginia is whether the reimbursement
established by the
Department of Medical Assistance Services (DMAS)
care are sufficient
to contain spending while encouraging a cost effective delivery of these services.
The two primary forms ofMemcaid-supported institutional care in Virginia are
nursing home services aod intermediate care for the mentally retarded. In 1990, DMAS
substaotiallymodified its payment system for nursing homes. These chaoges were made
to more equitably distribute Medicaid relm!lill"Seluents
access for recipients with
care need,s.
it is well designed aod appn.priately cOIJisiders
cost of nursing home care.
However, when
actual rates were
it was a"~iUH,eu
payment ceilings based on the cost ex-pel:iei!1CilS
adequate measures of nursing horne efficiency. Uonc.enlS
prompted DMAS to conduct research on alternative measures ofefficiency. Not until
work is complete cao the State be certain what
cost
the State's modified
reimbursement system for nursing homes
he.
The reimbursement system for State-operated institutions
the mentally
retarded contains no cost containment
As a result,
pays virtually
100 percent of the cost for what has become the most
oflong-term care
in the State. Still, ifthe Department were to
the rates for these
State
would either have to ignore national trends aod consolidate these operations, or use
general fund dollars to replace the revenues lost due to the reduction in Medicaid
payments.
This chapter presents the results from an assessment
State's reimbursement policies for institutional care, including ao aoalysis
appropriateness
reimbursement system. Also, a review of the methods used by the State to determine
actual nursing home payment rates is presented.
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THE EVOLUTION OF VIRGINIA'S NURSING HOME
REIMBURSEMENT SYSTEM
Prior to 1982, nursing homes that participated in Medicaid received payments
based on the principles of reasonable coat reimbursement. Under this approach, all
providers were required to submitfinancial reports detailing the cost incurred for serving
Medicaid patients. These reports were used by the State to identify those costs which
were allowable under Medicaid and the facility was reimbursed 100 percent of these
costs.
These principles of reimbursement were changed in 1981 because they were
perceived as inflationary with no incentives for promoting the efficient delivery of
nursing home care. The catalyst for this change was the 1981 Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act. One provision ofthis statute, referred to as the Boren Amendment,
changed Medicaid law by requiring states to pay facilities rates "which are reasonable
and adequate to meet the costs which must be incurred by efficiently and economically
operated facilities.... »
Since the passage of the Boren Amendment, Virginia's Medicaid program has
used two different systems for reimbursing nursing homes. From 1982 to 1990, the State
a prospective system of reimbursement. In 1990, the State modified this system to
provide incentives for nursing homes to admit a greater number of Medicaid recipients
who have heavy care needs.
The data examined for this study indicates that DMAS has been reasonably
successful in controlling nursing home spending. The use of alternative reimbursement
system appears to have been a key factor in slowing the growth of these services.

Yirginja's Prospective System Helped Control Nursing Home Expenditures

One year after the Boren Amendment was passed in 1981, the State developed
a prospective system of reimbursement for nursing home providers. With this system,
DMAS established four regional peer groups with separate distinctions for nursing
homes that provided skilled and intermediate care. During this time period, HCFA
differentiated between nursing homes according to the licensed staff requirements.
Because they provided a higher level of care, skilled nursing facilities were required to
have more licensure hours.
requirement in its reimbursement system, DMAS used the
To reflect
fullowing peer groups for categorizing nursing homes:
•
•
•
•

Intermediate care facilities in Northern Virginia,
Intermediate care facilities in the balance of the State,
Skilled nursing facilities in Northern Virginia, and
Skilled nursing facilities in the balance of State.
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Within each of these peer groups, payment ceilings were established based on
the median per diem operating rate for the nursing homes in that group. Once this rate
was established, DMAS made annual adjustments to each peer group ceiling using an
inflator that was linked to changes in the Consumer Price Index.
Each year, DMAS staffcalculated the actual per diem cost of care for all nursing
homes and then compared this rate to the respective ceiling for the peer group. Nursing
homes were paid the le88er of the facility's actual per diem operating cost or the ceiling.
As Figure 24 indicates, nursing home care as a percentage of total Medicaid
spending has on average been decreasing over the last nine years. This suggests that the

State's reimbursement policies may have been somewhat effective in containing the
growth in Medicaid nursing home expenditures in comparison to other services. For
example, in 1981, one year prior to the establishment ofthe prospective flat-rate system,
nursing home expenditures accounted for 33 percentoftotal Medicaid spending. In 1990,
the last year DMAS used the flat-rate system, nursing home expenditures as a percent
of total Medicaid spending had dropped to 26 percent.
,.------------Figure 24-------------,

Trends in Medicaid Nursing Home Spending
1981-1990
NURSING HOME CARE AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL MEDICAID SPENDING
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AVERAGE ANNUAL GROWTH RATE, 1981·1990

Source: Department of Medical Ass~tanoo Service8' internal expenditure report.
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When the rates ofincrease for all Medicaid services and nursing home care are
averaged over this nine year period a similar pattern is observed. Total Medicaid
expenditures grew at a rate of approximately 14 percent. By comparison, the average
annual growth in Medicaid nursing home expenditures was less than 10 percent. This
indicates that Medicaid payments for other services increased at a faster rate than
nursing home expenditures during the time period that DMAS paid providers through
a flat rate. Nationally, Virginia's per capita Medicaid expenditures for nursing home care
ranks it among the lowest in the country (Table 4).
The rate that DMAS pays nursing homes is also considerably lower than the
prices these facilities charge persons who do not have a third party payor (Figure 25). In
1990, DMAS purchased more than six million days of care. For both intermediate and
skilled care, the private pay rate was at least $20 higher. If the State had purchased the
same number of days based on the private rates at these facilities, Medicaid spending for
nursing home care would have been $126 million greater.
.------------Figure21)-------------,

Nursing Home Rates Paid by Medicaid in 1990
Compared to Private Rates
Inlennedlal8
CareRalet
Skilled

careRaIet

Source: nata on private raWa colJectad from tha Vrrginia Health Services Cost Review Council. Medicaid rata.
collected from the Department ofMedlcal Aasietance Services, Cost Settlement and Audit Division.

System Modjfied In 1990 to Increase Acce8B for Beau Care Patients

While the prospective flat-rate system successfully provided the State greater
control over nursing home expenditures, DMAS staffwere concerned that patient access
problems were beginning to develop in Northern Virginia. Because the system did not
account for the applicant's care needs, it was recognized that nursing homes had no
incentive to admit patients that required intensive services. To address this problem,
DMAS made three major modifIcations to the payment system. These three changes are
described below:
• First, nursing home operating costs were separated into two components direct patient care and indirect costs - and per diem rates for each of these
two categories were developed.
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- - - - - - - - - - - - Table 4 - - - - - - - - - - - -

State Medicaid Nursing Home Expenditures
Per Elderly Resident
Medicaid

Nursin~Home

fl.t.llt&
Alaska
WashillJP:on D.C.
Connecticut
New York
Massachusetts

Expen 'tures
(in millions)
1991
37.4
121.0
643.2
3,345.5
1,150.3
206.8
166.2
600.5
129.5
1,241.9
77.1
550.5
574.2
836.2
52.2
328.7
87.1
358.8
175.0
355.8
428.5
204.6
50.7
135.8
60.6
373.6
1,073.8
59.2
181.7
201.2
261.1
22.6
426.5
84.7
899.6
214.1
1,563.2
346.4
193.1

$170
151
141
140
138
126
110
109
100
89
87
85
83
78
78
68
68
68
66
64
63
62
62
61
60
59
59
59
56
56
56
54
52
51
51
50
49
48
47

VIRGINIA

313.7

46

Idaho
lllinois
Alabama
South Carolina
Kansas
Nevada
Michigan
Orel1on
FJonda
Utah
Arizona

53.7
666.8
227.7
170.1
147.4
45.0
417.1
132.7
776.8
19.5
9.4

46
46
43
43
43
40
38
36
32
14

--Z

$20,798.8

$ 66

Maine
Rhode Island
Minnesota
New Hampshire
Ohio
North Dakota
Wisconsin
Indiana
New Jersey
Vermont
Louisiana

Hawaii

Maryland
West Virginia
Washington
Georgia
Mississippi
Delaware
Nebraska
South Dakota
Tennessee
Pennsylvania
Montana
Colorado
Arkansas
Kentucky
Wyoming
North Carolina
New Mexico
Texas
Oklahoma
California
Missouri
Iowa

U.S. Total

$

Spendinf
Per Elder y
Resident
1991

Source: Unpublished data from Systemetrics based on 1991 HCFA 64 data.
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• Second, for direct operating costs, DMAS reconfigured the State into three
peer groups. For indirect costs, two peer groups were established.
• Third, to account for the severityofthe patient's needs, an indicator ofcasemix
was developed for each facility and used to adjust direct costs. This system is
described as the Patient Intensity Rating System (PIRS).

Direct Versus Indirect Costs. According to DMAS staff, before consideration
could be given to rewarding nursing homes for serving heavy care patients, a mechanism
had to be in place to identify the costs of direct patient care. To facilitate this, DMAS
defined direct care costs to include such expenses as nursing salaries and benefits,
expenses for contract nurse services, nursing service supplies, and the salaries and
benefits of staff that provide ancillary services (e.g. physical therapy.)
Indirect costs were primarily defined as general administrative overhead and
operating expenses. This included such expenses as administrative salaries, telephone
charges, office supplies, and liability insurance.

Reconfiguration o/Peer Groups. The use ofpeer groups is based on the principle
that a portion of the costs ofnursing home care can be attributed to factors that facilities
cannot control. In other words, facilities with certain characteristics are thought to face
higher average cost curves which could be mistaken for inefficiency ifcompared to other
nursing homes which are not similar. Therefore, to account for any disparities in costs
based on these factor.ll, facilities which are similar should be classified in the same peer
group.
DMAS modified its peer grouping system based on two factors. First, the
Congress passed major nursing home reform legislation in 1987 which eliminated the
distinction that had existed between skilled and intermediate care facilities. This
allowed DMAS to drop the peer group distinctions which had been made for these types
of facilities under the flat-rate system.
Second, using the results from a consultant's study, DMAS decided that three
separate peer groups would be needed to account for differences in direct patient costs
and two for indirect costs. For the former cost category, DMAS used Northern Virginia,
Richmond-Petersburg, and the remainderofthe State. For the latter category ofindirect
costs, distinctions were made only between Northern Virginia and the rest ofthe State.

Patient Intensity Rating System rPIRSI. A key aspect of this new system is the
method used by DMAS to account for the severity ofeach nursing home's casemix. With
PIRS, a measure of the patients' care needs was derived based on an assessment oftheir
ability to independently perform the basic activities of daily living (ADL). This
evaluation was used to rate the patient's health care needs on a scale ranging from zero
(light needs) to 12 (severe or heavy needs). Based on this assessment, patients were
grouped into the following three classes of care:
(1)

Class A - Routine I. This category is used to describe patients whose level
of impairment is considered light due to an ADL score of 0 to 6.
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(2)

(3)

B·
This category is used to describe patiente
impairment is considered moderate due to an ADL score of 7 to

level

C • Heavy Care, This category is used to describe patients whose level
of impairment is considered high due to an ADL score of9 or more and the
presence of any of five special care needs

Once these classes were defined, DMAS calculated a relative coot index by
determining the average relative coot ofcare for each class ofpatient. According to DMAS
staff, a time and motion study conducted in Maryland indicated that the cost of care for
Class A patients
on average, equal to 67 percent of the daily nursing costs for the
average nursing facility patient, For Class B the rate is 109 percent. The cost of care for
Class C patients is 164 percent of typical nursing costs.
resource figures, DMAS created a service intensity index for each
provider, Each
service intensity index was then normalized by an average
resource measure
the entire State, This determined whether the patients in a given
facility were more or less costly to care for than the State average. With the normalized
index, DMAS staff adjusted the direct care peer group ceilings and the nursing home
direct cost operating rate. The facility was then reimbursed at the ceiling or the adjusted
operating rate, whichever is lower.

IMPACT OF VIRGINIA'S REIMBURSEMENT POLICIES

Under DMAS' reimbursement system, each facility's actual payment rate is
ultimately
by the cost experiences of all homes in the peer group.
provides an
for nursing homes to keep costs below the ceiling
a retain a
portion ofthe difference as an "efficiency incentive payment." Current State
is to
pay nursing homes that contain costs below the payment ceilings a "bonus pa:yment"
up to 25
difference between operating costs and the peer groups ceilings.
same time, however, a given nursing home can only
the
payment ceiling
a peer group. Therefore, if the nursing home is
to keep
operating costs at rates that are consistent with most other facilities in the peer group,
the ceiling will cap its Medicaid payment below the costs of providing care to program
recipients.
One
study was to assess differences in the cost
care for
different types
homes and evaluate how providers were aflect:ed
the
recently established
The general fmdings indicate that there are five TIN.;TI" types
of nursing
that participate in Medicaid. Many of these facilities are
cost,
profit-oriented
that successfully recover from the State most ofthe cost inc:un-ed
by serving Medicaid recipients. A smaller number offacilities are non·profit HUl.UeB and
hospitals that have substantially higher costs. Although these facilities
adjust·
ments to their Medicaid payment based on the heavy care needs ofthe residents,
total
amount of the reimbursement covers only a portion of reported costs,
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For-Profit Nursing Homes Haye Lower Costs
In 1990, there were five types of nursing homes that participated in the
Medicaid program. Each of these different facility types are described below:
• For·profit chains are private nursing homes that are managed by a corporation. The smallest chain that participated in Virginia's Medicaid program
consisted of two homes. The largest contained 28 homes.
• Sole proprietary nursing homes share the same characteristics of for-profit
chains - private, profit-oriented - except that they are individually owned.
• Non-profit chains are a group ofhomes managed by one organization but they
are not operated for the purpose of malting a profit.
• Individual uon-profit homes are similar to non-profit chains in there orientation hut they are owned privately by individuals or an organization such as a
church.
• Hospital-based nursing homes are owned by a hospital. Whether these
facilities are profit-oriented or non-profit usually depends on the status of the
affiliated hospital.

As Figure 26 indicates, for-profit chains constitute the largest proportion of
nursing homes that participate in the Medicaid program in Virginia (47 percent).
Historically,
nursing homes have been able to deliver care at a relatively low
average cost.
average costs data in Figure 26 indicate that these facilities had the
second lowest costs for a day of care in the State.
The second largest group ofhomes in the Medicaid program are sole proprietary
fac:ilii;ies( percent). The average operatingcosts ofthese facili ties is actually the lowest
in the State.
Approximately 14 percent of the homes that participated in Medicaid were
individually operated non-profit facilities. Inc1udedamong this group are nursing homes
operated by local governments. The average per patient day operating costs of these
facilities is at least $10 higher than profit-oriented homes.
The two highest cost providers in the State are the non-profit nursing homes
WHICllare
managed by a chain or those facilities which are linked to a hospital. In
nA~rcmt of the nursing homes that participated in Medicaid were non-profit
mCllH""b and
cost of a day ofcare at these homes was $63.68. The average cost
at the 23 hospital·based nursing homes was even higher - $105.38.
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facilities with low coverage rates, this measure pinpoints the particular area ofoperating
costs which is the source of the problem.
According to DMAS staff, nursing homes that are above the direct cost payment
ceiling are spending more resources on patient care than Medicaid is responsible for
reimbursing. Conversely, those who are above the indirect cost ceilings are viewed as
sacrificing patient care by spending too much for administration and overhead. Nursing
homes that exceed both ceilings are regarded as generally inefficient.

Coverage Rate. On average, the reimbursement system used by DMAS pays
nursing homes at a rate which covers almost 90 percent of allowable Medicaid costs
(Figure 27). However, there are sharp differences in the comprehensiveneBB of these
rates based on type offacility. Ai; Figure 27 shows, the reimbursement rate provided to
for-profit facilities covers virtually all of the allowable costs associated with providing a
r-------------Figure 27-------------,

Medicaid Coverage Rates and Impacts of Payment Ceilings
TYPE OF

HOME

MEDICAID

COVERAGE
RATE

r)
r)

OYer Both _>oK 32%
CeIling.
71%

OYer Direct

61%
87%

Colt CeIling

OYer In<lrect --"''*11
CeIling

Notes: The coverage rates reported in this figure were determined by dividing the 8UIO of each nursing home's
direct and indirect Medicaid per-diem rate!: by the sum of its d.i:rect and indirect per-mem coste. For !Orne
facilities, 1990 data were ~'. For otheMl, 1991 C08t figures were uud.

Source: Data on Medicaid payments and ceilingll provided by the Department of Medical Assistance Services,
Cost Settlement and Audit Division.
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day ofcare in these homes.
recover 95 percent
ofthe allowable Medicaid costs. "'HUU'drI:y,
proprietary
are able to cover 96
percent of allowable costs with
reimlmrsmue'tlt provided by Medicaid.
The coverage rate
to
examined
nursing
homes. Individual non-profit
are more successful
in this catsgory
as they typically recover 86 percent
costs. The reimbursement rats
established for non-profit chains
under three-quarters of their costs. Hospital-based nursing homes experience
most difficulty with the
reimbursement
system. The prospective rate established
these
in 1990 covered approximately half of their reportsd
costs.

Impact QfDirect and Indirect Gaf't Ceiliu/[s. When data on
facility costs
and the State's separate payment
and indirect costs are
forprofit chains (47 percent) were more likely to below both
ceilings By
comparison, only a small number ofnon-profit or hospital-based nursing homes had costs
for Medicaid patient care that were below both
More important, these facilities
typically exceeded the payment thresholds set DMAS for
ofoperating
cost.
For example, 71 percent
non-profit
nursing homes that were imJividllally OOOI'&U"j exc,;ecled
pa;fm,ent ceilings
established by DMAS. Almost nine out
hO~'P11ta1"Dasednm'sinlgll<Jm"s (87
percent) reported Medicaid costs
mdl1rect cllte,gories which exceeded
the program's limit. Conversely,
"KUit,""" were able to provide
nursing home care to Medicaid patleJrrts
Questions about Reimbursement Policy.
questions about nursing home costs
Specifically, what factors explain
Does
the reimbursement model aplpro,pritat<"lycOJ1Sider
home costs? Are there othercost fac,tOl"S assclCiJitedwith the delivery ofnursing home care
that should be considered by
rates
providers?
These are some of the questions WhICh are addn"ss,ed in the next section of this chaptsr.

ANALYSIS OF THE NURSING HOME REIMBURSEMENT SYSTEM

To he considered effective, a reimbursement strategy for nursing homes should
control program spending for
promoting an
care.
DMAS has attempted to address
current
system by
using peer group payment ceilings to
costs and a casemix adjustment factor to
increase access for heavy care patlent".
The objective of this portion of the
was to identify the key determinants
ofnnrsing home costs and assess wllethe,rtrley are "n10ITiDri"t,elvconsidered in
current reimbursement system, It has
suggested by
that the system
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homes was evaluated. (A separate technical appendix explains the methods used to
conduct this analysis in greater detail and is available from JLARC upon request.)

Separate Peer Groups for NQP-Pmfit Facilities Are Not Needed

A major question surrounding DMAS' selection of peer groups is whether they
should be expanded by establishing separate groups for hospital-based and non-profit
nursing homes. Because a number of non-profit facilities are operated by local governments or linked to hospitals, they do not have the same discretion in setting wage levels
for nursing and support staff. Thus, while for-profit nursing homes can contain costs by
controlling wage levels, many non-profit facilities must pay their personnel according to
the usually higher wage structure of the hospital or local government.
Also, non-profit facilities and hospitals traditionally admit a larger proportion
ofpatients who require intensive services. An example ofthis is illustrated by the State's
service intensity index (Sm for the different types ofnursing homes. A facility's SIl score
increases with rises in the proportion of heavy care residents. Data on the average SIT
scores for 1990 indicate that hospital-based and non-profit nursing homes serve a higher
percentage of heavy care patients (Figure 28).
Although the State's reimbursement system adjusts each facility's direct
operating cost based on patient intensity, several of the providers interviewed for this
study contend that the adjustment does not cover the costs of care these patients need.
\

.--------------Figure 28--------------,

Differences in Measures of Service Intensity
According to Facility Type
1.1

Service
Intensity 1.0
Index
0.9

Notes: An index of 1.0 represents the resource needs of patients in the average Virginia nuning home. Thus, the
eervice intensity index of 1.143 for hospitaJ.based nursing homes meall8 that the patients in these facilities
are 14.3 percent more costly to care for (1.143 minus 1.0) than tbo~ in the average nursing facility.
Source: nata on patient acuity levels collected from the Department of Medical ABsitrtance Services, Cost Settle~
ment and Audit Division.
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DMAS staffstated that establishing separate peer groups for non-profit facilities was not considered. They fool the coste differences for these nureing homes are the
result ofdecisions to provide higher levels ofcare. They further point out thatfederallaw
only requires the State to pay the reasonable costs that nureing homes must incur when
delivering services to Medicaid recipients.
Basis forHi{lherCosts in Certain NursingHomes. The cost differences that exist

between facility type were examined through the specification of several regression
models. The goal was to determine if the differences associated with facility type could
still be observed after other factors were explicitly considered. If these differences
persist, this could be an indicator of general inefficiency or management decisions to
provide more care than is required by the program. In either case, this should not be
rewarded in the reimbursement process.
If, however, the differences by facility type are diminished through the introduction of other cost indicators, then those factors should be examined to determine if they
merit formal consideration in the State's reimbureement system.
To conduct this analysis, a series of variables were created to represent the
different types of nureing homes. The variables used are listed in Exhibit L When the

------------Exhibitl-------------

Factors Used In Analysis of Nursing Home Cost
Variables

Variables
Locality Characteristics
Northern Virginia
Richmond-Petersburg
Southeast Virginia
Northern Neck Virginia
Shenandoah Valley
Southside Virginia
Southwest Virginia
UrbanlRural Indicator

Type of Facility
For-Profit Chains
Sole Proprietary
Non-Profit Chains
Sole Non-Profit
Hospital-Based

Facility Characteristics
Total Beds
Occupancy Rate

Patient Factors
Casemix Indicator
Percent Medicaid

Management FactclTs
Nursing Huurs
Source: Data for this analysis was collected from the Virginia Health Services Cost Review Council and the
Department of Medical Assistance Services' Cost Settlement and Audit Division.
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regression model is extended in this manner, it is possible to evaluate the difference in
costs for each type of nursing home. To determine whether these cost differences by
facility type were independent effects, other variables measuring geographic region,
facility size, occupancy rate, patient casemix, and amount ofnursing hours provided per
patient day were added to the model.
The results of this analysis do not support the use of separate peer groups for
facility type. Before other factors were considered, the statistical relationship between
average cost per day and type ofownership was strong. The amount ofvariation in costs
per day explained by ownership type alone was 21 percent.
When variables measuring facility size, occupancy rate, patient casemix, and
geographic region were added to the model, the amount of variation explained in the
dependent cost variable increased to 63 percent. Still, the effect of ownership type was
substantial.
However, after the total number of nursing hours per patient day were
considered in the model, the R2 increased to almost 80 percent and the effect ofownership
type was substantially diminished. This indicates that previously observed cost differ·
ences for type of facility actually reflected decisions by management in hospital·based
and non-profit homes to provide more hours of care per patient day.
Figure 29 more clearly illustrates the differences in the amount of care
according to ownership type. On average, hospitals provide 4.7 hours ofnursing care per
patient day. This is 80 percent higher than the amount
care provic\ed by sole
proprietary and for-profit chains. The differences between for-profit and non-profit
chains, although not as great (20 percent), are still substantial.
..-------------Figure 29---------------,

Differences in the Number of Nursing Hours
According to Facility Type
5
4

Nursing
Hours 3
per
Patient 2
Day

o

All
Statewide

For-Profit
Chains

Solo
Propriotory

Non-Profit
Chains

Non-Profit

Source: Data provided hy the VIrginia Health Services Cost Review Council, FY 1990.
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Hospitals

Ail DMAS etaffpoint out, Medicaid is required to pay for this higher level (ltcl~m
only when it represents the reasonable costs that must be incurred by an efficient and
economicll1ly-operatsd
JLARC staffexamined whether the level ofcam provided
by non-profit facilities and hospitals is necessary by analyzing data from the Virginia
Department ofHealth on nursing violations. Ifthe care provided by the for-profit homes
is substandard due to in!!ufficient staff, these facilities should be disproportionatsly
represented among the
cited for nursing violation!!.
This analysts revealed that in 1990 none ofthe for-profit chains in the State were
cited by the Virginia
Department for nursing violations. Further, les!!
percent of the !!Ole
homes received this type of violation.
These findings not provide a basis formalcingjudgments about
oethe State's
rate for nursing homes. Rather they simply indicate that
a separate peel' group to recognize the differences in costs for type of nureing
does
not appear to be ne(:eEllsary.
Reimbursement System Should be Refined to Account for Facility Size

separato peer
grouping
reimbursement sy,stem.
(1)

(2) Are

gec,gr~lphic areas.
iJl'c[\'"

staff focused its evaluation on two major quesido]ilS:

reimbureement system be modified to account
g!J{)grnphic peer groups used for both direct and indirect cost

ImPact ([{Facility Size. One concern that has been expressed by the Vlll;uml
Health Care Ailsociation ('THeA) regarding DMAS' reimbursement system is
system does not account for facility size when setting the payment ceilings for 1ll,11rect
operating costs. According to staff at VHCA, smaller nursing homes face a distinct
disadvantage when
with larger facilities because they are unable to achieve
similareconomies in the operation ofthe home. Therefore, to provide these
some
relieffor the higher average costs they face, the State should make some
in
indirect cost reimbursement rates to account for facility size.
When de1ifeloplng the current reimbureement system, DMAS chose not to
adjustments for
based on the recommendations ofits
a """.orr,
summarizing
establishing rel,m]omrsemlml;s,
that
coste were not
for paitieJlt
sh'Juld uot
costs.»
To test
as,mrJrlpiti0l1. a model was de1/el'Jpe,d
size on per diem 1UC!ln:ctCQE'ts. Table 5 shows some
l"eEiul,Cs
details see
As indicated,

------------Table 5------------

Impact of Several Nursing Home Factors
On the Indirect Per Diem Cost of Care
Standardized
Coefficient

Impact

Type ofFacility
For Profit Chain
Sole Profit
Hospital-Based

-.348
-.262
.229

Strong
Strong
Strong

Facility-Specific
Total Beds
Occupancy Rate

-.320
-.227

Strong
Strong

Patient-Specific
Intensity Index

-.007

Weak

Locality-Specific
Urban Area
Northern Virginia
Richmond-Petersburg
Southeast Virginia
Shenandoah
Northern Neck
Southside Virginia

.136
.292
.037
.074
-.001
.098
.001

Moderate
Strong
Weak

Variable

R2

.603

Total Cases

145

Weak
Weak
Weak
Weak

Notes: The dependent variable for this analysis was total nursing home indirect operating cost per patient day. The
standardized coefficients reported for each independent variable represent the impact of these factors on the
dependent variable minus the influence of all other factors in the model. Data on indirect costs for 1990 were
not available for all nursing homes. However, additional analyses indicated that the characteristics oftms
subset of nursing homes were not significantly different from those for the universe of all nursing homes in
the State's Medicaid program.
Source: Data for this analysis were collected FY 1990 from the Virginia Health Services Cost Review Council and the
Department of Medical Assistance Services Cost Audit Division.

effect on indirect costs after other factors are considered in the model, including
oceuPlUlcy rate, geographic location, and facility type.
More importantly, the value of the coefficient for facility size is negative. This
means that there is an inverse relationship between facility size and indirect costs. More
specifically, smaller nursing homes tend to have higher indirect operating costs than
larger facilities after other important factors are considered. Further, because the State
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has a moratorium on the construction of new nursing home beds, these facilities do not
have the option to expand and benefit from the same economies as larger facilities.
DMAS staff point out that some money was included in the reimbursement
system to recognize the higher costs for small homes when the payment ceilings were
initially established in 1990. However, they acknowledge that further adjustments-are
needed.

Recommendation (1). The Department ofMedical Assistance Services
should make adjustments to its reimbursement system to account for the
higher indirect costs that smaller nursing facilities experience. The Secretary
of Health and Human Resources should report the details of the adjustment
methodology and its impact on Medicaid nursing home expenditures to the
Joint Commission on Health Care prior to the 1994 session of the General
Assembly.

GeocroPhic Peer Groups. The final issue concerns the appropriateness of the
State's reimbursement model related to the geographic peer groups that DMAS developed when the system was modified in 1990. As noted earlier, the primary goal of this
type ofclassification system is to place nursing homes with similar characteristics in the
same group so that equitable payment ceilings can be established.
In interviews with DMAS staff, it was indicated that some providers were not
pleased with the classification system. The general complaint has been that nursing
home costs in SoutheaSt Virginia are higher than the other areas which are included in
the peer group. Those providers who express this view feel that a separate peer group
for this portion of the State should be established for direct and indirect costs.
JLARC staffexamined this issue by specifying two different nursing home cost
functions. Each of these models was designed to isolate the effect of geographic region
on direct and indirect per-diem operating costs for nursing homes that participated in
Medicaid (Table 6). In all cases, separate statistical controls were implemented for
facility casemix, total beds, occupancy rate, and ownership type.
Based on this analysis, there is little evidence to suggest that the current peer
group classification for geographic region should be modified. For direct costs per day,
the current system uses three peer groups - Northern Virginia, Richmond-Petersburg,
and the rest of the State. As the model indicates, after other factors are accounted for,
cost differences for regions outside of Northern and the Richmond-Petersburg area are
minimal.
The cost function for indirect costs supports the current peer grouping system
as well. DMAS has established one peer group for Northern Virginia and another for the
rest ofthe State. These are precisely the cost differences by geographic region which are
observed when indirect costs are regressed on each independent cost factor.
A key factor influencing these findings is the variable measuring ownership
type. Before differences in the type ofnursing homes were accounted for in both models,
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------------TabIe 6------------

Impact of Several Nursing Home Factors
On the Per Diem Cost of Care
Standardized
Coefficient For
Indirect Costs

Standardized
Coefficients For
Direct Costs

Type ofFacility
For Profit Chain
Sole Profit
Hospital-Based

-.348
-.262
.229

-.309
-.153
.434

Facility-Specific
Total Beds
Occupancy Rate

-.320
-.227

-.063
-.161

Patient-Specific
Intensity Index

-.007

.115

Locality-Specific
Urban Area
Northern Virginia
Richmond-Petersburg
Southeast Virginia
Shenandoah
Northern Neck
Southside Virginia

.136
_292
.037
.074
-.001
.098
.001

.165
.418
.212
.022
.022
.106
.112

.603

.766

Variable

Total Cases = 145
Notes: The dependent variables for this analysis were total nursing home direct and indirect operating cost per
patient day. The standardized coefficients reported for each independent variable represent the impact of
these factors on the dependent variable minus the influence of all other factors in the model. Data on direct
and indirect costs for 1990 were not available for all nursing homes. However. additional analyses indicated
that the characteristics of this subset of nursing homes were not significantly different from those for the
universe of all nursing homes in the State's Medicaid program.
Source: Data for this analysis were collected for FY 1990 from the Virginia Health Services Cost Review Council and
the Department of Medical Assistance Services Cost Settlement and Audit Division.

nursing homes in Southeast and Southside Virginia appeared to have significantly
higher costs than those in other regions. However, when differences in ownership type
were added to the models, these effects diminished.
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This imllc:atE,s
a
are located in Southeast
some providers in the incl,,~b'v In
op<~rationof n,an·tlrl}fit hornes as en
State.

number of high cost non-profit facilities
Virginia (Figure 30). Apparently this has caused
the high costs which are associated with the
of providing care in a particular region of the

FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR NURSING HOME RATES
Apart from
question regarding the faclnrs the State considers in devising its
reimbursement system is the
orthe methods which are used to establish the actual
payment rates. When setting
federal law generally requires the State to ensure
that its rates are adequate In reimburse efficient facilities for the cost they must incur
in providing reasonable access In bealth care. Further, the State is expected to adjust
these rates to reflect the cost impact offederal regulatory requirements. This section of
the chapter reviews the methods used DMAS to set base payments for nursing homes
end adjust these rates In account for changing regulations in the nursing home industry.

Y<P'' ' 'Jff hldicat;e that DMAS used peer group medians as
payment rates for PIRS were established in 1990.
about recent court rulings questioning the validity ofusing
eSl;aOllSiiUl1lg nursing home payment rates. Conse~JXms"n,u en initiative to develop efficiency measures for
inclnstry as a meene validating its payment ceilings, but has not
similar work being conducted by the Virginia Health Services
Cost Rpvi"w CmInciL
C0I1CCCll€,d
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SYlstemlltl<:aily evaluated the impact of federal nursing home
reform :re<tIDrelUe1titB
adjusited the payment rates to account for the impact of this
law.
ho,wlnrer,
State has imposed additional standards which need
to be considered
sei:tm,g ITltUlc'fl payment rates.

Median Used

lUi!

Efficiency Measure to Set 1990 Base Payment Rates

When
established the requirement that reimbursement rates be tied
to the costs
nursing homes, It stopped short of defining efficiency.
As a result,
been free to develop its own definitions lIB a part of
the rate~settlngprocess.
implementing this process, federal law requires the State to
make findings
assurances that the rates meet the requirements of the Boren
Amendment. As
the Boren Amendment requires states to establish rates
which are
tn
nursing homes the reasonable costs that must be
incurred by an
economically-operated facility.
lin.diIlgS represent the work that is conducted to ensure that
DMAS reflect rates that are sufficient. There are no
ImOl!lgsbe in writing, and they are not submitted to the Health
Ac!m:ini:strati:on (HeFA) for review. When the reimbursement rates are
sUlumu assurances to HCFA that the
rates are adequate.
Using the discretion granted by federal law, DMAS first adopted payment
ceilings for
in 1982. Later In 1990, the ceilings were recalculated as the
State moved tn a
intensity rating system. The payment ceilings for both ofthese
systems were
on 106 percent of the median allowable direct costs and 105
percent of the
coot.

Payrrrent Ceilil!/;ls as EfficiencY Measures.
discussed support
regarding
each peer group.

While the findings previously
structure ofthe peer group system, there is some uncertainty
apIJrolich DMAS haB used for setting payment ceilings for

UU1tnHeULcei]!inll'S that were in place in 1989 were acl:ually
the fonowing years, these ceilings were inilated to
established
maximum aUowabile payment for the relevant year. According to DMAS
establish
Sl1"telll was rebased in 1990 the following steps were implemented:
staff, when

•

payrr,ol11t ceHml:B were reevaluated using 1989 cost reports adjusted
industry for 1990. With inflated cost figures,
waa ranked from the lowest to highest cost using separate
indirect costs. Based on this ranking, the median

the effect of the rebasing indicated that a number of
were operating below the peer group ceilings which existed
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reiballing, were now over the median payment ceilings established for
this unintended consequence of a change in
to
reim!:J'un;enler,trr,et11Odiolc,gy, a budget neutral adjustmentof$7.1 million was
me,mlID·!J3Jsed payment ceilings." This resulted in peer group
direct coats that were 106 percent of the median and ceilings for
indire,ct costs
of the median. According to DMAJil staff,
!H!;Ut" ~'~U"ll~;5 were established to recognize the management efficien·
that the
had produced since 1982.

•

mandate by the General Assembly requiring the
tleanu and Human Services to achieve $5 million dollars in
changes to the reimbursement methodology for nursing
prclVi,deI"s payment rate was reduced by 1.2 percent for FY 1992.
to "share in the management efficiencies" of the
ill(lu~trv withcmt actually lowering the payment ceilings.

DMAS
that when establishing the payment ceilings, they looked
evideJ~ce of
access
and examined whether any providers were
leaving
program.
indicators of efficiency were not considered.
When the
coot (or in this case a percentage of the median) for nursing homes is
used as a
ceiling without comparing them to measures ofefficiencY, the implicit
ase,unlption is
om'""tin" at
cost level provides the threshold for

states bei:an to establish prospective payment ceilings in 1982 there was
mlltlllelllal;lcfillY determined payment ceilings as a measure of an
etllCl,en:t1y omer"t",d
however, this notion has been challenged
~"""r,~l courts. The results of these challenges, while
de,cidled on procedural issues and not the adequacy of the
Hc,wE,ver, in a
cases, the rulings have raised questions about
nnm"rv measure of efficiency.
Medicaid agency uses the 80th percentile in the
peer group to
it will reimburse unless it can be demonstrated that
excess costs were
provider. When one nursing home challenged
case was AVl"nhHll1Iv appealed to the Idaho State Supreme Court.
to use a percentile cap. However, in doing
did successfully prove that it was efficiently operated
MI,elvbecause its costs exceeded the cap. Because
>l'.,b'o presamptlon ofinefficiency had been rebutted, the Court reversed the decision
Medicaid agency to prove that the nursing home

a case lU'lO!','inJi:
agency

of Alaska, the Supreme Court enjoined the
na'rnl,ent ceiling because it failed to meet the
assurances which Alaska made to HCFA
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Moreover, in ffilwng
use of payment celllnll~;

Court made the following comments concerning the

The findings
Medicaid agency must identify and determine
... efficiently and
operated hospitals.... The findings must
be
must be based on empirical evidence of such
matters....
the findings must be more thon mathematical
calculations that appear adequate.... Any reasonably principled analysis
will
consideration of the Boren Amendment economie and
efficiency stuJutards.
In
cases,
courts have upheld states' reimbursement methodologies
because adequate findings were made to support the payment caps. In the State of
Washington, the Court ruled that the reimbursement system was not in violation of the
Boren Amendment
State could demonstrate that adequate findings were
made to link the
caps it used to the cost ofan efficiently operated nursing home.
These findings
the State had considered measures of efficiency
through methods
use of mathematically-derived payment ceilings.

Efficiem:y Measure Being Considered. DMAS staff are aware of the judicial
trends pertaining to
validity ofpayment ceilings as efficiency measures. At the time
this concept was pursued Virginia, DMAS staff stated that the use of a peer group
median "seemed
»was pointed out that many ofthe com Ldecisions which "are
hurting the states" were :recently decided and therefore could not
considered when
Virginia was developing its payment ceilings.
stated, "it was not envisioned that the courts would
As one staff
interpret Boren as "e'i <Uril'!: states to specifically identifY those nursing homes that are
efficiently
operated and determine the specific costs that these
facilities must Incur"
in light of these recent court rulings, DMAS officials
report that
are Durs1llI1;!r the development of efficiency standards.
These iSS1JeS nnnAl",r,nrP the importance ofthe efficiency standards that DMAS
is presently
the resulting measures suggest that the State's
payment
adjustments could be required that would increase
If, however, the efficiency standards are less
Medicaid
the payment ceilings,
may be able to reduce Medicaid expenditures for nursing
home care.

Coordination of trorh on Efficiency Standards. In addition to the efficiency
standards
having developed through a consultant, the Virginia Health Services
Cost Review
has
directed by the General Assembly to develop
a series ofindicators
home industry. Given the implications ofthis issue,
it is important
VHSCRC work together to produce one set of indicators
for the industry,
agencies, there has been no such coordination
to date. While
information to DMAS regarding the methods it is
considering to measure
the industry, the agency has not been made aware
of specifics of DMAS'
indicators.
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JOllnt Commission on Health Care may wish
to cmuihler emluriin
CUITent efforts to develop efficiency standards for
nur"i,n<tho:me ImJ:Ul<u'yare
so that the work ofthe Department
not duplicative or at odds with the findings
He:aU:h Services Cost Review CounciL
Nuaing Home Reform Adequately Accounted for by DMAS

in Rate-Setting

on a
the Institute ofMedicine, the Congress passed the
slguitJ:cmlt u:nrsing
:re!()rffi legislz,tion in the history of the industry. This
Orrmil)us Budl!!lt Reconciliation Act (OBRA 87) - was designed to
qmalil:y
n11rAir,,, home residents by changing the basic procedures
pr(}VHJmg cl~st<Jdi:al care. To ensure that the reforms would be
recluiJ'ed swtes to adjust payment rates for nursing homes prior
J,,,,, t£>l1keffectlin anticipation ofincreased costs that
DMAS analyzed the changes required by OBRA 87 in

the industry. Based on this analysis, DMAS staff
""V"'.OlJ a
adjustment for all nursing homes in the
passage of OBRA 87, most nursing homes
were
cUEltoclial care to their residents. After OBRA 87
was elliacted. nursing homE:s were
te shift from focusing on basic maintenance
or
on resterative services. In other words, the reform
on
outcomes. As one nursing home administrator explzlined:
care was defmed as: "Did you prevent a
Mter OBRA, quality ofcare is:

011""0" homes must first conduct a comprehensive
"""eu on this assessment, the nursing home must
This plan must describe the activities and
mYlVi,l"t! te
te allow them to reach their highest level of

nmrsir'g n,om,lS were forced to reduce the use of drugs which
exte!ldE~d periods of time. Moreover, the facilities were
Imple,m,~ntacl:ivitiest]!:iat
te help residents become independent
living as possible.
111tl~t!JtJYJm:JJJi,ws:m!£.lf&/Jrm!1.111.J!ia;'IJ1J:a. To determine

the costs ofOBRA
de'velop a comparison of the differences between its
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increase
The reason
involved inc:rellBed

new law. According to DMAS staff, OHM 87 did
care in Virginia but not as much as in Bome other states.
State already had many of the requirements which
This view was generally shared by the VHCA.

existing State requirements with those of OBM 87
was conducted hvl.hp VU·gi.lliaHealth Department. Based on this analysis, those factors
that involved
coat were considered by DMAS and adjustments were made to
bring the
rates in line with the requirements ofOHM 87. (The table in
Appendix C
87 differed from previously existing Federal law. This
table was
research firm for RCFA shortly after the law was
passed.)
!'h'e l:>tat,H,:lellti:tied three areas in which the new law had a cost impact: the staff
requirements
staffmgrequirements for a registered nurse; and
requirements
hire a licensed nurse administrator. Working
with the
that OBM 87 requirements added 44 cents to
the cost
care in Virginia.

dii,agreElm,snt between the industry and DMAS regarding the
federal Minimum Data Set (MDB) assessment tool.
CO]aQ'llct a comprehensive assessment using a standardized
assessment
pa'tiellt's functional capacity at various times. At the same time,
that nursing staff must complete for PIRR The
DMAS has its own assessment
industry
"considerable nursing staff" is required to complete these
assessments.
consists of 16 sections with more than 100 items to be
completed.
some cases,
are the same items for which data are requested using
the State's assessment

process
the ,,,,HPQ
agency wo,llld
only one assessment.

forms
to be
eliminated some

ofcare,

r",Jue", some
burden of the paperwork associated with this
dupli,:ationofeffort required to complete the federal form
MDS was being developed, DMAS thought that the
to include some items from PIRS, thus requiring
howeve!r. did not allow this.
agency has conducted extensive reviews ofthe two
changes in the method for calculating PIRS would have
reduce the burden on the industry, DMAS has
inlbnnation requested on its PIRS assessment form.

mc,niltoring the progress of several studies which are
casemix ;rJwc,au}r can be calculated from the federal MDS form. Staff
states use
which make more distinctions in the level
system more difficult to administer and monitor. One
ofcare, there has to be a substantial change in the
OOla(ll.UC>J:l to move to a higher level of care. This reduces the ability of nursing
gaxnes

n
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New State Reqpirements Could Irll;:rnase Medjcaid Nursjng Home Sgendjng
ViJ:gillia

[iel,er:~l

Assembly passed legislation which may have cost
One such law relates to federal standards
on oc{:u~,atjoI,al exposure to blroobm'1le pathogens such as the Hepatitis B Virus.
standards is the mandate that all nursing-homes
emplo,yeElS who have occupational exposure. State
law
llUHJJ:UE homE'S to request criminal records checks on all new

agency recently discussed these new requirements
significant. Stafffrom VHCAinformedDMASthat
$80. In addition, the criminal records checks
em.plc'ye<e. i''reiseIltl~" the nursing home industry in Virginia has more than
~h,N'~~'~l that the turnover rate is "thought to be around 50
perCient."
B€:caus,~ uurl,ing b,onles are

to set their own prices for Medicaid patients,
industry due to State regulation must be considered
MedICaId reim!J'uri3en1er,t rate. DMAS indicates that these issues are being
discWlse,d. Ul~erltlv hOlHe,rer, rlPlnu'" the VHCA or DMAS has defined a method for

The Department of Medical Assistance Services
SDOU.IU dc,vc:!op iii 'II:I1~Ulo«iol[ol!:Y
determining the oosts of Virginia's requireuse
rneords checks and protection of nursing
mente relilllrding
bi(lOdloo.rne pathogens. This methodology should he
amount
any rate adjustments required. These
relPoJrled to
Secretary of Health and Human Resources

COST REIMBURSEMENTS
reimb,uri3eD1er,t system provides a separate payment
o·per·ating cost rates, all nursing homes in the program are
allowablle plant costs subject to limits established by
onellv llJoalYZI,a LI"m.~ in Medicaid plant costs expenditures and
Qh>'~'o pollciea !llJvernimi! reimbursements for these expenses.
U

limn."

nwn""r of policies to limit Medicaid plant costs
result. ca!Jit,ll-rela,ted expenditures by the program have been
re,mullamy COJtlt!uned.
appears to be no reason to develop policies
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Medicaid Expenditurea fw Physical fllmt Costs Are Controlled

<Jill""" MEidl,:ai,i, allowable
costs include depreciation expenses, intereist,
rent, lease
certain types of debt financing costs, The M,!mC!U~ pro~:raJtn
provides the
for state agencies to follow when defrning allowable
eosts, However, states are free to provide more specific controls when deilermiJaiIl,g
certain expenses will be treated,
The "NYwth Medicaid plant cost since 1984 has been just under
average annual growth in the amount of Medicaid spenldilJlg per
At the same
nursing
than six percent.
As Ii percent
Medicaid spending on nursing homes, physical
have actually
1984, physical plant costs represented 16 pel:'CCllt
nursing
eXjpeIlditw'es, By 1990, this amount had decreased to 14 per'cclllt,
an importernt
time period, all other nursing home costs were caJ)p",d
by payment
on
median costs of nursing home care,
costs
Under these circumstances, it might have been eXpel:ted
these oosts
~ow as a proportion oftotal spending on nursing homes,
physical
costs
declined can be attributed to the Certificate nfl'" "IHt'
Pro~am
cost containment policies.
1986, in response to the
cost of all memCit!l
care, a
was established to examine the effectiveness
Certificate of Public Need (COPN) prograJrn in controlling health care coats, Certij!ici,te
of need
had been established in federal law in 1974 as a way to CeJltBLin
health care oosts. Most states, includingVirginia, used the law to create
pro~ams
to
for health care.
law supporting this pro~am was
in
General
pressure from various health care lobbyists to eli:miJJlalJe
laws
in
Instead, the aforementioned GoiVeJ!TIC'FS cmnHUSSWiH
was created to examine the effectiveness of COPN. This committee adv!l<cated
deregulation
recommended that
nursing homes.

As a
the General Assembly approved a 1988
construction
nUrlll,ne:home beds that was to be in effect until January
the support
Commission 00 Health Care for All Virginians, the Goioerali'J>se,no.ly
voted in
moratorium on nursing home beds until
Because
physical plant cost expenses for
are
and rH1anClllig coste
the addition of bedspace,
slowed
area.

llilAl£J&1JllMtml1J1l<mU'Qlijjgs., The most significant tArt",.
contain Medicaid
expenditures is the policies implemented bym,1AS
of its nursing home reimbursement system, Prior to 1983, Virginia,
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states, had very few limitations on the plant cost that
reimbursed under
Medicaid. Accordtng to a study by the U.s.
Accounting Office, this
to
widespread abuse of the program's plant cost reimbursement system.
Some states responded t<l the problem
ofreimbursement
from cost-based to flat rate systems. DMAS
to retain its cost-basedreimburs{;ment
system but has developed restrictive policies to curb past abuses.

1J:J1eI:i1st Cavs.. Before reforms were implemented, states typically placed no
limits on the interest costs for which a nurstng home could
Medicaid program. As
a result, nurstng home owners had no tncentive to seek financing arrangements which
were favorable for Medicaid. DMAS addressed this problem by limiting interest
expenses. Currently the limit is based on the average of the rate for 10 and 30 year U.S.
Treasury Constant Maturities, plus two percentage points if the debt financing is not
exempt from federal income tax. Ifthis is not the case, the limit is based on Baa municipal
rated bonds plus one percentage potnt.
Related-Party Transactions. A number states
problems with relatedparty transactions in Medicaid. In these cases, owners would sell the nursing home to
a business partner or a relative who would lease the facility back to the original owner.
Medicaid would then reimburse the owner for the cost ofthe lease which was often higher
than the actual costs ofthe home.
Though never considered a serious
in Virginia, DMAS has taken steps
to prevent this practIce by establishing provisions which set the reimbursable cost of a
related-party transaction based on the costs to the
organization. In other words,
the lease cost cannot exceed the annualized costs of Medicaid allowable depreciation,
insurance, interest, and legal fees ofthe facility owner.

Revaluation ofAssets. In 1986 Congress passed a law requiring states to place
limits on the revaluation of assets for nurstng homes that were sold within a five year
period. This law was passed to stop the frequent selling of nursing homes for purposes
ofmaximizing Medicaid capital cost reimbursements. Because plant costs in most states
are reimbursed on a cost basis, the market value of nursing homes often exceeds the
actual cost of the facility to the owner. Consequently, there was an incentive to sell
nurstng homes to establish a higher cost-basis for purposes ofMedicaid reimbursements.
DMAS has adopted the federal law which limits how assets are revaluated lithe
home is sold within five years. Specifically, the purchaser would be forced to accept a
Medicaid reimbursement baaed on the historical costs of the previous owner. If the
facility was owned for a longer peried of time, Medicaid reimbursement is based on the
purchase price, appraised replacement costs value, or federal
established in 1985,
whichever is less.

Other Limitations. In addition to the aforementioned restrictions, DMAS has
the following policies in place as a means of limiting physical plant costs:
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• Three competitive bids ars required before the initiation of any maJor capital
expenditures greater than $100,000.
• The aggregate of loan costs and other financing expenses are limited to five
percent of the total allowable project coste; and
• The aggregate of legal fees, cost certification fees, title and recording fees,
printing and engraving coste, and rating agency fees are limited to two percent
of the total allowable project costs.
DMAS staff stated that plant costs receive close scrutiny in the audit process.
Ifa new facility is built or there is major renovation, a field audit is mandatory. AlSG, desk
reviews are used to look for any unusual changes in a facility's reported plant costs.

Tighter Controls 1m Physical Plant Costs Cmdd Pose Problems
In a study ofthe State's expenditures on physical plant costs in 1987, DMAS was
presented with three options for further reducing Medicaid capital expenditures. One
was to impose greater restrictions on lease payments. Another involved tightening the
current policies on the revaluation of assets. The third was to adopt payment ceilings.
However, it appears that these strategies are either not necessary or have associated
disadvantages which could outweigh the potential benefits.

Greater Restrictions on Lease PaYments. The current restrictions on lease
payments are based on a five-year time period. As noted in the study conducted by the
Peat Marwick accounting firm, these restrictions can be extended to cover a longer period
of up seven to 10 years. However, data on the State's Medicaid payments for leases
suggest that this policy would have only a minimal effect. In 1990, facility
accounted for less than five percent of plant costs (Figure-311.
Tighter Restrictions on Asset Revaluation. According to Peat Marwick, Virginia
could eliminate the revaluation ofassets altogether after a property was sold. This would
limit the Medicaid reimbursement to the historical cost of the original owner. The
problem with this approach is that it could be interpreted as a violation of the Boren
Amendment. If capital reimbursements for any new owners of nursing
are
automatically restricted to the costs of the previous owner regardless of the circumstances of the purchase, questions could be raised aoout whether the State was
adequately recognizing the reasonable costs of an efficiently operated nursing home.
DMAS staff also point out that tightening this policy would have only a minor
effect because there have not been many property transfers involving nursing homes in
Virginia.

PaYment Ceilings. Perhaps the most effective cost containment strategy for
plant costs would be a flat payment ceiling based on the typical costs for nursing homes
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Major Components of
Nursing Home Physical Plant Costs, FY 1990
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Sourc:e: JLARC staff analysis of plant coat data provided by the Department of Medical A8BiI!:tance Services
Cost Settlement and Audit Division for 47 percent of the nursing hou:te8 in the Medicaid program.

of similar characteristics (such as age and size of the facility.) DMAS con.sidered this
option based on the 1'987 study but concluded that it was not feasible.
Because of differences in the types of capital expenditures - movable versus
fixed - the State would have to establish separate ceilings to recognize these distinction.s. Moreover, in the process of establishing the ceilings, the State would have to
con.struet measures of efficiency to support the payment ceilings. Ail one DMAS staff
person noted, the failure to do this could result in legal liability based on the Boren
Amendment.
In light of these findings and data on the magnitude of plant cost expenditures
for Medicaid, there appears to be no need to adopt a completely new system of
reimbursement.

THE REIMBURSEMENT SYSTEM FOR STATE INTERMEDIATE
CARE FACILITIES FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED
The major provider oflong-term services for person.s who are mentally retarded
is the Department of Mental Health Mental Retardation and Substance Abuse Services
(DMHMRSAS). In reimbursing the five in.stitution.s which provided these services,
DMAS uses a retrospective cost-based payment system. With this approach, each IeFf
MR is reimbursed its total Medicaid costs, subject to Medicare upper payment limits.
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One purpooe ofthis study was to evaluate the possibility ofcontaining Medicaid
spending on ICFslMR services through the use ofan alternative reimbursement system.
The general findings of this analysis indicate that relative to the payment systems used
for other providers, the cost containment provisions in DMAS reimbursement policies for
ICFsIMR are limited. Partly as a result of this, the average interim Medicaid payment
rate for these State facilities is more than $160 per day.
One reason for the high cost of care in these facilities is a federal emphasis on
the provision of these services through smaller institutions. While these facilities are
considered to provide the most effective and appropriate environment for persons who
are mentally retarded, they cannot produce the same economies of larger facilities.
Therefore, ifthe reimbursement rates for these facilities are lowered through specific cost
containment policies, the State will have to replace this lost revenue with general fund
dollars.

Minimum Cost Contajnment Proyisions Exist with Current Poljcjes
There are five State-operated ICFsIMR in Virginia. For each of these facilities,
DMAS uses a retrospective cost-based payment system subject only to the Medicare
upper payment limits. As noted earlier, relative to payment systems used for other
providers oflong-term care, this system has proven to be the least effective in containing
Medicaid spending.
Under retrospective cost-based systems, providers receive payments equal to
their costs, thus reducing the ability ofthe payment system to control spending. As long
as providers can be certain that their cost will be reimbursed, there is little incentive
other than normal state budgeting practices to deliver care more cost effectively.

PayrnentRates for ICFs IMR. In order to receive Medicaid payments for the care
provided eligible recipients, staffat the DMHMRSAS establish an interim payment rate
for each facility. The actual amount of the payment is determined as follows:
• First, the aggregate amount ofMedicaid payments that can be reimbursed for
all five facilities is determined by multiplying projected patient days for the
upcoming fiscal year times the Medicare upper limit. This upper limit was
initially established in 1989 based on the Statewide per diem cost of care for
ICFsIMR services that year. In each year since 1989, the limit is raised using
an inflator developed by Data Resources Incorporated.
• Second, based on the total allowable payments for ICFIMR services,
DMHMRSAS staff determine an interim payment rate for each facility. The
agency then bills DMAS monthly based on the interim charge rate or the upper
payment limit, whichever is less.
• Third, at the end ofthe fiscal year, cost reports for each facility are submitted
to DMAS for settlement. Ifthe payments exceeded or were less than allowable
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costs based on the actual number ofdays ofcare provided Medicaid recipients,
the appropriate adjustments are made.
While the upper limits do provide a cap on Medicaid expenditures for ICFeIMR,
they should not be viewed as a tool for substantially reducing the costs of these services.
Even with these limits, interim payment rates for these facilities are significantlyhigher
than $100 per day (Figure 32). At the Northern Virginia Training Center (NVTC), the
interim rate exceeded $201 per day. The lowest interim rate was for the Central Virginia
Training Center (CVTC) at $133 per day. Statewide, the average rate for the five ICFs!
MR in FY 1991 was $169 per day. Based on this rate, the cost of care in these facilities
for one Medicaid recipient could exceed $60,000 per year.

r-------------Figure 32------------....,

Interim Medicaid Payment Rates (per Diem)
for State-Operated ICFsIMR, FY 1991

Note:

vre =VIrginia Training Center.

Source: Data collected from cost accounting department ofDMHMRSAS.

DMHMRSAS staff point out that it is not in the State's interest to use a
reimbursement system for ICFeIMR which pays the facilities a lower prospective flat
rate. They suggest that fixed costs in ICFeIMR, stringent federal treatment requirements, and a larger proportion of profoundly retarded residents, are the major factors
which influence costs in these facilities. Further, because these factors are largely
beyond the control of facility administrators, the expensive nature of these services is
unavoidable.
Under this scenario, they note that lowering Medicaid payments will result in
a reduction of program expenditures for ICFIMR services, but not a decrease in the costs
of operating these facili ties. Because of this, the State would have to either make up for
the loss in revenue through general fund expenditures or close BOme facilities. As one
staff member noted:
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DMHMRSAS is constantly being asked to maximize the use of Medicaid funds because they replace State spending. So what is a cost to the
Medicaid program is revenue for the State. Over time, because of
declining census, the upper limits will cap Medicaid spending in the
ICFsIMR. This, however, will not save the State money.

State Options for Cost Containment Have Serious Disadvantages
Ai> noted in Chapter II of this study, Medicaid expenditures for ICFsIMR have
continued to increase even though the patient census has dropped sharply in the two
facilities and remained constant in the three smaller facilities. The effect ofthis has been
an increase in the daily costs of care for these services which has exceeded the inflation
rate.
Under these circumstances there are two ways to contain Medicaid spending:
establish a prospective flat-rate payment system or seek greater economies in the
delivery of ICFIMR services through consolidation of facilities.

Reduction in Reimbursement Rates. Increases in the cost per day of care can be
directly addressed by lowering the amount of reimbursement provided these facilities.
However, in the case ofState-operated facilities, this is an acceptable strategy only when
it is clear that the increased costs represent management inefficiencies, excessive
services, or otherwise wasteful spending. The presence ofthese factors were not observed
during this study.
For the ICFslMR, most of the data examined for this study indicate that the
major factors which influence the costs of these services are outside of the control of
facility administrators. The most significant of these factors are the federal regulations
and "look-behind" surveys which have constantly increased staffing requirements for
these facilities despite the downward trend in population.
This means that any reduction in Medicaid reimbursements would not necessarily produce similar reductions in operating cost in the ICFsIMR. Ifsuch a policy were
pursued, for every one dollar reduction in Medicaid funding, there would be a 50 cent
increase in required State funding. Given the more recent budget problems for the State,
this strategy has little merit.

Facility Consolidation. One of the key features of the State's system of care for
persons who are mentally retarded is its decentralization. Prior to 1970, there were only
two ICFsIMR in the State. These facilities - Southside and Central Virginia - were
built to provide services to more than 3,000 individuals.
In 1971, through amendments to the Social Security Act, Congress made
matching funds available to states for the services they were providing in the ICFslMR.
In order to gain federal fmancial participation (FFP), States had to meet a number of
requirements including increased staff levels and major facility renovations. Virginia
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not only enhanced the level of care at the two large facilities, but over the following five
years built three smaller facilities in different regions of the State.
The trend towards the use ofsmaller facilities continued as both Southside and
Central Virginia training centers began to reduce their populations through attritionrestricted admissions, and accelerated community placement initiatives.
In interviews with DMHMRSAS central office staffand program and administrative staff in the five facilities, the retrenchment of large State-operated institutions
was described as a part ofa national trend to enhance the quality of life of persons who
are mentally retarded.
However, an unintended consequence of this policy was the introduction of
significant diseconomies in the operation oflCFs/MR. This is most evident when the data
on indirect, or non-patient care costs are examined (Figure 33). In 1990, more than three

,..------------Figure 33--------------,

Indirect Cost in State-Operated ICFslMR
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ofevery 10 dollars spent on care for the mentally retarded in State-operated institutions
were for indirect costs. This includes administration, buildings and ground work, power
plant services, housekeeping, laundry, food service and salaries of personnel in these
areas.
Differences in the amount of indirect costs by facility indicate that
expenditures range from 29 percent oftotal costs in Southside Virginia to over 37 nerCE,nt
in Northern Virginia. As a portion oftotal expenditures, DMHMRSAS staffpoint out that
indirect costs in the ICFslMR are consistent with national standards. However, the
disecnnomies which are present in the operation of these facilities are evident
expenditures for indirect costs are adjusted by the number of residents in the facilities.
Since 1990, the average annual growth in indirect costs perrecipient has exceeded double
digits for all five facilities. In one facility, the increase has averaged 15 percent.

Federal Government Might Oopose Consolidation. DMHMRSAS statff!)Oint{Jut
that the national trend in care for persons who are mentally retarded is towards ~U'd!.""
facilities and community-based care. Although there ace no federal laws that would
prevent a state from establishing a lacger facility, staff indicated that such an attempt
would likely generate strong opposition from HCFA and the Justice Department. One
DMHMRSAS staff member indicated that the Justice Department is presently evaluating one ofthe State's smaller facilities and could require that facility to double the amount
of staff. If the State attempted to increase the size of any of its facilities thlXHllgh
consolidation, this staff person was certain
it would be opposed by the fedlerlil
government.
Recommendation (4). The Joint Commission on Health Care may
to request DMHMRSAS to conduct a study of whether consolidation or UUler
methods which could contain the cost ofICFIMR services are feasible alternatives for Virginia,
CONCLUSIONS
The reimbursement policies used by DMAS to fund the institutional services
which are supported by Medicaid provide the most effective mechanism for reducing
cost of these services to the State. Using reimbursement policies as a tool to cm,tr,,1
program spending is usually appropriate when the cost of a day of institutional care has
demonstrated rapid increases. Still, attention must be given to the federal law which
requires that the reasonable costs of certain long-term care facilities be reimbursed.
For nursing home care, the data examined in this study indicate that DJI,fAS
been reasonably successful in containing the costs of these services. At the same time,
the Department has modified its payment system for nursing homes in an attempt to
ensure access to care for persons with heavy care needs. This new system appropriately
considers most of the key factors which drive the costs of nursing home services.
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However, a final analysis ofthe potential costs oIthis system to the State cannot be made
until DMAS completes its work on efficiency indicators.
When devising a reimbursement system for State-operated ICFs/MR, no attempt was made by DMAS to place payment caps or ceilings on these facilities other than
those established by the federal government. As a result ofthis decision, these facilities
are typically reimbursed at rates that are substantially higher than other long-term care
providers. Still, ifthe rates for these facilities were reduced, it is likely that State general
fund expenditures for persons who are mentally retarded will have to be increased.
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COl\'~rrn'lIT'Y CARE AS AN ALTERNATIVE

NURSING HOME PLACEMENT

gm enlm,ent in
r

are lin,v; ,1"0
serves more

",,,ivp,,. request for long-term care was submitted to the federal
waiver is targeted towards the elderly and disabled and is
nursing facility placement. The State began providing
",,,,iw',. program in 1983. Since that time, the scope of services that
Currently, the elderly and disabled waiver program
average length of services provided is 31 weeks.

Rft"",w" ",".iv,'" services are intended to serve as an alternative to institutional
pe<:,ple who are at-risk ofinstitutionalization should receive them.
"nnnwp,r! for waiver services, the applicant's risk for nursing
pl!icemE,ntis as,les,sed tlu'ou'l1'h a comprehensive pre-admission screening process.
use of a structured assessment instrument which is used
to detenrline Wh,9th,~r
individual meets nursing home level of care criteria. The
ewective implE,ml~nl,ati.on ofthis screening process is a key factor in determining whether
appr,opl'iatel) placed in community care.

Community Care Program jn Virginia Offers a Variety of Services
elderly and disabled waiver program is on providing
services have been covered by the waiver since its
how€,ver. additional services have been included under this
disabled waiver program offers personal care, adult

l!£.rero1JJ&1:£.. 'f'",.Rm,,,l care services are defined as long-term maintenance or
support
are necessary in order to enable an individual to return or remain
at
enler a nursing home. The service is designed to help people who
fmldi.on:a! 01SS:DlJU1l38 n"rlnMTI routine activities of daily living (ADL). This may
im,lm:le
things as personal hygiene, getting into and out ofbed, meal
focus ofthe personal care program on ADL dependency
as:smnp,tic,n that it is the decline in an individual's ability to perform
to nursing home placement.
care services are provided by personal care aides who are employed by
n"i,v,,'ft c,nmpaniErS
area agencies on aging. The personal care aide goes into the
to assist the individual in performing various ADLs. The
Sp<3fi[IS in the recipient's home can vary based on an assessment

to assist

Adult day health care, like personal care, is designed
activities of daily living. The primary difference
is the setting in which they are provided. While

rol1tlll€
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personal care is provided in the recipient's home, adult day health care takes place
outside the home in a licensed adult day care center.
The range ofservices provided to each individual receiving adult day health care
varies. However, DMAS requires that, at a minimum, each center must provide: nursing
services, rehabilitation services coordination, transportation, nutrition, social services,
and recreation and socialization services.
Resuite Care. Unlike the other waiver programs, respite care is not targeted
directly to the Medicaid recipient. Rather, the service focuses on the recipient's caregiver.
The caregiver is generally a family member or friend who lives with and takes care ofthe
recipient. The intent of this waiver is to prevent the caregiver from becoming "burned
out" from providing continuous care to the recipient.

Respite care offers the caregiver either episodic or routine relief from the
continuous care demands of the patient. Routine relief may include sending an aide to
relieve the caregiver once a week. Episodic relief may be provided for one week a year
and would enable the caregiver to take a vacation. The service is typically provided by
the same agencies that provide personal care services.
Assessment Process is COld a) for Cost-Effectjyeness of Program

Because the waiver program is intended to be an alternative to nursing home
placement, only those people who are at-risk ofinstitutionalization should receive these
services. These are people who meet established nursing home level ofcare criteria, but
who have a support structure in the community that will allow them to remain in their
homes with the assistance of the personal care aide. In order to ensure that long-term
care applicants meet this criteria, DMAS has established an extensive pre-admission
screening process.
The pre-admission screening function was originally developed in the late 1970s
for the purpose of ensuring that individuals placed in nursing homes actually require
that level ofcare. In 1982, with the introduction ofthe waiver programs, pre-admission
screening was extended to people seeking waiver services. The assessment process
serves as a gatekeeping mechanism designed to ensure that inappropriate placements
to long-term care are not made. In this sense, the process is crucial in ensuring the costeffectiveness of the waiver program.
Pre-admission Screenin{{ Committees. The pre-admission screening process is
conducted by screening committees using a standardized assessment instrument. The
screening committees can be either hospital or community-based. Pre-admission
screening is organized at the community level through cooperative agreements with the
local health and social services departments. These local screening committees are
typically made up of a local social service worker and a health department nurse and
physician. Local screenings are initiated when an applicant applies for long-term care
services.
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pre-admission screening is made, the social serviee worker
and
the applicant's home. During this visit, the screeners meet with
the apIHlc:dIU
applicant's caregiver and collect information to complete the
asEles'lm,entinstrume,nt. Once all the pertinent information has been collected, the social
nurse review their fIndings to determine whether nursing home
or co:mntlunit,y-!laE:ed care is appropriate. They will then make a recommendation to the
is responsible for reviewing and approving the recommendation.
!{o,spital scr'eelTIng committees are formed when a long-term care applicant is
aOltllYin!!
in a hospital. DMAS currently contracts with 88 hospitals to
The two prescribed members of the hospital screening committees
are a
planner and a physician. Hospital screening committees utilize the same
pre-/iCI1TIllIS10TI sClle/,ning instrument as community-based, screeners. However, the
imltrunH)J::ltis
in the hospital. Hospital screeners do not visit the homes ofthe
Typicall:'I, it is the responsibility of the discharge planner to complete the
em,lm asilessment, although they may receive input from nurses or others who have
"'ppH""'U'. The physician is responsible for reviewing and approving the
instrument.

Assessment Instrument. The assessment instrument utilized by the screening
dmre1(lped by the Long-Term Care Assessment Training Center at
is designed to assess the applicant's overall medical,
tU11ctlOrungstatus. Accordingly, the instrument is divided into three major

TT11i1'ergitv

assessment instrument focuses on demographics. In this
screeners CUJl1",;" information on such things as the applicant's age, sex,
nUH'Ie,,: scelLUS, emrl1o:yment, and liying arrangements. Also in this section, information
is collecuJd
applicant's social support is willing and able to provide
Bctivil:ies of daily living.
m"dical component ofthe assessment instrument focuses on such things as
impairrneJtlts nf'lpsedl, hp,,,"m<f and vision. It also addresses whether the applicant has
missing limbs, and paralysis. The screeners must collect
onset of the medical problems and whether there are any rehabilitathe condition.
component of the assessment instrument involves the applicant's
I\lJ1Ct,1011al status.
is this section that plays the most crucial role in determining
wJlei;he,r or not someone meets nursing home level of care criteria. In order to assess an
status, the screeners collect information on the degree of assisrequires in performing the following activities of daily living:
lJai:hiJlg, dre'ssing, toileting, transferring (i.e., getting in and out of a bed or chair, etc.),
emH"fUJlci.i011, emime;r function, eating and feeding, overall mobility, walking, using a
stairclimlJing. In addition, an assessment is made of the individual's
oenaV1()Jf jJ",&!.erH~, orientation, and ability to communicate.
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information that is collected during the assessment process will ultimately
be translated by the screening committee iato general service needs ia eight primary
areas. From this, the screening committee makes a decision as to whether the iadividual
meets
home level ofcare criteria and, ifso, what would be the most appropriate
placement.
COS~EFFEC~NESSOFPERSONALCARE

While community care is generally recognized as a less expensive alternative to
nursiag home placement, there has been some question about whether it is always costeffective. There is concern that when the cost of providiag ancillary services, such as
hospital care and physician services, is added to the cost of providing both waiver and
nursiag home services, the community alternative may be more expensive for some
groups of recipients.
order to assess whether this occurs in Virgiaia, an analysis was conducted to
compare the total cost ofpersonal care services to the total cost ofnursiag home services.
The results of this analysis suggest that even when ancillary services are considered,
community care remains a less expensive form of care. Moreover, the cost of providing
Del-SOfia! care services remains less than the cost of nursing home services even after
controlling for the recipient's level offunctioning and the length ofstay ia the Medicaid
program.

Questions Have Been Raised about Cost-Effectiveness ofPersouaJ Care
the ten years since the waiver programs were first implemented, extensive
evidence has accrued illustrating the cost-effectiveness ofthese services. State participation in the program is conditioned upon demonstration to the federal government that
the
average per capita expenditure for the waiver programs does not exceed the
cost ofnursing home care. Because average annual per-capita expenditures on personal
care are typically about 43 percent less than for nursing homes, this has not been difficult
for most states to prove.
Federal policy requires states to demonstrate that personal care services
contiaue to be less costly than nursing facility care when the ancillary costs associated
with the two types of care are considered. The formula, which must be approved by
HCFA, contains estimates of these ancillary costs and annual reporliag must contiaue
to show
combination of both personal care and ancillary costs are less than the
combination of nursing facility care and ancillary costs.
Concern has been expressed that personal care recipients may require more
ancillary services, such as hospitalization and physician services, than their nursiag
home counterparts. The cost of these services is believed to drive up the cost of
community care. In addition, questions have arisen about whether personal care
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rernamsless expensive when patient characteristics and length ofstay are aceounted for.
The
DMAS not adequate for addressing these questions as it is based
on
average cost of care for the two types of services for one fiscal year.
To address these concerns JLARC staff analyzed automated data from DMAS'
long-term care information system (LTCIS), payment files, and recipient eligibility fjJ.es.
Specifically, JLARC staffcollected data on patient characteristics, payments, and length
of stay for all personal care and nursing home recipients who entered care in 1986 and
were discharged from care by 1990. The cost of providing care was tracked along with
changes in
characteristics in order to determine the cost-effectiveness ofcommunity care.

Ancmary Services Cost More for Persona! Care Recipients
While receiving personal care or nursing home services through Medicaid,
recipients
other types ofservices funded by the program. These services
include
ll1! hospitalization, transportation, home health, physician services,
outpatient services, dental, and lab services. It has heen stated that the cost ofproviding
these ancillary services is greatsr for personal care recipients because they are not
located in a setting that provides around-the-clock professional care. Proponents of this
view
nursing home recipients are less likely to require such services because
these
are better equipped to handle medical needs.
As can be

Table 7, JLARC analysis ofDMAS data shows that the average
cost per day for ancillary services provided to personal care recipients is significantly
higher
nursing home residents. The differences in hospital and physician
expenses appear to
the most substantial. The cost per day for hospital expenses is
f!Te,aU3r for persona! care recipients than for nursing home recipients.
Physician e:[pe'nSllS are more than five times higher per day. These differences in cost per
day appear to
theory that the cost ofancillary services is greater for personal
care recipi,ents.

Key Djffernpces Exist ill Use of Ancillary Services

order to determine what type of ancillary services appear to have the largest
impact on total Medicaid spending for these services, the cost ofeach service as a percent
of total ancillary costs was calculated (Figure 34). Several key differences emerge when
the data are examined. Most notably, the use ofpharmacy services is significantly higher
among
residents. Fifty-five percent of total ancillary costs can be
atl;rilml:ed t<l
expenses for this group of recipients.
reJ'le<;t the absence ofrestrictions on drug usage in nursing homes at
that time.
used in this analysis began receiving Medicaid in 1986, the
nursing
reforms which limited the use of psychotropic drugs had not been
implemented. A common nationwide practice in the industry was to sedate the residents
so
more easily managed.
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Average Medicaid Cost per Day of Care by Type of Service
for Recipients Who Entered Personal Care or a Nursing
Home in 1986 and Were Discharged by 1990
Average Coat Per Day
Nursing Home Care
Personal Care

Type of Service
Pharmacy
Physician
Transportation
Hospital
Outpatient Services
Home Health
Other

Difference

$2.86
$ .77
$ .87

$2.57
$ .16
$ .27

$3.99

$1.05
$ .45

$ .29
$ .61
$ .60
$2.94
$ .15

NA
$ .11

$1.08

$ .60
$1.93

$1.19

Note: This analysis WllB based on the universe OfpersoDS who begin receiving Medicaid payments for personal care
or Dtmling home services for the first time in 1986. To account for differenoos in utilization, the calculation
of average cog{; per day includes tero values.
Source: JLARC analysis of Department of Medical Assistance Services' clai.ms data for calendar yee.rs 1986
through 1990.

.--------------Figure 34_--------------,

Cost per Ancillary Service, as a Percent of
Total Cost of Ancillary Services
PERSONAL CARE

NURSING HOME
--Hospltal--__

6%-- Physician --4%
7%- Transportation -6%
0 - - - Other

'~%

\

•

/1

- - - Home Health--.l
~-------Pharmacy------~

Source: JLARC analysis of the Department of Medical Assistance Services' claims and eligibility data.
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For
care recipients, analysis lnll1CiEiteisthat hospital expenses account
for the greatest portion ofancillary expenditures.
lends credence to the coucern that
there is a higher rate
among
care
than nursing
home residents.

Waiver Remains Cost-Effective After Controlling for Functjonal Statwl
While it appears that personal care recipients incur greater expenses for
ancillary
than their nursing home counterparts, further analysis was conducted
to determine whether these differences caused personal care to be more expensive for
some categories of individuals,
The initial step
this analysis was to determine the cost of providing care
controlling for the recipient's ADL status. As noted above, ADL status is considered the
primary indicator of whether someone will require nursing home level ofcare. It is also
crucial in determining the intensity of the services that the individual may require.
Therefore, differences in ADL status were
based on concerns that as
a recipient's functional needs increase, it may become more costly to provide personal
care services than nursing home services. This would be due to the greater need for the
personal care recipient - who is not receiving full-time professional care - to utilize
ancillary services and to require additional hours of personal care service.
To account (or ADL status, an algorithm created by DMAS was used to place
long-term care recipients in various ADL categories. These categories are used by DMAS
to, among other things, determine the number of personal care hours an individual
requires. The first category includes individuals who are dependent in zero to six
activities of daily
These people would be considered the least functionally
dependent. The second category is made up ofrecipients who are dependent in seven to
12 ADLs. The third category includes people who are dependent in nine or more ADLs
and who also
some form of specialized care. This could include wound care,
specialized feeding, or rehabilitation for conditions such as paralysis, quadriplegia, or
multiple sclerosis,
This analysis shows that even when functional status is considered, personal
care remains less expensive than nursing home care. As can be seen in Table 8, the total
Medicaid costs of nursing home care including payments for ancillary services is more
than $11 per day higher than the costs ofpersonal care. Moreover, for all three categories
of ADLs, the average cost of personal care is less than for nursing home care.
For example,
Medicaid cost ofcare for recipients in nursing homes with the
most extensive care needs is 45 percent greater than the cost for a similar group of
recipients receiving personal care services. This suggests that functional status has no
impact on the cost-effectiveness of personal care services.
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- - - - - - - - - - - - T a b l e 8lS--------------

Average Medicaid Cost per Day of Care by
Type of Service and Recipients' Functional Status
ADL Dependency
Category

Average Cost Per Day
Personal
Nursing
~
HmueCare

Total Cost

$29.77

$40.86

Oto6

$32.76

$42.45

7 to 12

$26.97

$39.51

9 or more and
special Carn

$32.34

$47.19

Notes: This analysis was based on the universe of persons who begin receiving Medicaid payments for personal
care or nursing home services for the first time in 1986. The calculation of average costs for both nursing
home and personal care includes Medicaid payments made for all other ancillary services.
Source: JLARC staff analysis of Department of Medical Assistance Services' long~term care file and claims data,
1986 through 1990.

Waiver Remains CQst..Effectjye after Accounting for l,engtb of Stay

In order to assess whether personal care becomes more costly than nursing
home carn over time, the average cost of each type of care was examined controlling for
the length ofstay of the recipient in the program. As can be seen in Table 9, it does not
appear to be more costly over time to serve personal care J;ecipients.
Personal care does, however, appear to be more expensive for people who remain
in carn for less than a year. This may be due to the nature ofthe problem that forced them
to seek earn. If the need for long-term care was precipitated by a sudden illness, for
example, the care needs may be greater during the initial periods of illness, before the
individual's condition stabilizes. This would increase the recipient's need to utilize
ancillary services provided through Medicaid.
In fact, after controlling for length of stay, it appears that ancillary costs have
a more significant impact on the total cost of providing carn during the first year, than
during any other year. This is particularly true for personal carn recipients. As can be
seen in Figure 35, ancillary costs make up almost three-quarters of the total cost of
personal care for people who are in the program for less than one year. However, ancillary
costs as a percent of total costs decrease significantly in subsequent years.
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-------------Table

9-------------

Average Medicaid Cost per Day of Care
by Type of Service, Controlling For
Length of Stay
Length of
Stay (years)

Total Costs
Less than 1

1-2
2-3
3-4

4-5

Average Cost per Day
Personal
Nursing
Q.anl
Home Care
$29.77

$40.86

$54.57

$51.76

$25.90
$28.58
$30.Q1
$26.80

$38.45
$37.60
$39.53

$41.11

Notes: Thi!t analysis was baaed on the universe of persons who begin receiving Medicaid payments for perMnal
care or nu:rsing home services for the fin'lt time in 1986. The calculation of &ventge co8t8 for both n\ll'8ing
home and personal care includes Medicaid payments made for all other llDcillary services.
Source: JLARC staff analysig of Department of Medical Assistance Servioos'long-tenn care file and claims data.,
1986 through 1990.
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TARGETING PERSONAL CARE SERVICES
Although personal care is a more cost-effective fonn ofcare than nursing home
placement, it will remain so only as long as services are appropriately targeted. The costeffectiveness ofpersonal care is dependent on targeting in two ways. First, the targeting
process must ensure that only those people who are at imminent risk of nursing home
placement receive personal care. Secondly, for people who are at-risk of institutional
placement, personal care must be consistently offered as an alternative.
It appears, however, that in Virginia, some of the savings that can be realized
by implementing personal care are lost due to the ineffective targeting of these services.
Research for this study indicates that a significant number ofpeople currently receiving
personal care services would not have entered a nursing home ifthe waiver services were
not available. Moreover, there is evidence that inconsistencies in the screening process
lead many people to nursing homes who could have been less expensively served in the
community.

Many Personal Care Recipients Not At-Rjsk of Nursing Home Placement
The waiver program was established in an effort to contain the cost ofMedicaidprovided long-tenn care. Accordingly, federal regulations stipulate that services provided under the waiver can only be offered to people who would have otherwise entered
a nursing home. Without this provision, the increase in the number of people who are
served by the waiver program could potentially offset the savings that are achieved by
providing a less expensive fonn of care.
Although the personal care program was established as a more cost-effective
alternative to institutional placement, studies conducted iR other states suggest that as
many as two-thirds of personal care recipients would not have entered a nursing home
ifpersonal care had not been offered. Typically, these individuals do met the criteria for
nursing home placement but because of the availability offamily support, were not atrisk ofinstitutionalization at the time personal care services were offered. What appears
to have happened is that the advent of personal care created supply-induced demand. In
other words, people who have no intention ofentering a nursing home become aware that
personal care services are available. As a result, they apply for the services so that they,
or their families, can receive some assistance.
Because ofthe implications this can have for the cost ofMedicaid long-term care,
JLARC staffconducted a survey to determine whether the same phenonomenon could be
observed in Virginia. The results of the survey indicate that Virginia's personal care
program does, in fact, serve a substantial number of people who were not at-risk of
institutional placement. Specifically, 57 percent of personal care recipients would not
have entered a nursing home if personal care were not offered.
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Figure 36, 57 percent of the survey respondents stated that they would not place the
recipient for whom they provide support in a nursing home. Only 31 percent of the
respondents indicated that they would be forced to place the recipient in a nursing home.
The remaining 12 percent did not know what they would do in the absence of personal
care.
JLARC staffalso attempted to determine the proportion ofMedicaid recipients
who apply for Medicaid seeking personal care. Thirty-eight percent of the caregivers
surveyed said that the person for whom they were providing care was hoping to receive
personal care services at the time they applied for Medicaid long-term care. Of those
caregivers who stated that they would not place the Medicaid recipient they were caring
for in a nursing home, 39 percent said that the recipient was seeking personal care
services at the time he or she applied for Medicaid.

&reening Committees Unclear on DMAS Policy. It appears that part of the
targeting problem is that the policy ofoffering personal care to only those people who are
seeking nursing home placement has not been made clear to the pre-admission screening
committees. Over the course ofthe study, JLARC staffinterviewed members ofboth local
and hospital pre-admission screening committees. During these interviews, most
screening committees indicated that they would continue to seek personal care for people
who refused nursing home care.

oh,rim",ry cat..Ili'vers fOr)",,,.onal cll1'e
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Members of eight of the 14 local screening committees interviewed by JLARC
staffsaid that
applicant indicated to them that they would refuse to enter a nursing
home, the screening committee would still attempt to place them in personal care. When
one screening committee was asked whether the committee would deny personal care
services to an applicant who refused to enter a nursing home, a screening committee
member stated:
We can't do that. If people hear about personal care, we cannot deny
them the service if they refuse to go into a nursing home. We look only
at whether the person meets the level ofcare criteria. Ifthey meet the
criteria, then we offer the services.
Most ofthe hospital screening committees that were interviewed expressed the
same sentiment. Staffon five ofthe eight hospital screening teams visited by JLARC staff
stated that they would also attempt to place applicants in personal care if they refused
to go into a nursing home.
It appears that many screening committees' primary focus in determining
whether personal care should be offered is on whether or not the individual meets the
nursing home level ofcare criteria. As long as the applicant meets these criteria and could
be safely served in the community, personal care will be offered. Social support is only
considered to determine whether the individual's needs will be met when a personal care
aide is not the home. It is not considered from the standpoint of whether the level of
support that is available to the individual is sufficient to the extent that the person may
not require personal care services at alL

Implications of Survey for Personal Care Expenditures. The results of the
survey
a great deal of significance in terms of overalllong·term care expenditures.
The projected total amount of personal care expenditures for recipients in the sample is
$29.5 million (plus or minus $1.4 million due to sampling error).
projected cost of
providing personal care to people who were mistargeted is $16.2 million. (This amount
could be as high as $19 million or as low as $13.5 million due to sampling error.)
DYAS Attempts to Clarify "Imminent Risk.» For the last year DMAS officials
have been concerned about the nursing home criteria and whether those people who were
receiving personal care services were actually at-risk of nursing home placement. On
August 17, 1992, the Secretary of Health and Human Services submitted for the
Gtlvernor's signature, emergency regulations that clarified DMAS policy regarding who
is to be considered at imminent risk of nursing home placement. The Gtlvernor signed
the emergency regulations on August 27, 1992.
The new policy requires that screening committees document that the indio
vidual is at imminent risk of nursing facility placement by finding that one of the
following conditions is met;
• application for the individual to a nursing facility has been made and
accepted;
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• the individual has been cared for in the home prior to the assessment and a
deterioration in health care condition or change in available support has
occurred which prevents former care arrangements from meeting the
individual's need;
• there has been no change in condition or available support but evidence is
available that demonstrates that the individual's medical and nursing needs
are not being met. Examples ofsuch evidence may be, but shall not necessarily
be limited to: (1) recent hospitalization, (2) attending physician documentation, or (3) reported findings from medical or social services agencies.
It appears that the new regulations could have a positive impact on the ability
ofpre-admission screening committees to effectively target personal care services to only
those people who would have otherwise entered a nursing home. It is crucial, however,
for DMAS to communicate to the screening committees the importance of their assessment of the extent to which an applicant's needs can be met through existing informal
care networks. Because screening committees appear to have misinterpreted DMAS
policy on this issue in the past, it would be useful for DMAS to conduct training for all
screening committee members on their new policy.

Recommendation (5). The Department of Medical Assistance Services
should conduct training for screening committees responsible for implement.
ing the new policy on documenting who is considered at imminent risk of
nursing home placement. Over the course oHhis training, DMAS should stress
to the screening committees that their assessment of the extent to which the
recipient's needs can be met through informal care networks is an integral part
of the placement decision.
Personal Care Services Not Uti1ized as Frequently as Possible
Offering services to people who are not at-risk of nursing home placement can
sigaificantly drive up the costoflong-termcare services. Another way in which targeting
can affect the overall cost to the State oflong-term care is when people who should be
offered personal care are instead steered into a nursing home.
Because personal care is a more cost-effective form of care than nursing home
placement, personal care services should be offered as an alternative to nursing home
placement whenever possible. This means that anyone who meets nursing home level
ofcare criteria, has an adequate support structure in the community, and is actually atrisk of nursing home placement, should be given the option of choosing community care
as opposed to institutional placement. if personal care is not consistently offered as an
alternative, the State could end up incurring greater expenses on long-term care than
necessary.
Discussions with screening committee members and DMAS staff suggest,
however, that there is some question as to whether people who meet the criteria for
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DMAS Examination o/Ho8pital ScreenillQ Committees. DMAS staff have also
expreBBed concern about the tendency of hospital screening committees to place persons
in nursing homes when personal care services may have been a suitable alternative.

Based on statistics collected over past few years, DMAS staffcompiled data to compare
the percent of recommendations to community care between hospital and communitybased screening committees.
AB can be seen in Figure 37, DMAS data show that the percent of recommendations to personal care made by hospital screening committees was significantly leBB than
the percent made by community-based screening committees. In FY 1991, hospital
screening committees screened a total of 10,856 people for long-term care. Of these,
community-based care was recommended for only 17 percent of the cases. Communitybased screening committees, on the other hand, recommended personal care for 42
percent of the 7,325 people they screened.
One possible explanation for the discrepancies in placement rates, that was not
considered by DMAS, is that there are actual differences in the types of people who are
screened by hospital and community-based screening committees. If, for example, the
long-term care applicants in hospitals are more functionally dependent and have leBB
social support, then it would be appropriate for hospital screening committees to make
more recommendations for nursing home placements than their community-based
counterparts.

.--------------Figure 37----------------,

Placement Recommendations Made by Hospitaland Community-Based Screening Committees
HOSPITAl-BASED
(N=10,586)

Authorized to
Nursing Facility

Diverted from
--long-Term Care - - +
~

~ Authorized to

Community-Based
Care

Source: Department of Medical Assistance Services.
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COMMUNlTY-BASED
(N=7,325)

Multivaria1iUil1alysis ofPlacement Decisions. In order to examine this issue,
JLARC staff attempted to determine the probability
placed in a nursing home
after controlling for such factors as functional status and the willingness and ability of
an applicant's caregivers to provide support. To do this, JLARC staff constructed a
multiple regression model that simultaneously controlled for the effects of both of these
factors, as well as the source of the screening (hospital or community-based screening
committee). The analysis included everyone screened for long-term care services for the
first time in calendar year 1991.
The results ofthe analysis show that there does appear to be some inherent bias
on the part ofhospital screening committees towards placing people in nursing homes as
opposed to personal care. Specifically, as can be seen in Table 10, after accounting for the
availability of social support and the individual's functional status, hospital screening
committees are still 25 percent more likely than community-based committees to place
long-term care applicaots in a nursing home. This suggests that hospital pre-admission
screening committees are predisposed towards making recommendations for nursing
home placement.
Implications for Lone-Term Care Exvenditures. Because approximately 60
percent ofpre-admission screenings are conducted by hospital as opposed to communitybased screening committees, the implications that mistargeting could have for the cost
oflong-term care are great. The average annual per capita expenditure on personal care
is approximately 43 percent of the cost of nursing home care. Thus, the State could be
spending significantly more on long-term care than is necessary.
------------TablelO------------

Factors Which Impact The Placement Recommendations
Made by Screening Committees
Standard
Coefficient

Variable
Availability of Support
Light Care Needs
Heavy Care Needs
Source of Screening

-.45

-.11
.02
.25
.36

R2

Impact
Strong
Weak
Weak
Strong

Note: The dependent variable was a dichotomous variable indicating the type of placement recommendation
(0 z pernenal care, 1 "'" nursing home), If a hospital conducted the screening, the variable "Source of
Screening" was given a value of I, otherwise it was given a value ofo. The standardized coefficients reported
for each independent variable represent the marginal probability of nurging home placement. The RZ value
represents the total amount ofvariation that was explained after all of the independent variables were
added to the modeL Because the dependent variable was a dichotomous variable. the parameters were
recalculated using logit analysis. The fmdings were consistent with those reported in this table.
Sollr'ee: Data for- this analysis came from the Department of Medical Assistance Services' Long~Term Care
Information System.
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Alternatives for Eliminating Bias. In response to an analysis. which began
subsequent to this study. DMAS is considering two alternatives to eliminate the
potential problems created by the apparent bias of hospital screening committees.
According to DMAS:
Hospitals continue to view themselves as self-contained entitites and
have little commitment to care ofthe patient after discharge. Hospital
discharge planners do uot see themselves as part of the chronic care
community service network....Therefore. now is an appropriate time to
evaluate other alternatives.
The first alternative that is being considered is taking away the responsibilj.ty
for pre-admission screening from the hospital screening committees entirely. Under this
scenario. DMAS would contract with the community-based screening committees to tak.e
over the screenings conducted by hospitals. However. DMAS points out that this may Il;ot
be feasible given the workload demands of local screening committees. Accordingly.
DMAS is also considering having the hospitals continue to assess patients. but have IOllal
screening teams develop the post-discharge plan of care.
These issues are important because they impact the amount of money that
should be allocated for personal care services. As noted earlier. JLARC's analysis
indicates that mistargeting has increased personal care spending by as much as $16
million. Because ofthe 50 pereentfederal match for State Medicaid spending. halfofthis
$16 million would be general fund dollars.
However, ifDMAS establishes policies which improve targeting by hospitalbased screening committees, there would be an appropriate increase in demand for
personal care services. This would obviously decrease the amount ofmoney which could
be reduced from the program. DMAS staff indicate that the actual savings in personal
care expenditures due to improved targeting would be $4 million. Half of this amount
would be State general fund dollars.

Recommendation (6). The Department ofMedical Assistance Services
should evaluate the feasibility ofcontracting with community-based screening
committees to conduct either all or part of the hospital screening functions. If
the agency determines that some screening functions should remain with the
hospitals, it should also conduct a study to ensure that there are not other
potential inconsistencies in the way in which hospitals conduct screenings.
Recommendation (7). The General Assembly may wish to reduce
general fund appropriations for personal care. This reduction should be
between $2 million and $8 million depending on whether changes are made to
personal care rates and the ability of hospital-based screening committees to
divert more people to personal care. The General Assembly may wish to direct
the Department of Medical Assistance Services to prepare a full analysis of
alternartive levels of reduction for the personal care program, including the
potential impact on recipients.
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STATE COMMUNITY CARE SERVICES FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED
While the federal waiver authority has been used to divert the aged and disabled
to a less expensive form of care over the past decade, the same has
from nursing
not been true for the mentally retarded. Although the federal legislation that authorizes
waivers for the elderly and disabled also allows waiver services targeted towards the
mentally retarded, the State's use of this authority has lagged.
The State submitted its fIrst waiver request for services for the mentally
retarded to the federal government in 1986. However, according to officials in the
Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation, and Substance Abuse Services,
(DMHMRSAS), the request was poorly developed and was denied by HCFA. It was not
until more than five years later that the State was able to obtain approval for the waiver
and begin implementing a waiver program that is designed to divert people from care in
intermediate care facilities for the mentally retarded UCFsIMR).
It is difficult to determine what impact the State's lack of participation in the
waiver has had on overall Medicaid expenditures for the mentally retarded. The scope
of this study, combined with the relatively short duration of time during which waiver
services have been offered to the mentally retarded, prevented a detailed analysis of the
cost-effectiveness of community care for the mentally retarded.

However, it appears that the impact the waiver would have had on further
reducing the census in-the State-operated ICFsIMR or on preventing new admissions to
these facilities is minimal. Moreover, there is no conclusive evidence to suggest that the
cost to the State of providing community care to the mentally retarded would always be
less
the cost of providing institutional care.

Wajver Services May Not Address Needs of Potential {CrMR Residents
As with the elderly and disabled waiver, the waiver program for the mentally
retarded intended to serve as an alternative to institutional placement. However, the
waiver
mentally retarded does not appear to be sufficient in scope to
address the total needs of people who are either currently in institutions or who are atrisk of heing institutionalized.

The services provided for the mentally retarded are offered under two separate
waiver programs. The first waiver is targeted towards individuals who reside in nursing
assessed and determined to require the level of care usually
second waiver is designed for people who reside in either an
provided in an IeFIMR.
ICFIMR or
cornrnlunity at the time ofassessment for waiver services. Both waivers
were impll~mented January 1991 and they have identical program structures.
While the waivers offer a variety of services, the focus of these services is
primarily on
the individual's functional status and does not address either
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domiciliary arrangements or medical needs. Four types of services are currently
provided under the waivers: (I) residential support, (2) day support, (3) habilitation, and
(4) therapeutic consultation. Waiver services are delivered by the 40 Community
Services Boards across the State, either directly or through contracts with private
agencies.
Residential Support. Residential support is provided in the mentally retarded
individual's home or in a licensed residence. It involves providing individualized
training, assistance, and supervision to enable the individual to maintain or improve his
or her health, development, and physical condition. This includes the monitoring of the
the person's health status, medication, and need for medical assistance. In addition,
residential support may include training or assistance in routine acti-vities ofdaily living
or training in the use of commuinity resources.
DaySU[.Iport. Day supportencompasses training in intellectual, sensory, motor,
and affective social development. Among other things, this includes: self, social, and
environmental awareness; learning and problem solving; communication and self-eare;
and use of community resources. Unlike residential support which provides assistance
in independent living skills training within a community intsgrated environment, day
support provides problem solving skills in a training environment such as a licensed
center.
Habilitation. Habilitation services are prevocational and
employmentfor individuals who have been discharged from a Medicaid certified nursing facility.
Prevocational services include training in skills which are necessary to preplITe the
individual for employment, such as paying attention to a task and maintaining time
schedules. Supported employment provides special assistance that will allow a mentally
retarded individual to enter and maintain employmentin work settings withnondisabled
people.
Theraveutic Consultation. Therapeutic consultation involves consultation by
specialists in speech, occupational and physical therapy, as well as psychological
services.

Eyidepce of Cost-Effectiveness of Services is f,acking

Because ofthe limited scope of waiver services, it is unclear what ramifications
the State's failure to participate in the Medicaid waiver program for the mentally
retarded, prior to 1991, has had on overall Medicaid expenditures. The steadily declining
census
the State-operated ICFsIMR, as well as the State's policy of limiting new
admissions to State facilities, suggest that the number of people who could have been
removed or diverted from ICFslMR had the waiver been in
sooner, is minimal.
Decline in Training Center Census< Between 1971 and 1991, the number of
people served in State-operated training centers declined significantly. The average
daily census declined from 3,723 in fiscal year 1971 to 2,626 in FY 1991 (Figure 38). This
represents a reduction of almost 30 percent.
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Average Daily Census in State·Operated
Institutional Care Facilities for the Mentally Retarded
(Fiscal Years 1971, 1976, 1981, 1986, and 1991)
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Source: .JLARC analysis data from the Department of Mental Health, Mental RetardatioUr and Substance Abuse
Services.

A major reason for the decline
State restrictions on new admissions.
Between 1971 and 1991, the
new admissions to State-operated training
centers
declined significantly.
1971, 81 percent of the persons entering
training centers were new admissions
39). By FY 1991, the percentage of new
admissions had declined to 32 percent.
reduction in the number of new admissions
to State-operated facilities suggests that the waiver program could not have been used
to divert a significant number ofmentally retarded individuals from ICFIMR placement.

Cost-Effectiveness of Waiver Services Questionable

As with the elderly and disabled waiver program, questions have also arisen
regarding whether waiver services are cost-effective for all groups ofeligible persons who
are mentally retarded. Very little research has been done nationally on the costeffectiveness of community care for the mentally retarded. However, concern has been
raised that the cost to the State ofproviding waiver services may be higher for individuals
with severe or profound retardation or those who lack any informal support structure in
the community.
Level QfRetardation. According to DMHMRSAS officials, the vast majority of
the mentally retarded in the State-operated ICFsIMR could be served in the community
if the appropriate mix ofservices were
However, these officials maintain that
the existing array ofcommunity services would not meet the intense needs ofthe people
who are currently in ICFsfMR
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...------------Figure 39-----------...,
Percentage of Admissions to Virginia Mental Retardation
Training Centers Which are First Admissions
(Fiscal Years 1971,1980,1985, and 1991)

FY71

FY80

FY85

FY91

Source: JLARC analy.u. of data from the Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation. and Subotance
AbU8a Services.

Due to the State's success in reducing the census in the ICFsIMR, most of the
people who remain are considered severely or profoundly retarded. Moreover, as noted
in ChapterII, currentDMHMRSAS policy is to limit non-emergency admissions to people
who fall into these two categories of retardation. The low functioning levels of these
individuals mean that many demand continuous, intensive supervision. Marly of these
people also have medical conditions that warrant continuous monitoring. Thus, the
range of services that would be required is great and could not be met by the waiver
program alone.
For these reasons, staffin both ICFsIMR and local CSBs question whether the
care needs of these individuals are such that the cost of providing services in the
community could exceed the cost of providing care in a training center. This is also due,
in part, to the fragmented nature of services that would be provided in the community.
Because service needs would have to be addressed by a number of different entities,
coordination ofservices could be difficult and the cost ofproviding them may be excessive.

Lack oflntormal Sup,Uort. Concern has also been expressed that the cost to the
State ofproviding community care may be greater than institutional care for people who
do not have families that will provide lodging and informal support. Ifan individual does
not have a primary residence, then the State would be responsible for arranging for the
person to live in an adult home, a group home for the mentally retarded, or a foster home.
Because Medicaid does not pay for this type of residential care, the cost of providing a
residence, combined with the cost of the State's match for the waiver program, could
exceed the cost to the State of providing institutional care.
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This problem is particularly
for Virginia's ICFIMR population. The
average age of training center residents is 38 years. Many of these people have been in
institutions for most of their lives and no longer have family members available who
meet their informal care needs.
Reco:lnrrnmdation (8). The Department ofMental Health, Mental Retar-

and Substanee Abuse Services should conduct a pilot study to deterwhether waiver services for the mentally retarded could be cost-effectively used to mect the needs of the severely or profoundly mentally retarded.
...<lUtHI,

rna","

CONCLUSIONS
Analysis ofthe cost of providing personal care services to the aged and disabled
snggl5st that, even when ancillary services are considered, personal care is a less
mq:lel1csiv'e alternative to nursing home care. While there is little data available to
del;eI1:nhle whether the same would be true for the mentally retarded, it appears that
waiver programs would not produce similar costs savings.
With regard to the aged and
the cost-effectiveness of waiver services
ability ofDMAS to
target the services. There appear to be
is
with DMAS' current targeting strategy that could impede the ability ofthe
two
pel'sOJaal care waiver program to reduce long-term care costs. First, DMAS has been
unabl'e to ensure that only those people who are at imminent risk of nursing home
p"",em,,,,, roc:eh'e waiver services. As a result, over half of the people who have entered
program should not be receiving the services.
addition, there have been problems with ensuring that all those people who
effectively served in the community are offered this type of care. Specifically,
ineffective targeting may have resulted in a number of people being diverted from
corumlunity services who should have been offered them. Because of the cost-effectiveness of personal care, this too could have a significant impact on overall long-term care
expenditures.
In order to ensure that Medicaid expenditures on community care are effectively
used, DMAS needs to improve its targeting in two ways. First DMAS should conduct
training for the screening committees to ensure that its policies are correctly implemented. Secondiy, DMAS needs to take action to eliminate the bias on the part ofhospital
screening committees against the use of personal care services.
With regard to waiver programs for the mentally retarded, it is less clear that
these programs can be utilized to cut the cost of Medicaid long-term care. Because the
range ofservices authorized under the waivers is limited in scope, it is doubtful that the
programs can be used to significantly reduce the cost to Medicaid of providing services
to the mentally retarded. The mentally retarded individuals who are the most Medicaid
dependent are also those who could benefit least from the waiver services in and of
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themselves. These are people whose needs are such that the cost of the range of services
that would need to be provided in the community may exceed the costofinstitutional care.
However, to determine more conclusively whether the waiver services could be used to
offset the cost to Medicaid of institutional care for the mentally retarded, DMHMRSAS
should conduct a pilot study on this issue.

,
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VI. The Reimbursement Process
for Community-Based Care
Although Medicaid expenditures for community-based care represent a relatively small portion of total program expenditures, spending on these services has been
growing at a rapid rate of more than 70 percent since 1983. Partly as a result of this
increasing trend, there is a heightened interest in the policies used by the Department
ofMedical Assistance Services (DMAS) to establish reimbursement rates for both home
health and personal care services.
A primary concern is whether these policies ensure patient access to community-based care while encouraging a cost"effective delivery of services. Currently, the
State reimburses providers of home health care based on a fee for service system. With
this system, DMAS pays each provider a predetermined flat fee which varies according
to the type of visit that is provided each eligible recipient. To determine the actual rates
under this system, home health agencies are organized into different peer groups, and
fees are set for the providers in each group.
The methodology used by DMAS to establish the prospective rates does not
appropriately consider the key factors which influence home health costs. More
importantly, the methodology appears to result in fees that do not accurately represent
the cost of home health services. In addition, the decision to pay hospitals higheI'rates
for providing the same service as other operators does not appear justifiable.
Despite spending twice as much on personal care services, DMAS does not
collect any data on the costs of these services. This has raised questions about the
adequacy ofthe reimbursement rates for personal care. However, the absence of reliable
cost data from personal care providers prevents any systematic study ofthe cost ofthese
services for the purpose of establishing payment rates.
This chapter presents the results from JLARC's analysis of the rate-setting
process for community-based care. Based on the results ofthis review, recommendations
are made to improve the reimbursement systems for some of the Medicaid-funded
community-based care services.

FEATURES OF THE HOME HEALTH REIMBURSEMENT SYSTEM
Prior to 1991, home health agencies were reimbursed through a retrospective
payment system. In this system, each provider was required to submit a cost report at
the end of the fiscal year detailing total expenses for the visits they provided. After
reviewing these reports, DMAS reimbursed these providers 100 percent oftheir allowable costs, subject to upper payment limits which were set by the Medicare program.
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oflJaJrrrl'3nt Rv"t.e,m has been
as pr'Jmot.inginefficiency
neaUll care services. Because payments are
directly to t.he reported
costs of the
t.here is no incent.ive for
to seek economies in the
delivery of health care.
Recognizing this problem, DMAS switched to a prospective, flat-rate system of
reimhnreement in July of 1991. Through use
DMAS reasoned
that it could
stronger controls over
health expenditures, encourage
providers to be more
in the delivery ofservices, and eliminate the administrative
burden ofreviewing cost reports. The next part
describes the key features
of the
used by DMAS to
healt.h services.

DMAS Prospective System is Based OIl Severo! Peer Groupiniffl
Prospective
rats payment systems are
on the concept that provider
reimbnreement ratss should be set at a level
tbe costs ofthe most efficiently
operatsd agency.
measures
an attsmpt must be made to
classify
into peer groups based on factors
im1uence
cost of operation.
One objective in grouping facilities is to ensure
any cost variations which may be due
to factors beyond
control of the providers are
accounted for,
various methods can used to
what is believed to be
Once this is
the most efficiently operated facility in the peer group for purposes of setting the
maximum payment rate for all providers in the group. When establishing the prospective
payment system
health providers,
created peer groups based on
geographic
and agency
Within
peer groups, varying
reimbursement rates were established for different
Table 11 shows the
different peer
are used to establish
rates in Virginia,

------------Tab1e11------------

Home Health Agency
Peer Group

. - P P....

Groups

Number of Agencies

N,,,,t1hplrn Virginia Freestanding

Ne,rtllern Virginia Hospital-Based

8
3

20
34
Freestanding
u "",,, Hospital-Based
Vilrgi!lia Department of Health
ur'ORn

Source: Department of Medical Assistance Services Home Heallh Manual,
of Health.
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78
31, 1991, and Virginia Department

Geocraphic Location. A primary factor which impacts the cost of home health
service according to DMAS staff is the geographic location of the agency. Based on a
consultant's study conducted in 1989 and its own cost analysis, DMAS decided to
establish separate peer groups for Northern Virginia and all other urban and rural
locations.
To define urban and rural, DMAS relied on the Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas (SMSA) used by HCFA to establish upper payment limits for Medicare home
health providers. The premise underlying this approach was that costs would be
systematically different in three basic areas of the State. Therefore, the assumption in
this approach is that agencies in high cost areas of the State may be as efficient as other
providers but face higher average costs due to factors beyond their control.
Northern Virginia was expected to have the highest operating expenses due to
greater wage demands and other input factors (e.g. cost ofreal estate) which increase the
cost of delivering home care. Agencies operating in urban areas outside of Northern
Virginia were generally thought to face the second highest operating cost of all home
health providers, followed by those delivering services in the rural areas ofthe State.

five ofAcency. Perhaps the most controversial peer grouping used by DMAS
is the distinction between home health agencies which are hospital-based and those
considered freestanding. Agencies defined as hospital-based are functionally independent of the hospital but are linked for purposes of identifying expenses. Freestanding
agencies are usually privately run, sole proprietary, or chain-operated facilities.
Historically, hospital-based home health agencies have reported higher costs
due to the cost allocation system required by Medicare. Specifically, Medicare requires
these agencies to report not only their direct cost of delivering services, but their
proportionate share of the indirect or overhead costs for the entire hospital as well.
National data indicate that this process for allocating expenses to home health agencies
raises their reported costs to a level that is 13 percent higher than freestanding facilities.
Therefore, by choosing to recognize hospital-based agencies as a separate peer group,
DMAS is in effect agreeing to pay these agencies more for the same services provided by
freestanding agencies.
In addition to hospital-based and freestanding agencies, home health services
are also provided by local health departments. As with hospitals, DMAS recognizes these
agencies in a separate peer group for purposes of establishing payment rates.

Varyinf Rates for Different Services. A key feature of the home health care
reimbursement system is the distinction made between the different types of visits.
Presently, providers can be reimbursed for five major types ofservices. These are skilled
nursing, physical therapy, occupational therapy, speech therapy, and home health aide.
Because the cost ofthe staffrequired for these types ofvisits differs significantly, DMAS
incorporated varying fee schedules for each type of visit.
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for each ofthese
DMAS further adjusted the
rates te
cost associated with
are considered assessment,
follow~up, and
comprehensive in the case of skilled nursing. During assessment
visits, the home
care provider must conduct a thorough analysis ofpatient needs.
Because these
require more time than follow-ups, DMAS
set a higher rate for
assessments (Table 12).
-------------Table 12-------------

Reimbursement Rates for Skilled Nursing Visits
Peer Group
Northern
Freestanding
Northern VirginIa Hospital~Based
Urban Freestanding
Urban Hospital·Based
Rural Freestanding
Rural Hospital-Based
Virginia Department of Health

Assessment

$ 92.73
$100.18
$ 72.37
$ 90.63
$ 72.78
$ 91.67
$ 92.03

FollowUD

$71.73
$85.18
$57.37
$57.78
$76.67
$71.03

Comprehensive
$155.46
$170.36
$114.74
$151.26
$115.56
$153.34
$154.06

Source: Department ofMedical Assistance Services, Home Health Agpncy Rates Effective January I, 1992,

Comprehensive nursing visits are reimbursed at
lu"hllstrate because they
require even
in the home. For
a cOIop'rerleosh·e skilled nursing
visit might involve intravem~us administration of
wound care, or
extended tsaching sessions for family members

ANALYSIS OF HOME HEALTH REIMBURSEMENT SYSTEM

To evaluate the appropriateness ofthe peer groups used by DMAS for its home
health reimbursement system, JLARC staff used regression analysis. As noted earlier,
this is a statistical technique that quantifies the effect ofa set ofindependent or predictor
variables on a dependent variable. The purpose oHms analysis
home health was to
key facters appear te be associated
cost ofthese services for the
bospital~based agencies that
in Virginia's Medicaid program.
In general, the study fmdings suggest that
methodology does
not appropriately consider key factors which appear to be associated with the cost of
home care. Moreover, the rates appear to be unjustifiably high for hospital-based
agencies.
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Peer Group Distinctions between ARncies is

Mot Necessary

To conduct this analysis, data were collected from the 1990 cost reports for all
home health agencies that received a reimbursement for Medicaid in that year. The
dependent variable for this study was the total cost ofhome care services per visit. This
method of standardizing the dependent variable is a recognition that much of the
variation in agency costcan be attributed to the number ofvisits provided. Once this was
done, the remainder ofthe analysis was focused on isolating the impact ofkey independent variables and evaluating theircontribution to the overall model used to assess these
relationships. The variables used in the analysis are listed in Exhibit 2.

An underlying assumption ofthis analysis was that the cost of home care is a
function of the price the agencies are willing to pay for various inputs (e.g. labor costs)
and additional costs due to external factors over which they have little control, such as
their geographic location. Ideally, the peer grouping system should be used to classuy
similar agencies along factors which impact cost but are outside of their control.
Using results from the regression analysis, JLARC staff could determine
whether the key factors which appear to affect the cost of operating a home care agency
are appropriately considered in the DMAS peer groups and reimbursement system.
------------Exhibit2------------

Factors used in Analysis of
Home Health Costs
Location Specific:
Northern VA
Central VA
Southside VA
Southeast VA
Southwest VA
Shenandoah Valley
Northern Neck
Outside of State
Rural Localities

Service Specific:
Skilled Nursing
Physical Therapy
Speech Therapy
Occupational Therapy
Medical Social Service
Home Health Aide
Percent Medicaid

Agency Specific:
Administrative Hours
Supervisory Hours
Total Salary
Service Salary
Total Visits

Type of Facility:
Freestanding Agencies
Hospital-Based Agencies
Local Health Department Agencies
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Gwilra.phic Location. A key feature ofDMAS' reimbursement system are the
distinctions made between providers in Northern Virginia and those located in urban and
rural areas. However, the results of the regression analysis do not completely support
the use ofthis peer grouping system. While facilities in Northern Virginia do face higher
costs, the difference in operating costs for rural and urban areas is minimal. (A separate
technical appendix explains the methods used to conduct this analysis in greater detail
and is available from JLARC upon request).

Specifically, home health agencies that are located in urban areas have operating costs which are on average about one percent lower than those in rural areas after
accounting for otherfactors in the regressionmodel. While this may seem counterintuitive,
a closer look at the data indicates that a key factor influencing this result was the type
of home health visit provided by the agencies.
Before this variable was considered in the model, significant cost differences
could be observed between home health agencies in urban and rural localities. Specifically, average costs in urban areas were 12 percent higher than those in rural areas.
However, together with geographic region, these two sets ofvariables explained less than
13 percent of the total variation in costs. After type of visit was added, the model
explained almost 30 percent of the variation in the dependent variable and the cost
differences between urban and rural localities was substantially diminished.
This suggests that the relationship between being located in an urban area and
having higher home heroth cost is spurious, reflecting a greater tendency for agencies in
these areas to provide a higher proportion of skilled visits.
The data on type of visits reported in Figure 40 confirms this finding. In 1990,
agencies in urban areas provided almost two-thirds ofall home visits in the State. Almost
15 percent of these visits were for the more expensive physical therapy services.
Conversely, these type visits accounted for less than eight percent of the total number of
visits provided by agencies in rural areas. Together, these findings call into question the
peer group distinctions being made for urban versus rural locations.

Recommendation (9). The Department ofMedical Assistance Services
should eliminate the peer group distinctions between urban and rurallocalities for the purposes ofestablishing prospective payment rates for home health
agencies.
Higher Fees for HQspital..Based Agencies Not ,Justified

As discussed earlier, one aspect ofthe DMAS peer grouping system which has
generated considerable debate is the special treatment granted hospital-based agencies
for purposes of setting fees. Due to this distinction, these agencies receive higher fees
than their counterparts for providing the same service. As an example, the fee schedule
for skilled nursing services pays hospital-based agencies for each assessment, follow-up,
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40-------------,

Type of Visit, byUrbanJRural Distinction,FY 1990

All Types (TotaQ

Speech Therapy

Medical Social Service

Notes: Totals do not incltlde visits made by local health department _neie•. Totals include visits made by
agencies located outside ofVU'ginia.
Source: JLARC lltaff anlllysio of data from coot reports submitted by home helllth agencies to the Depsrtment
ofMedJclll Assistance Service. fur IT 1990.

or comprehensive visits at a rate that is in some cases 30pereent higher than similar rates
for freestanding agencies (Figure 41).
Administrators from the hospital-based agencies that were visited by JLARe
staff for
study defended this practice on two grounds. First, it was stated that the
higher fees are necessary because these agencies serve a higher proportion of patients
requiring skilled care. This, according to those interviewed, results in a higher average
cost per vi.sit. Second, hospital administrators suggested that because these agencies
could not afford to operate with lower fees, they would be forced to leave the program
which would give rise to access problems, especially in rural areas of the State.

this

Basj.~ for Hjqher Costs in Hospital-BasedAeencies.

The purpose ofthis analysis
was to determine if cost differences exist between hospital-based and freestanding
agencies after accounting fOr other factors such as patient mix, geographic region, agency
size, and salary structure. Because these are the major factors related to the costs of
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r-------------Figu.re 4 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - . . . ,

Comparison of Reimbursement Rates
for Skilled Nursing
$151.26

•
Urban Free-Slanding
~ Urban Hospital-Based

Assessment

Follow-Up

~hensive

Vis~

Vis~

VISit

Source: Department of Medical Asoiotan<:e Services' home heelth agency ....tee effective Janwuy 1, 1992.

delivering home health care, any remaining cost differences due to agency type would be
a possible indicator of inefficiencies or exce88ive costs.
Variables representing agency type, geographic region, type of service, total
visits, hours allocated to administration, and staff salaries accounted for more than 37
percent of the variation in home health costs per visit. When the variable representing
agency type was added to the model, the percentage ofvariation explained increased to
41 percent. More importantly, the cost of operation for freestanding facilities was, on
average,23 percent less. expensive than hospital-based agencies.
This raises important questions about the source of these cost differences.
Because the effect offacility type is independent of patient mix, agency size, geographic·
region, and staffsalaries, these differences appear to reflect the impact ofthe "step-down"
cost allocation proce88 used by hospital-based agencies. While Medicare requires that
this cost allocation proce88 be used to identify agency expenses and revenues, it does not
require states which use a fee for service system to recognize these allocated costs in the
reimbursement proce88 for home health care.

The IsslUl ofAccess. Whether an elimination of higher fees for hospital-based
agencies would cause an acce88 problem is a question that can not be fully addressed in
this study. However, in a national study of this issue, the United States General
Accounting Office (GAO) rejected this notion on three grounds.
First, it was demonstrated that the percentage of freestanding for-profit home
health care providers increased in number and share of the home health market from
1979 to 1990. Second, GAO pointed out that one-third ofthe hospital-based home health
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agencies in the country reported costs that were below the federally-established limits
for freestanding agencies. Third, no evidence could be found that the availability of an
add-on for allocated costs was the deciding factor in the operation of a home health
agency.
In FY 1990, there were an equal number of freestanding and hospital-based
agencies in the State. When the local health departments that provide these services are
considered, both freestanding and hospital-based agencies account for 28 percent of all
providers (Figure 42). However, freestanding agencies provided 49 percent of the total
home health visits in the State in 1990. This compares to 42 percent for hospital-based
agencies.
One concern expressed by DMAS staff was whether freestanding agencies
would take on the difficult cases in rural areas. They point out that "bottom-line"oriented
freestanding providers often can not financially justify traveling long distances to
provide care in isolated areas. Further, during interviews with staffat the hospital-based
agencies, the claim that freestanding providers refuse to accept cases in rural areas was
repeatedly cited.
The general consensus of freestanding providers was that hospital-based
agencies get a larger share ofcases that are less difficult to care for. This happens, they
pointed out, because most referrals for home health care originate from hospitals. AP. a
result, hospital-based agencies can screen their potential clients and select the "cream
of the crop."

....-------------Figure 42-------------..

Types of Home Health Providers
and Visits Made by Each Type, FY 1990
Proportions of
Provider Types

Tolal Visits Made

As aPercent of Tolal

Actual
Number

Free-Standing
Agencies

t

849,930

Local Health ~~~r=;;,;ii-;"":"'"r
Departments

149,422

osp~al-Based

737,008

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from cost reports submitted by home health agencies to the Department
of Medical Assistance Services for :FY 1990.
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The central question regarding the issue of higher fees for hospital-based
agencies is whether they are necessary to ensure the operationofthese facilities. Because
the additional costs which are recognized are indirect expenses for the overall adininistration ofthe hospital, there is no clear relationship between these costs and the services
provided by the home health agencies. Further, when regression analysis is used to
account for the key factors thought to be related to the delivery of home care services,
substantial cost differences between freestanding and hospital-based agencies remain.
Under a retrospective cost-based reimbursement system whicb pays providers
100 percent of their reasonable costs, there is room for recognition of expenses allocated
from general hospital overhead. However, this approach is not consistent with the goals
of the fee-for-service system which are to encourage the efficient delivery ofhome health
services.
According to the Director of DMAS, the agency has recently reconsidered its
position on this issue and is presently developing a policy to address the prohlem.
Although the policy has not been finalized, the Director stated that it would involve
paying higher fees to only those hospital-based agencies in areas "underdeveloped with
freestanding providers. »
approach
to use a referral system. With this strategy,
the
to pay
to hospitals if there are no freestanding
agencies
to accept a home health referral regardless of the nnmber of providers
in the area. This would require
hospital-based agency to initially refer all persons
approved
home care to a
number of freestanding agencies, unless the
hospital-basiJd agency was willing to
regular fees. Ifthe freestanding agencies
that were contacted turned down
the hospital-based agency could bill DMAS
at the
rate.
Ul"lfiD

""OUllG n,tain

Recommendation (10). The Department ofMedicalAssistance Services
should eliminate the distinctions made for hospitals when estahlishing fees for
the delivery of home health services. In addition, the Department should only
authorize payment of a higher fee to hospitals if there are no freestanding
agencies which will agree to aeeept the home health care referral.
Health Denartments Are Treated as Speeial Cases
Local health departments playa small but significant role in the delivery of
home health services. While
account
only nine percent of all the visits provided
in the
they provide a larger
ofvisits to Medicaid recipients (Figure 43).
Reasons for Higher Fees. As noted, DMAS places the local health departments
in a separate peer group for the purpose of setting fees for the Medicald visits they
provide. According to a staff member in
Cost Settlement and Audit Division, one
reason
this is that local health
are viewed as the provider oflast resort
for many patients. As a part of their mission, these agencies will accept cases that other
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...------------Figu:re 43-----------..,
Medicaid Visits as a Percent of the Total Visits Made
by Each Type of Provider, FY 1990

Source: JLARC.taff analysis of data from cost reports submitted by bome hesltb agencies to the Department
of Medical AIl8i8tance Services for FY 1990.

providers are unwilling to accept. In many instances, these are patients who live in
isolated areas of the State.
A second reason for the higher rates was to maximize the federal revenue for an
existing State service. The Virginia Department ofHealth (VDH) identifies home health
costs for all local health departments on one statewide cost report. Prior to FY 1992,'VDH
used a cost allocation process to determine the total cost ofhome health visits. As a part
ofthis process, a proportion ofthe administrative overhead cost for the entire agency was
allocated to each revenue producing unit in the local health departments. As indicated
by Table 13, this resulted in a statewide cost per visit for health departments that was
substantially higher than all other providers, including hospital-based agencies.

------------Table 133-------------

Agency Characteristics for Home Health Agencies

Total VlBits
Average Cost per Visit

All
Agencies

HospitalBased

FreeStanding

Health
Denartment

1,736,360
$61.10

737,008
$65.06

849,930
$56.69

149,422
$88.53

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data from cost reports submitted to the Department of Medical Assistance Services
forFY 1990,
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costs
cases lnttheir

sellarate peer group with a higher rate for home health
nftArl',itn,lv
Medicaid funding to subsidize the normal operating
Because the fees established for the State are in many
freestanding providers, the obvious effect is an increase in

ootion to impese a lower fee for these agencies which could have
,,,nnn,yg in Medicaid spending. However, ifthe health departments
costs ofproviding these services, the State would have
Ml3dlcaJldfunding losses with general fund dollars. Thus, while
MelllcaHisp€ind,rngwould have he reduced, the cost to the State would have

In" 1991, federal officials reviewed the cost
allocat;iOl~~~~~:t~~~~:t.
and ruled that the agency could no longer use this
approach, VDH decided against allocating any indirect
ne,a'tn units. This effectively lowered the reported average
lle2tltll departments in FY 1992 to $66 per visit.

were asked about the effect of this on VDH's Medicaid
m(llcau,u that they were not aware of the agency's decision to
diElcontirw,e Ullo<:anu'IP'enerJl1 overhead expenses. However, they point out that ifVDH's
retleeled in the cost reports for home health agencies when they
agency could receive a lower Medicaid reimbursement
at
nf\lno,i VDH will continue to receive the fees for Medicaid
visits
were UCUH,U on aJO
of its 1989 cost report.

Cost Impact pfRcrept Legislation Not Consjdered
that home health care providers provide criminal
valcc1Jae,pay for inservice training, orientation, counseling and
tll,! Amen pJm " wnn Disabilities Act hiring procedures. One provider estimated
new relsUJ,aUJry reqoirements will cost their agency almost $23,000 per year.
reg;n!ltti!ms tlel,anle effective this year, the impact of their costs has not
COllmidel'ed
reimbursement strategies. When updating the rates for home
to factor in the impact new regulations will have on

The Department ofMedical Assistance Services
Sh'lUld Cousltlerany nu'uum,u", costs incurred by home health agencies due to
fedler!"l or Stl~te reliCU11at:iol'Ul when updating reimbursement rates.
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THE ADEQUACY OF HOME HEALTH FEES

While cost containment is a key objective of a prospective flat rate reimbursement system, some attention must also be given to whether existing rates are adequate.
If agencies are reimbursed at levels that are below the reasonable costs of an efficient
provider, access problems can develop for Medicaid recipients.
The objective of this analysis is to evaluate the adequacy ofDMAS' reimbursement fees for home health care. The results of the analysis indicate that the measure of
central tendency used by DMAS to establish home health fees are calculated using
questionable methods and may not accurately reflect the cost of an efficiently operated
home health agency.
Medjcaid Home Health Fees May Not AccurateJy Reflect Provjder CQst

As noted in Chapter IV, the most difficult aspect associated with developing a
prospective flat rate payment system is determining the amount ofthe fee which should
be used to represent the cost incurred by the typical provider. In creating such a system,
the objective is to establish a rate which is high enough to provide an incentive for
providers to accept Medicaid patients, but low enough to discourage inefficiencies in the
delivery of the services.

In establishing the fees for most of the home health peer groups, DMAS' cost
audit staffused a "weighted median." To calculate this statistic, agency staffconducted
the following steps:
• First, each home health agency was placed in its appropriate peer group.
• Second, the Medicaid cost per visit by discipline (exclusive ofmedical supplies
cost) was obtained from the 1989 cost reports for each home health agency and
inflated to a common point (June 30, 1991).
• Third, all agencies that had extremely high or low cost relative to this average
were dropped from the analysis.
• Fourth, using this reduced numberofcases, the home health agency's per visit
rates were ranked and weighted by the number of Medicaid visits per
discipline to determine a median rate per visit for each peer group.

Impaet ofDrau,ping Outliers before Calculating Median. When an attempt is
made to represent a distribution ofdata with a single parameter, the two most frequently
used measures ofcentral tendency are the mean (or average) and the median. Ifdata are
skewed by extreme values or outliers, the mean, which is sensitive to outliers will likely
be unrepresentative of most of the cases in the data.
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Table 14 illustrates the impact of outliers on
costs data for home health
agencies. The skewness statistic reported in Table 14 measures the degree to which the
data are nonnally distributed. As values of skewness depart from zero, this could
indicate that outliers are exerting a higher degree of influenee on the average calculated
from the distribution of data. In most cases, the average cost per visit for each home
health peer group used by DMAS was skewed by outliers in the data.
To compensate for this, DMAS calculated a "weighted median." The advantage
of using a median with skewed data is that it is not sensitive to outliers. This statistic
has this property because it represents the middle poiat in the data. However, before the
median was identified, DMAS staff dropped from each peer group all of the home health
agencies with costs that were outside of one standard deviation from the mean.
-------------TabIe 14-------------

Descriptive Statistics for Key Independent Variables
for Analysis of Home Health
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The problem with this strategy is that it was unnecessary given the decision to
use the median as the basis for establishing the peer group fees. More importantly, it
artificially lowers the median coat of home health services in each peer group because
most of the agencies excluded were high cost providers. When cases are systematically
dropped from the upper halfofthe data, the effect is to move the middle point ofthe data
- the median - further down in each peer group.
To illustrate, Table 15 compares the median cost values for skilled nursing from
a list offreestanding providers in Northern Virginia, to the median from the same group
of providers in which the outlier cases have been dropped. As shown, the median from
the reduced dataset is smaller. This weakens the median as an indicator of the typical
costs that these agencies incur in providing home visits.
-------------Table 15-------------

Comparison of Median Values
With and Without Outliers
Cost per Visit
With Outliers

Cost per Visit

Without Outliers

$149.02
137.26
107.01
92.51 (Median)
84.51
77.25
73.37

$107.01
92.51
84.51 (Median)
77.25
73.37

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data provided by the Department of Medical Assistance Services.

Alternative Methodology Can Improve Rates
Given the problem with this approach, the question is what measure of central
tendency should be used to establish the peer group fees for Medicaid home health
services. There are numerous parameters which can be used as a measure of central
tendency. However,
three most commonly used are the mean, median, and weighted
average.
When determining the impact ofeach ofthese statistics, JLARC staffused only
two peer groups - Northern Virginia and the rest of the State. This decision was based
on the previously discussed results ofthe regression analysis offactors influencing home
health costs.
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Arithmetic Mean. The mean (or average) is the most common measure used to
make inferences about a dataset. The advantages of using the mean include its
conceptual simplicity, and its efficiency. Compared to other measures of central
tendency, the mean has the lowest variance. In other words, it is influenced by the
amount of dispersion in the data. Therefore, as a indicator of the costs of home health
services for a particular peer group, each agency's costs will be reflected in this average
value.
Unfortunately, the strength ofthis measure is also its weakness. Because it is
influenced by the value of each data point, this measure is more highly influenced by
significant outliers in the data, compared to other measures of central tendency.
To project the cost of Medicaid home health services through the use of the
mean, JLARC staff first calculated this statistic for the two peer groups. Next, the
number ofvisits provided by each agency in the peer group were multiplied by the mean
to determine total projected costs. Table 16 illustrates the difference in costs that result
from the use ofthe mean as the prospective flat fee. It is estimated that using the average
as the peer group ceiling would cost the State more than $2 million more than using the
DMAS "weighted median.»
Apart from the question ofthe impact ofoutliers on this measure is its stability.
Ifthe mean were selected as the prospective paymentfee for each peer group, appropriate
adjustments could possibly be needed over time to prevent the ceiling from dropping
below desired levels. lrhome health agencies, in response to the ceiling, worked to push
their costs below this level, any future rehasing of the system could result in even lower
ceilings. This would in effect be a penalty for those providers who had worked to keep
their costs beneath the ceiling.
------------Table 1.66------------

Comparison of Home Health Costs Using the Average
Service
Skilled Nursing
Home Health Aide
Physical Therapy
Speech Therapy
Occupational Therapy
Total

DMAS Weighted Median

Average

$4,797,753
1,751,229
813,891
259,307
195033

$ 6,314,450
2,244,852
934,172
339,867
249017

$7,817,213

$10,082,358

Notes: The cost figures calculated by JLARC using the average cost per visit as the fee for each peer group does not
account for Medicare upper payment limits which could cap the per visit fee at a lower level.
Source: JLARC staff analysis of data provided by the Department of Medical Assistance Services
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Straight Median. As discussed earlier, the median is the best measure to use
when there are outlier cases in the data because it is not influenced by these values. Also,
because it is simply the middle point in the data it is easily understood by the provider
community and would have more stability over time than an average.
The m!\iordisadvantage ofthe median is that its value would not reflect the cost
differences between the various providers as much as the mean. Therefore, ifthere is a
tendency for a substantial number of home health operators to provide services at costs
which are significantly above or below the median, this type of dispersion would have no
impact on the peer group ceiling.
Table 17 compares the costs ofproviding home health services using the straight
median with DMAS' "weighted median." As shown, DMAS' "weighted median" is still a
less expensive alternative. However, the difference in effect between the two measures
is less than a million dollars.

Weichted Mean. The third option examined in this analysis was a weighted
mean. The purpose of using this measure is to give more influence to the costs incurred
by large providers. This approach considers the cost per visit of all ofthe agencies within
a peer group and weighs it by the number of visits the agency provided.
One objective for using a weighting scheme is to give more influence to the large
providers under the assumption that their costs are more likely to be typical of the
provider community than smaller agencies. Thus by giving more weight to large
providers, smaller agencies which may have higher costs due to temporary diseconomies
of scale, do not exert an equal amount of influence on the average.
------------Table17'--------------

Comparison of Home Health Costs Using the Median
Service
Skilled Nursing
Home Health Aide
Physical Therapy
Speech Therapy
Occupational Therapy
Total

DMAS Weighted Median

Straight Median

$4,797,753
1,751,229
813,891
259,307
195033

$5,563,142
1,786,015
890,766
281,243
21D,:134

$7,817,213

$8,731,600

Notes: The cost figures calculated by JLARC using the median cost peT visit as the fee for each peer group does not
account fOT Medicare upper payment limits which could cap the per visit fee at a lower level.
Source: JLARC staff analysis of data provided by the Department of Medical Assistance Services.
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Table 18 compares the costs
weighted mean with the DMAS' current measure.
approximately $540,000 more than those lJr(>oucert

services using the
weigl1ted mean results in cost
LYH'lnc0 "weighted median,"

In selecting a measure ofcentral teJ~d,m{:y
the goal should
be to use the measure which will ensure
eltlCllmt nr,witl",." of the service are not
penalized, The methods used by
to calculate
median" appears to
have underrepresented the costs of
and cannot be
supported by normal statistical practice.

Recommendation (12).
DE,pE!rt:ml'mt ofM~ldicalAs!lil!ltlil.J1'oo Services
should use a revised statistical an,nroaeh
in each peer group.

Comparison
Using

tl()me

JLL"'<U~U Costs

Service

Weighted Mean

Skilled Nursing
Home Health Aide
Physical Therapy
Speech Therapy
Occupational Therapy

$5,186,373
1,826,148
838,708
287,204
218766
$8,357,199

Total

visit as the fee for each peer group does
per visit fee at a lower level.

Notes: The cost figures calculated by JLARC
not account for Medicare upper payment

Source: JLARC staff analysis of data provided by the Department of Medical A_m;igtanc0<

mE RATE SETTING PR1[)C]~SS

PEltlSClNAL CARE

Personal care is the uo,e",
c·onlmun.lty based care waiver
programs, In FY 1991, approximately
HHHw'Hin
was used to pay
for these services. More recently,
unueua number ofadditional community
care programs designed to provide more sptlcll,Ji11ed
enable persons
with acute health care problems to
objective of this part
of the study was to evaluate the
tlel-so'nal care services and
determine whether DMAS's policy
rates
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Despite the key role these services play in the nexus oflong-term care services
funded through Medicaid, DMAS has not developed a systematic method for analyzing
the cost ofthese services and establishing fees to promote an efficient delivery ofthis care.
The payment rates for the different types ofcommunity care appear to be arbitrarily set
and could understate the true cost of these services.
No Methodology for Setting Personal Care Bates

According to DMAS staff, when the personal care program was established
through a federal waiver in 1982, the rate structure was designed to fully reimburse
providers for the cost of the services. One goal with this approach was to expedite
development of the ,provider community so that some of the costs of the more expensive
nursing home services could be avoided. '
The initial rate established for the program was $7.00 for each hour ofpersonal
care delivered by these agencies. This rate was determined based on minimum wage
figures and estimated administrative overhead costs. For the next six years, there was
no increase in the rates for these services. Moreover, DMAS did not establish any policies
defining what costs it would continue to recognize as allowable, nor were providers
required to me cost reports.
In 1988 the rates were increased to $8.50 per hour for agencies located in
Northern Virginia and $8.00 per hour for the rest ofthe State. This rate differential was
implemented by the General Assembly after recognizing the higher operating costs
associated with that area of the State. In 1990, the Northern Virginia rate was again
raised to $9.50.

DMAS Pro-posed Rate Charu:es. In a budget amendment submitted in the fall
of 1990 to the Department ofPlanning and Budget (DPB), DMAS proposed an increase
in the reimbursement rate from $9.50 to $11.00 in Northern Virginia and from $8.00 to
$10.20 for the rest ofthe State. In addition DMAS proposed the use ofa fee inflator which
would automatically increase the rates at the beginning ofeach fiscal year. According to
the Director ofthe agency, the proposal for the higher rates was designed to address what
was felt to be a problem of access in key areas of the State.
The basis for DMAS specific rate proposals was data collected during a survey
by the Virginia Association of Rome Care (VARC) in October 1990. This survey asked
providers to calculate the total cost ofproviding personal care using a data collection form
and methodology developed by the Association.
Although the response rate of the survey was considered too low to make
inferences about the entire provider community, VARC generally found that the
reimbursement rate at the time of the survey was lower than the average cost per hour
calculated by the agencies.
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DM-AS' request for a rate increase was reviewed by the General Assembly and
a decision was made to set the rates based on what the State could afford to pay. As a
result, the reimbursement rate was increased once again in January of1992. The current
rate for Northern Virginia is $11.00 and $9.00 for the rest ofthe State. An inflation factor
was not considered in any of these increases according to DMAS staff.

Assessing the Adeauacy ofRates. Without reliable data on the costs of personal
care services, there is no objective way to evaluate the adequacy ofthe rates. Perhaps the
best available indicator is the current location ofpersonal care agencies across the State.
Despite being the most populated area in the State, only nine percent of the current
personal care providers are located in Northern Virginia (Figure 44). Similarly, six
percent of the providers are in the Northern Neck portion ofthe State.
Lack ofproviders also appears to be a problem in some of the rural areas of the
State. Approximately 10 percent of the providers are located in Southwest Virginia.
Slightly less than
percent are concentrated in the Shenandoah Valley.
Because ofthe dearth of providers, some agencies must cover larger portions of
the State. As a result, the larger the area an agency must cover, the greater the problem
of access.
According to DMAS staff, 20 providers cancelled their contracts for the provision ofpersonal care from June 1989 through July 1990. During interviews with staffat
various personal care agencies, complaints were consistently made about the inadequacy
of the rates. Without rate increases to account for general wage growth in the labor
market, providers state that they are finding it difficult to keep their personal care aides.
health, recent legislation requiring criminal record checks on all
personal care aides
have an impact on the cost of providing care. When asked if
DMAS was considering a rate-setting methodology for personal care services, the
Director stated that no such plans were being developed.

No Methodology Exists for Other Waiver Programs

There are currently five home and community-based waivers that DMAS
administers. Each of the service programs within these waivers is designed to provide
home-based care as a less expensive alternative to institutionalization. However, like
personal care, there is no systematic process in place to set the rates for four of these
community services. Table 19 lists all ofthe service programs provided by DMAS through
home and community-based waivers.
As with personal care, the Technology Assisted Waiver (TAW) program is a
major concern in the provider community. Providers maintain that participation in the
program remains low due to inadequate reimbursement rates. The program was first
implemented by DMAS in December 1988 to treat ventilator-dependent children. It was
expanded in 1990 to include other children with high-technology needs. The objective
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Figure 44
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Source: Department of Medical Assistance Services' list of personal care providers.

------------Table

19------------

Home- and Community-Based Care Waivers
Rate Setting
Service Pro~ram

Effectiye Date

I fast

Bate Increase MetbodoloflY?

Elderly and Disabled Waiver
Personal Care
Adult Day Care
Respite Care

Nov 1982
July 1989
July 1989

Jan 1992
July 1989
July 1989

No
No
No

Dec 1988
Dec 1989

July 1990
Dec 1989

Yes
Yes

Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb

Feb 1991
Feb 1991
Feb 1991
Feb 1991

No
No
No
No

Feb
Feb
Feb
Feb

No
No
No
No

Technology Assisted Waiver
Private Duty Nursing
Respite Care

AIDS Waiver
Private Duty Nursing
Personal Care
Respite Care
Case Management

1991
1991
1991
1991

Mental Retardation Waivers (2 Waivers)
Residential Support
Habilitation
Day Support
Therapeutic Consultation

Feb 1991
Feb 1991
Feb 1991
Feb 1991

1991
1991
1991
1991

Source: Department of Medical Assistance Services, Quality Assurance Division.

ofthe program is to provide the opportunity for children with acute care needs to receive
services in their home.
The severity of the problems faced by some ofthe children in the program and
the potential cost-effectiveness of the service is illustrated in the case example for one of
the 60 children that were served in TAW in 1991.

A one-year-old child with "Hirshsprung Disease" was hospitalized for
the first five months ofher life. During her hospitalization, the doctors
removed a major portion of her intestine. After being admitted to the
TA W program, she was able to live at home where she receives continuousgastrostomy tube feedings and 12 hours ofsupervised care. Thecost
ofone year ofhome care according to the provider is less than halfofthe
$328,000 that the State would have paid to keep her at the Medical
College ofVirginia.
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Reimbursement Process. Currently there are thirty-six providers in the State
who participate in TAW. In 1991, these agencies provided services to 60 children.
DMAS did apply a formula to establish the initial rate for this program.
However, no mechanism has been put in place to regularly evaluate the appropriateness
of the rates. Rates were originally set based on the average wage for nursing staff plus
1.5 overhead. When the program was initiated the reimbursement rate was set at $19.00
per hour. Since that time, rates have been adjusted to differentiate between geographic
location and the skill of nursing involved. The current rates are $30 per hour for a
registered nurse (RN) in Northern Virginia and $26 for a licensed practical nurses (LPN).
For the rest of the State, RNs receive $21.60 per hour and LPNs $19.60.
According to providers in the TAW program and case management workers,
obtaining qualified nursing staff that is willing to work at current rates is becoming
increasingly difficult. Because of the severe health care needs of the children in this
program, highly skilled nursing services are needed.
The absence of a formal rate-setting process means that agencies are not
reimbursed for costs that occur due to factors beyond their control. The most recent
example ofthis is the previously mentioned legislation mandating criminal record checks
and hepatitis B vaccine shots.

Formal Rate.Setting Process is Needed
Without data on the costs of the services provided by personal care agencies
across the State, objectively determined rates can not be developed. As the administrative agency responsible for Medicaid, DMAS should develop a system ofcost reporting for
these services. Appropriately designed, this system could be used to support any
proposed rate changes by the Department for the range ofpersonal care services funded
by Medicaid. At a minimum, this system of cost reporting should include guidelines
defining what costs are allowable, whether certain allowable costs will be capped, and
whether an inflation factor will be used to periodically adjust the proposed rates for these
services.

Recommendation (13). The Department ofMedicalAssistance Services
should conduct an analysis of the cost ofservices in the personal care program.
To conduct this analysis, the Department should require all (or a sample) of
providers to submit financial reports which identify the cost of the services
provided by these agencies. Based on an analysis of these reports, the
Department should develop a methodology for setting reimbursement rates for
these providers on an annual basis. The first set of rates should be established
in time for consideration by the 1994 General Assembly.
Recommendation (14). The Department ofMedical Assistance Services
should assess the cost impact of relevant federal and State regulatory changes
on each of its special waiver programs. Based on this analysis, the Department
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should develop a proposal for rate changes for the programs in time for
consideration by the 1994 General Assembly.
CONCLUSIONS

Community-based care services are an important part ofthe array oflong-term
care benefits provided by Medicaid. If appropriately designed and implemented, these
services can playa significant role in reducing the Medicaid expenditures because they
are much less expensive than the traditional forms oflong-term care.
However, the process used by DMAS for setting home health reimbursement
rates does not appropriately consider the factors which influence costs. Some of the
distinctions made for geographic region are not necessary. In addition, the higher fees
paid to hospital-based agencies are not justifiable.
With the other community-based health care programs, there is no systematic
method for identifying the costs of these services. DMAS does not collect cost report data
from the agencies that provide these services or regularly evaluate the impact offederal
and state regulations on the price of community care. This has raised questions about
the adequacy of the current rate structure for these services.
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VII. Improving Utilization Review and
Cost Audit Operations
As part of its overall efforts to contain Medicaid long-term care spending, the
Department ofMedical Assistance Services (DMAS) conducts utilization review and cost
audit activities. Utilization review serves as a control mechanism for the amount and
type oflong-term care that is provided. Control ofutilization is necessary to ensure that
the Commonwealth pays only for those long-term care services that are necessary and
appropriate.
Certain aspects of utilization review have been strengthened over the past
several years. In addition, payments made for home health services are, for the first time,
receiving scrutiny under the Department's recently adopted utilization review program
for home health. However, other improvements can still be made, especially in the review
ofICFIMR services where the process appears to be ineffective and burdensome.
Cost settlement and audit serves as a financial control mechanism for Medicaid
reimbursement. Financial control is necessary to ensure that the Commonwealth pays
only for those costs explicitly allowed under the established principles ofreimbursement.
Financial controls are also necessary to ensure the reliability ofa provider's reported cost
information. Without these controls, the Commonwealth could spend more general
funds than necessary on Medicaid long-term care services.
The Department has also improved its cost settlement and audit efforts. For
example, the amount ofprovider cost data collected and audited by DMAS has increased.
However, further improvements are still required. In particular, the amount of time
required for settlement needs to be reduced. In addition, the selection of providers for
field audits needs to be improved.
This chapter evaluates the utilization review and cost audit activities ofDMAS.
Based upon an examination of the objectives and procedures for conducting these
activities, recommendations for improved operations are made.

OVERVIEW OF LONG·TERM CARE UTILIZATION REVIEW

Under federal regulations, DMAS must provide for the continuing review and
evaluation ofthe care and services covered by the Medicaid program. DlVIAS must ensure
that the care paid for by Medicaid is appropriate, necessary, and of sufficient quality.
long-term care utilization review in
This section provides a
Virginia. Overall, the study found that the applicable federal regulations are rather
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Within this
framework, DMAS has designed a utilization review
program consisting of two general components: utilization control and quality assurance.

Federal Requirements Are Broadly Defined

In

Federal regulations require states to have on-going utilization review programs
to participate in Medicaid. The requirements for utilization review are to:
• Safeguard against unnecessary or inappropriate use of services, and against
excess payments;
• Assess the quality of services;
• Provide for the control of service utilization;
• Conduct on-going evaluation of the need for services and the quality and
timeliness of those services; and
• Perform a post-payment review consisting of the development and review of
recipient utilization proflles and provider service profiles.

DMAS Reviews Appropriateness and Quality of Long-Term Care
Long-term care utilization review is conducted primarily by the DMAS Quality
Care Assurance Division. This division conducts utilization control and quality assurance programs through a number of research and investigative activities. In addition,
the
of Program Compliance is beginning to playa small role in long-term care
utilization review. The Virginia DepartmentofHealth(VDH) through its State licensure
and Medicaid certification inspections, also conducts quality assurance activities.

Quality Care Assurance Division. This division consists of the long-term care
section, the conununity-based care section, and the medical support section. The longterm care section reviews nursing homes, ICFsIMR, and home health agencies. The
community-based care section reviews personal care agencies. The medical support
section is not involved in the review oflong-term care services. The division's primary
objectives are:
• To review the quality of care provided to recipients;
• To determine the adequacy and appropriateness ofservices available to meet
the current health needs of recipients,
• To promote the maximum physical and emotional potential ofeach recipient;
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• To determine the level of care of each recipient;
• To examine the necessity and desirability of continued care or placement
the recipient;
• To determine the feasibility of alternative care plans to meet the needs ofthe
recipient; and
• To verify the existence and appropriateness of all documentation required by
Medicaid.

Program Compliance Division. The program compliance division conducts a
post-payment review process. This process includes the analysis of trends which HHI;HI.
point to problems with certain providers. For example, dose attention is given to
providers with continued billing irregularities. These providers are investigated to
determine if a situation of fraud or abuse exists.
Although this activity can be an effective tool for curbing the misuse ofMedicaid
funds, long-term care providers constitute only about 30 percent of the program
compliance case mix. However, long-term care comprises 47 percent of total Medicaid
spending. Program compliance has only recently begun to investigate some home health
agencies. It should be noted that characteristics of the reimbursement system limit the
ability ofDMAS to perform such reviews for some long-term care providers. Forexample,
since nursing homes bill on a per-diem basis, there are few details for program
compliance to examine to determine if the billing is appropriate. Most ofthe emphasis
for these post-payment reviews continues to be on hospitals and

Recommendation (15). The Department ofMedical Assistance Services
should examine the post·payment review process conducted by the Division of
Program Compliance. The examination should focus on developing procedures by which the number of post.payment reviews of nursing homes, inter·
mediate care facilities for the mentally retarded, home health agencies, and
personal care agencies can be increased. All additional reviews should be
coordinated with the the Quality Care Assurance Division. The Division of
Program Compliance should report the results ofits analysis to the director by
June 30, 1993.
EFFECTIVENESS OF LONG·TERM CARE UTILIZATION REVIEW
The utilization review process varies according to
care. It
includes elements of prospective, concurrent, and retrospective re,'ie,lV.
review evaluates the appropriateness and necessity of care before it is delivered and can
be used to determine whether care should be provided. Concurrent
is pe:rforrrJLed
during the time that service is being delivered and can be used to assess
quality
the care. Retrospective review is performed after the service has been provided and can
be used to determine whether reimbursement was appropriate.
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This section examines the effectiveness of long-term care utilization review
activities. The effectiveness of utilization review varies according to the type ofcare for
which it is performed. The utilization review process for nursing home care is designed
to ensure that only persons who are dependent in the basic activities of daily living are
approved for nursing home service. This prevents the expenditure of resources for
persons who are financially eligible but whose care needs are not considered to require
nursing home placement. Recipients are discharged if it is determined that they no
longer require nursing home care.
Personal care utilization review now includes strong control and quality
assurance components. However, this process does not adequately evaluate whether
persons who are receiving personal care continue to be at imminent risk ofnursing home
placement. Also, certain improvements should be made to other aspects oflong-term care
utilization review, particularly for ICFIMR and home health services.

Persona! Care UtjUzatjQn Review Generally Works Well
The primary goa! of personal care utilization review is to ensure that services
are appropriate for the recipient's needs. The review activities of the JLARC study
indicate that personal care utilization review efforts are generally thorough. This
process appears to control service use, and provides close monitoring of the quality of
care. However, DMAS needs to ensure that it adequately evaluates whether the recipient
continues to be at imminent risk ofinstitutionalization.
Utilization Rl?view Objective and Procedures. Personal care utilization review
has four genera! objectives:
• To ensure that the recipient is at imminent risk of nursing home placement;
• To ensure that the personal care services authorized meet the recipient's
identified needs;
• To ensure that the services rendered have been billed appropriately; and
• To ensure that the services are of a quality that meets the health and safety
needs, and rights, of the recipient.
The utilization review process is illustrated in Figure 45. Recipients must meet
the nursing home level of care criteria, and be at imminent risk of nursing home
placement, to receive personal care services. That determination is made through the
pre-admission screening program. For DMAS staff, utilization review for personal care
recipients begins after the placements have already been made.
Once a placement is made, DMAS staff conduct annual desk reviews of the
recipient files. The desk review includes a reassessment of the recipient's ability to
perform the Activities ofDaily Living, as well as a progress report on the recipient's social
support system, home environment, and unmet needs.
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UDrLnD examines
reaesessment to identify any recipient
no lOI,ge'r
appears to meet the level of care
Progress reports for those recipients are
re';!ewed to identify any reasons why the criteria are not being met, or to determine
whether the agency is proceeding to decrease or terminate the number of hours of care
provided.

All providers
an annual on-site review. During the review, DMAS
a8sesses the level, appropriateness and quality ofcare provided to each recipient. DMAS
reviews the accuracy of the provider's billing records.

Home Visits Assess ApprQPriateness and Quality ofCare. Home visits are made
selecleedrecipients in order to determine ifthe recipient's needs can still be met through
perslmfl1 care. In addition, the visits assess the recipient's satisfaction with the services,
as
overall quality ofcare. Moreover, DMAS may inform the recipient that, due
ch'illi~es in functioning status, the number of personal care hours provided will be
"A,i",'po or terminated altogether.
Utilization Review Controls Future Utilization. At the conclusion ofthe on-site
re,rie1!!. DMAS discusses each recipient's record with the agency. During the exit
cOIlfelreu,ce, DMAS can, and often does, inform the provider of the need to reduce hours
fur certain recipients. This is done in situations in which, in DMAS's judgement, the
numoor
provided under the current plan ofcare is excessive. As a result, DMAS
agency are able to fine tune both the amount and type of care that is provided to

Provider Impression 0[ Utilization Review. During interviews with JLARC, 80
personal care providers generally thought that the process was thorough.
comments made were:
are no weaknesses in the utilization review process. The forms
that DMAS uses cover all aspects of the patient's needs. In addition,
I like that the analysts send surveys to the recipients who are not
visited at home.
'l'hD?h

* * *
DMAS appropriately
greater emphasis on quality of care than
on audit ofpaperwork. Our nurses get a lot ofhelp in resolving problem
cases from the DMAS analysts. DMAS will cut the number ofpersonal
care hours based on utilization review.

* * *
The utilization review process keeps people honest. DMAS has been
very thorough and efficient with utilization review. I don't see any
flaws in the process.
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to identifY any overpayment!! which it
agency billa,
DMAS pays for, a greeto:r number oflJenlOnel
been provided. Date
by UlVllrtoll1diC!l'l;e
either an over or underpayment Ie
greater amount of underpaid
than overpaid C!!llms. Lfndfel1pmd cl,mnle l1:,?neralJtv
result from inadequate bookkeeping
BegirLeing in FY 1991, DMAS no longer gave VnJ'VlU'''~ wnitte:n notlfic!ltic,n of
underpmd bills identified
review. HC'Wl,ver. v,"rb,d notiJlicEltio:n is
provided during the exit conference. DMAS
its Uel:UlJon til no longer pa,vale
written notification as follows:
If they are sloppy !ll1d W!ll1t to
reason for DMAS til do their work
dollars.

them. We are out to save .tn',"",o

Risk of Nursing Home Placement Needs to be Continually Evaluated

AB discussed in Chapter DMAS policy mandates
pm'soJtla!care may be
provided only to those recipients who are at imminent risk nursing home au,mliS''''Jn.
However, if a person has been
in
e!lie alt.hough
otherwise entered a nursing home, the ability ,)ftltilization
is questionable. According to VA'''''O nlaIDlagem,ent,
really assessed during the utilization
process.
appropriateness ~r.~~"b
focus of utilization review, in terms
recipient continues to meet the nursing home level of e!lie cFlrp,'u"

Personal Care Overpayments and Underpayments
Fiscal Year

Overpaid Claims

1990
1991
1992

40,460

Underpajd Clajms

Totals
Note:

claims data not available for FY 1991 and

Source: JLARC staff analysis of ~roohal
Services,

1992.

the Department
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risk
su(:h €"raluBltion ill actually being

DMAS, as discussed in Chapter
eClpHonl:S who are at imminent risk of nursing
apecif'ic to the nursing
pre~admiBsion
aClBe:Clln:g program,
not me:ntJlon pel~OJt1al care utilization
However,
lEJ,UZliw:ou",,,rli?W crf nenlml121care
strengthened by fonnally incorporatutliiz:at:lon review process,
D(:p~lrim~mtofMedicaIAllsistID1ce
Services

utillizution review analysts evaluate if each
im.milu(lut
nnrsing home plsooment. This
in'OOJEp'Clniting re.le'''Uli provisions of the department's
enlel"g(lU(IY r,egllllll,ti(ms coueerJllblg lC01Clditi,lns constituting imminent risk into

procedures. The department should also
ntiU:mllion review analysts oonoorllling implementanewpcUcics

recipl,ent;s in
to delennlile
in
and to assess if
active treatment,
the utilization review process is not
eelSm LlU 'nu,,, det,,,:'n",il:1:atlonts ofwhether active treatment is being provided,
reqluit'em:emte eJlacwa by DMAS
Medicaid
unnecessary regulations on providers.
ceI'tllicatlOu n3qtlll'llm,anl;s,
.,C,·.~,~

~~~~~~~;!:~~~~~~e~~~Utilization review is conducted to

de:iermin"e'

criteria for nnrsing facility level ofcare,
ret;ipierltis
active treatment. DMAS cannot reimburse
_'~"P" to a
active treatment is not being provided. The
lHlzaLlOU neVl.,ewprocess COJtlsisl:ll ofinitialna',m,ent authorization, desk review, and an
care

to

must

to meet

~~~i:::':~~~~~~~~~~Virginia is required
~

federal regulaICFIMR Medicaid recipient, whether active
detenninationmust be made, federal regulations
sj.l€lciIic methodology for making the detennination,
State

actlvetreatment daiierminailioll,
"P1"""'-P" are adequate to:
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r------------Figure 46-------------,

ICFIMR Utilization Review
Prospective
Review

In~iaJ Payment
Authorization by OMAS

..

• Evaluates active treatment
• Done after admission
• AI recipients

Concurrent
Review

:'@..m::$$9~$"a;~i.~;:;~$.«::iR«421ii~;;;$?.$i:'

.

Ongoing Review
by Provider

• Quarterly review of physician's
orders and eate plans
• All recipients

'"
Retrospective
Review

;:<~~:r,:;'*::0*%::;i:i'<s%::$;;;~:i(::::~~~::iW,;;;M;$J:::fM;.~$;:;

Annual Desk Review...........
by OMAS or peer faci~y

• Evaluates level of eate
• AI recipients
\;)

Concurrent I
Retrospective
Review

.

Annuallnspedion of
Care byVDH
(Unannounced )

• Evaluates level of care and
delivery of active treatment
• AI recipients

Notes: The Department of Medical Assistance Services conducts desk review for ICFsIMR with 15 or fewer beds.
Desk review for all other ICFsIMR is conducted by each facility, on a peer review basis.
Source: JLARC staff analysis of Department of Medical Assistance Services documentation, and interviews with
agency and provider staff.

• meet the health, rehabilitative, and social needs of each recipient, and•
• promote the maximum physical, mental. and psychosocial functioning ofeach
recipient.
RCFA is in the process of preparing revised regulations for the inspection of
care. One purpose of the revised regulations is to more specifically mandate how the
inspection of care should be performed, including the types of items that should be
examined. According to RCFA, "we are proposing to make the inspection of care more
outcome oriented,just as we have made the certification survey more outcome oriented."
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Number ouoe Active Treatment Denials Has Declined. The Virginia Department of Health has performed the IOC since December 1989 as the result of an
interagency agreement with DMAS. Almost immediately after VDH assumed this
responsibility, the number ofrecommendations for denial ofMedicaid reimbursement on
the grounds that active treatment was not being provided dropped sharply.
VDH did not make any recommendations for active treatment denial in either
1991 or 1992 (Table 21). The IOC is conducted using the procedures and protocols that
were developed and used by DMAS prior to December 1989. This difference raises
questions concerning the validity ofIOC findings. Since DMAS can reimburse providers
only ifactive treatment is provided, the validity ofIOC findings has important utilization
control implications.
-------------Table21-------------

Recommendations for Denial of Active
Treatment Resulting from Inspections of Care
Fiscal Year

Number of Recommendations

1986
1987
1988
1989
1990
1991
1992

56

31
29
37
11

o
o

Source: Department of Medical Assistance Services' memo to the VIrginia Department of Health, 2120192; JLARC
interviews with VDH.

'.

DMAS management considers the drastic decline in the number of active
treatment denials to be a serious problem. Upon learning that no active treatment
denials had been made in FY 1991, a DMAS division director complained to VDH.
I am very concerned about the implications of this report. As you can
see, there is a dramatic difference in the numbers of recommendations
made in 1990 and 1991 as compared to previous years.... As one of the
main thrusts ofIOC is to ensure that recipients are receiving appropriate and necessary services, we need to be sure that is, in fact, what we
are doing. DMAS cannot reimburse a facility for care that has not been
provided....1 am certainly open to any suggestions you may have as to
why there is such a difference in figures between the time the IOC
function has been With VDH and when it was conducted at DMAS.
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Problems with the lOG Process. According to VDH staff, the use ofcurrent 10C
procedures does not allow them to determine if continuous active treatment is being
provided. For example, VDH has identified deficiencies in the IOC data collection
instrument which DMAS requires VDH to use. These defects have implications for the
entire IOC process and call into question the validity of its findings.
According to VDH, the current IOC form is designed to collect "frequency-based"
data, such as:
• number of times a program is planned for a recipient,
• number of times a program is attended by a recipient, and
• reasons for non-attendance and non-implementation as planned or scheduled.
This type ofdata, while probably necessary, is not sufficient for making an active
treatment determination. According to VDH:
Frequency-based data is good if you want to determine how many
times a toothbrushing program has been implemented. But for
residents exhibiting severe maladaptive behavior, and acting-out
episodes, frequency-based data provides too narrow and limited of an
information base on which to make an active treatment determination.
The current IOC form forces VDH to make active treatment determinations
based solely on frequency-based data. However, there are other factors which should be
considered. Informal programs can also be used to provide active treatment, but such
programs cannot always be planned in advance. For example, staff cannot plan how
many times a resident will have a violent outburst requiring intervention. As a result,
data cannot always be collected concerning the implementation ofsuch programs. The
following provides an example of this problem:
A resident's program calls for toothbrushing to occur from 8:30 to 8:45
a.m. If the IOC inspection does not see toothbrushing taking place at
that time, that does not necessarily mean that the resident is not
receiving active treatment. The resident may be receiving an informal
program...such as compliance training or generalization training. The
objective of compliance training is for the recipient to follow instructions. Generalization training entails having the recipient transfer
appropriate behavior from one environment to another.
Moreover, federal regulations do not require ICFslMR to collect this type of
data. VDH is concerned that any recommendations it makes for active treatment denial,
based solely on frequency based data, could be successfully challenged either on appeal
or in court.
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DMAS claims that it needs to determine if the individual program plan is
appropriate, and that the individual is receiving the program as designed. According to
DMAS, this determination must he made hefore reimbursement can he made. If care is
not provided as evidenced by frequency-based data, DMAS states it should not have to
pay for services. However in so doing, DMAS seems to he bypassing the need to make a
valid active treatment determination, which should serve as the basis for deciding
whether reimbursement is appropriate. DMAS and VDH have been working to resolve
these problems but, to date, no solution has heen reached.

Recommendation (17). The Department ofMedicalAssistance Services
should work with the Virginia Department of Health to revise the inspection
ofcare form. The objective should be to reduce the reliance on frequency-based
data in making active treatment determinations. Revised versions of the IOC
form, previously developed by the Virginia Department of Health, should be
given additional consideration. The Department of Medical Assistance Services and the Virginia Department of Health should report to the Secretary of
Health and Human Resources by June 30, 1993, on their progress in revising the
inspection of care form.
lOG and Gertifu:ation Requirements. An additional problem with the IOC
process is that several DMAS requirements are in conflict with Medicaid ICFIMR
certification regulations. Specific conflicts occur in disciplines including social services,
psychology, recreation, and rehabilitative services. For these disciplines, the certification requirements and the DMAS Nursing Home Manual both require an initial
comprehensive evalua!ion of the recipient. However, DMAS also requires:
• development of a separate services plan with measurable goals and realistic
time frames for each discipline,
• annual review of the services plan,
• quarterly updates of the services plan, and
• quarterly progress notes.
Under the IOC requirements, ICFslMR are required to prepare these plans
whether or not the resident actually requires that type of service. The directors of the
State-operated ICFsIMR have criticized these IOC regulations as heing costly and
unnecessary.
The way it stands now, we need to conduct the interdisciplinary
comprehensive assessment, and produce an individual program plan
in order to certify for Medicaid. In addition, we need to have annual
professional assessments for each resident in order to pass the IOC.
This is wasteful and duplicative.

* * *
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The IOC tn
or not,
resident need!!
the other Hi2JUU,
il! l'l!(fuiJred to m",vir;"
if the COila pr'eh.~nl!ive lll!l!el!l!ml!nt deternlillA91!

Conforming the tWl) sets Oirregullati.onl~ will imrtro',e €lffi,~elt1cy un,,,,,,,,,,
money by "HJIUUU"!llj; reolunuIDu O'flO€ll"l'i'Oll'lC,

DMASclmma
addition, DMAS I!tates
regnIatioO€t. However,
the ICFIMR prepare
recipient's plan of care incIUlle
professional The reg:u!llticms
concernting any services W UICU

Recommendation
he DI~plu1;ml~l!lt;ot'Medic£utlUlsltsi:mJloo Services
shQuld review its Dunlng bome llaaDw!lI to dei;ennb:le
tl!l.eI'e 1m! ICFIMR
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regulations. Initial emph~S8is Sh.lWd
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Home Health mUil.atjon Review II! Effective. But Started I,ate
Home health utilizE,tion T€iview ill conducted
recipients are necessary
dellpii;e
services have been va,v,,","
review until 1991,
unnecessary and inappropriate utiliz.ati.on, tlomeneE'llIn pr'Jv,aeICll
the review program. Some
is pr(lbably
new program. However
conducted appsar to have some Vl',lullltV

criticsI of
"U<ULilU~"Y with the

the review is

to ensure that home health s,eMnCl,S p:rovlae,a to
necessary and appropriate.
components: desk re,rie1fl
responsibilities

visits beyond
consists of an ex;arntination
provider every

a"'iUUllon~sitereview

is to re'r1e'w

areas

• plan of treatment,
• nursing services,
• rehabilitative services,
• home health aide services,
• durable medical equipment, and
• discharge planning.

..------------Figure 47-------------,

Home Health Utilization Review
Concurrent
Review

.

;R:;~*'~:s~"$'i$i.~~q~~«:i'«~:::';'*~?,i'Ji®;..%%.;,~'x:W.::.y.i:

Ongoing Review
by Provider

• BHnonthly physician review of
care plan, and re<:ertificalion of
recipient for home health seIVices

• B~_kJy supervisory nursing
visl
~ All reciplants

Prospective
Review........•...........

im$~~~li~~~WM~.§.::;:,;;i;~8,.~!.~~w.~&·*.:&;;K.w@~(i

Desk Review
byDMAS

• Evaluates appropriateness and
medical necessity of extended
visits
• All requests for extended visits

In
Retrospective
Review

.

On-S.e Review

• Evaluates appropriateness and
medical necessity of care

byDMAS

(Unannounced·
EvelY 18 months)

• All recipients who have requested
extended visits

• All recipients who have receNed
oomprehensive nursing visits

• Add.ional recipients for 25
~ percent sample
Note: Effective July 1, 1992, extended visits may be requested only for physical therapy, occupational therapy,
and speech therapy services.
Source: JLARC staff analysis of Department of Medical Assistance Services documentation, and interviews with
agency and provider staff.
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Injtial ImnlementatjqnofUtilization Reyiew, VirgiIDa first offered
services through the Medicaid
in 1969, However, DMAS did not begin to
perform utilization review until
1991, when the home health unit Wll.l! estab·
lished.
DMAS is required oUimerl'\' ~,rtifY to HeFA that it has performed utilization
review for all services, including
to its recipients, It is not clear,
for home health, what activity
as
bllBis for its certification to HCFA prior
to 199L While some DMAS
that reviews conducted by the Division ofProgram
Compliance satisfied the HCFA
reviews did not begin until 1991.
Because home health
activities have ouly recently started,
ouly about 25 percent ofproviders
an
review. Therefore, DMAS did not
come close to meeting its objective ofprovidtog
agency with an on-site review by
June 1992, eighteen months into
program. DMAS attributes the delay to the fact that
many reviews are taking longer
because it is finding many examples of
unnecessary and inappropriate uti:lization,
Imorover Utilization and Expenditures Have Been Identified. Since beginning
utilization review, many types
utilization and needless DMAS expenditures
have been uncovered. These include reimbursement paid for:

were not home bound,
health program, and

• services
to recipieu'ts
• services not co;rered un,jer
• unnecessary medical sUJPplies

Many of these
are, most likely, longstanding on
part of
certain providers. Since there was no utilization review by DMAS prior to 1991, those
types ofpractices went undetected, As a DMAS analyst stated, "DMAS just kept paying
and no one worried about it."
ofthese problems lIB cited by one DMAS analyst
are provided below,
At least three home health agencies provided home health aide services
in licensed homes for adults. Medicaid was billed for these services and
reimbursement was paid. However, adult homes are not supposed to
accept clients who require hands,on medical care,

,. ,. ,.
ad!lltS accep,,:a a,em'SLLlu,u",auzeu p"yc,'l.iatrie pa,
Several hornes
tients as clients.
were not eligible
occasions, home Iu!,aith
blood was sent to a lab'Onttol"V

individuals were IUlt
and analyzed
by

'* * '*
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A home health agency nurse did not indicate the number of medical
.~upplies needed by a recipient during the coming month. That informa·
tion is supposed to be recorded on the recipient's plan ofcare. Conse·
quently, the medical supply company provided the maximum number
of supplies that could be supplied without prior authorization from
DMAS. The amount provided was greater than the amount needed.
Medicaid was billed for these supplies, and reimbursement was paid.

DMAS paid home health providers more than $50 million from 1983 to 1990.
Given the lack ofutilization controls by DMAS, a portion ofthat spending may have been
unnecessary. Since 1991, DMAS has identified and recouped nearly $350,000 in
reimbursement paid for inappropriate and unnecessary visits and services. These
savings are a result ofthe disallowance ofmore than 6,000 home health visits (Table 22).
These savings have accrued after reviewing just 25 percent of the providers.
DMAS staffexpect to uncover additional improper utilization practices as their
review is expanded. Therefore, the amount of inappropriate program expenditures
recouped from providers will likely increase.

Policy on Visit Limitations is Misdirected. DMAS should continue its efforts to
identify unnecessary and inappropriate visits, and to promote proper utilization practices by providers. As was discussed in Chapter II of this report, the major factor
responsible for the increase in home health spending has been tremendous growth in the

-------------Table22-------------

Home Health Utilization Review Cost Savings
Service

Number of Denied Visits

Home Health Aide
Skilled Nursing
Physical Therapy
Comprehensive Nursing
Occupational Therapy
Speech Therapy

3,505
1,501

Total Visits Denied

6,065

666

199
131
63

Total Estimated Cost Savings

$347,420

Note: Denied visits include those identified during the on~8ite review, and those denied in requests for extended
visits. Estimated cost savings are based on the number of visits denied for each service multiplied by the
average reimbursement rates for each type of service.
Source: JLARC staff analysis of Department of Medical Assistance Services data.
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number of visits due to a rising number of new entrants into the program. Utilization
review can help contain spending by reducing the number of unnecessary and inappnr
priate visits.
On the other hand, a new DMAS policy designed to contain spending by limiting
the number of home health visits per recipient is misdirected and arbitrary. This policy
limits the number of home health aide and skilled nursing visits to 32 per recipient per
year, while limiting therapy visits to 24 per year. While recipients may request
additional therapy visits, no additional home health aide or nursing visits are permitted.
While this policy will save the State money, it does not address the major factor
underlying the increase in expenditures--a rise in total visits resulting from a growing
number ofrecipients. As described in Chapter II, the increase in the number ofvisits per
recipient, by contrast, has been negligible. Because the recently adopted policy does not
address the more important cause of increased spending, its ability to result in major
long-term savings for Medicaid is reduced. More importantly, the new policy raises
questions of access to care and cost shifting. Recipients affected by the new policy may
begin to use more expensive Medicaid services, such as hospitals, emergency rooms, and
nursing homes in the absence of home health care.
The Director ofDMAS stated that cost containment was only one consideration
at the time that the limitations on visits were proposed. Another objective was to simply
remove the State's liability for any care beyond the "normal level. » The precedent for this,
he stated, has been established through policy which limits the state's liability for
hospital stays beyond a certain number.

Recommendation (19). The General Assembly may wish to remove the
cap on home health visits as required in the 1992 Appropriation Act. As an
alternative, the Department ofMedical Assistance Services should reinstate its
policy to permit requests for extended visits once the number ofallowed visits
has been reached.
Home Visits in Utilization Review Process. While DMAS has made home visits
to recipients on an as-needed basis, recipients are not visited as a matter ofpractice. The
lack of home visits contributes to a perception among providers that DMAS utilization
review places excessive emphasis on compliance with documentation requirements, and
insufficient emphasis on the actual recipient. The following comment made by one
provider during field visits typifies those generally expressed:
The DMAS utilization review process is confusing, paper-driven, and
does notfocus on patients. Home visits were not made. By looking only
at paper and not observing the patients, DMAS does not get a real feel
for the patient's situation. Also, DMAS does not get any indication of
how the patient feels about the services being provided.
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At least one DMAS utilization review analyst would like home visits to be a
regular component of utilization review.
I would like to see ifthe recipient matches the description contained in
the file. Sometimes I will review a fIle and get a sense, based on my
nursing experience, that the recipient probably does not match the
description. I would also like to determine how satisfIed the recipient
is with the service, and assess what the home environment is like. In
addition I would like to see what medical equipment is being used in
the home.
Home visits to a sample of recipients would enhance the quality assurance
component of home health utilization review. In particular, it would enable DMAS to
assess the satisfaction of recipients and their family members with the home health
services.

Recommendation (20). The Department ofMedical Assistance Services
should analyze the costs and benefits associated with making home visits as
part of home health utilization review. The analysis should include an
examination of how the current method of sample selection for the on-site
review couldbe modified in order to facilitate home visits to current recipients.
The Division of Quality Care Assurance should report the results of the
analysis to the director by June 30, 1993.
Nursing Home IJtUj7i1tiQD Review Appears to Be Effectjve

Nursing home utilization review is performed in order to ensure that the level
and quality ofcare are appropriate, and that the recipients' patient intensity ratings are
accurate. In general, the review process appears to operate effectively.

Utilization Review Oh.iectivcs and Proces,'i. Nursing home utilization review
serves three general purposes. It attempts to ensure that:
• the recipients meet the nursing home level of care criteria,
• the recipients' Patient Intensity Rating System (PIRS) assessments are
accurate, and
• the recipients are safely and appropriately cared for.
The review process consists of three general steps: pre-admission screening,
desk review, and on-site review (Figure 48). Once a recipient begins to receive care, the
nursing home is responsible for on-going review of the recipient's plan of care. DMAS
performs a semi-annual desk review to assess ifthe recipient continues to meet the level
ofcare criteria. The assessment covers virtually every aspect of the recipient's condition,
including:
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• communication and hearing patterns,
• physical functioning and structural problems,
• continence,
• psychosocial well-being, and
• health conditions.
DMAS perfonns an on-site review for each provider. The primary purpose
review is to determine whether the nursing home's PIRS score for each recipient is
accurate. Ifa nursing home's PIRS score has increased by at least 15 percent, DMAS will
verify the PIRS scores for each of the provider's Medicaid recipients. Otherwise, DMAS

Figure 48
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Source: JLARC staff analysis of Department of Medical Assistance Services documentation, and interviews with
llfl8nc:y and provitler staff.
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reviews a random sample of recipients, stratified across the three patient intensity
classes.
While DMAS is not bound to any required schedule for on-site reviews, it would
like to review each provider on an annual basis. However, DMAS states that it does not
have enough staffto do so. Approximately ten percent ofnursing homes have not yet had
an on-site review.
During the on-site review, DMAS may also perform utilization review. The
purpose ofthe utilization review is to assess the quality and appropriateness ofthe care
that is being provided. DMAS performs inspections of care on an as-needed basis. For
example, DMAS will perform an inspection ofcare ifthe nursing home has been cited for
an excessive number of deficiencies during a VDH Medicaid certification inspection.
VDH performs an annual Medicaid certification inspection in each nursing home.

Desk Review Results. It appears that DMAS usually determines that nursing
home recipients continue to meet the level ofcare criteria. To evaluate the results ofthe
desk review for nursing homes, JLARC staffreviewed a random sample ofnursing home
utilization review files. These mes contained the results of desk reviews for a total of
1,678 Medicaid recipients. Only 13 percent of these recipients did not meet the criteria
for continued stay in a nursing home.
DMAS attributes these findings to two general factors. First, the pre-admission
screening program prohibits recipients who do not meet the criteria from entering a
nursing home. This is the first and most important control in the system. Second, all
nursing home providers are trained in administering the level of care criteria. Aware of
the fmancial consequences, providers make few mistakes in this area.
Recipients who do not meet the criteria during desk review do not necessarily
receive level ofcare changes. The decision to change a recipient's level ofcare is initiated
by the utilization review analyst, and approved or disapproved by the DMAS Director of
Medical Support. According to DMAS, only about one percent ofnursing home recipients
actually have their level ofcare changed. Some recipients who at first appear not to meet
the criteria, upon closer review by DMAS, are determined to still need nursing home care.
For example, a recipient who functions at a relatively high level will probably appear not
to meet the criteria. However, that same recipient may have a medical condition which
requires continuous nursing care.

Patient Intensity RatiTl/l. The Patient Intensity Rating System (PIRS) is used
by DMAS to measure the amount and type ofservices that a nursing home recipient must
receive. Each recipient receives a PIRS score based on his medical and functioning
status. Based on the PIRS score ofeach recipient, a nursing home receives a facility PIRS
score which is used to determine its reimbursement rate.
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It appears that, in most instances, the recipient's patient intensity rating
not change lIS a result of the DMAS on-site review. JLARC staff reviewed a random
sample ofnursing home utilization review meso These files contained the results ofFIRS
validation surveys for a total of 1,228 Medicaid recipients. The intensity rating did not
change at allfor 87 percent ofthe recipients. However, while the patient intellllity rating
decreased for approximately ten percent of the recipients, it increased for only three
percent.
A decrease in a recipient's intensity rating is beneficial to DMAS because it
tends to reduce the nursing home's FIRS score, which is directly linked to the facility's
per diem reimbursement rate. Therefore, it appears that the FIRS review helps to
contain the amount of program spending on nursing home care.
There is some concern among providers that some nursing homes are willfully
attempting to manipulate, or"game" the FIRS assessments oftheir recipients. This could
potentially be done by making it appear that the recipients require a more intense level
of care than is actually the case. DMAS acknowledges that it hlIl!l been concerned that
FIRS could be manipulated and is monitoring an entire nursing home chain for this
reason. The chain told DMAS: "We know that you are not going to change your FIRS
system and the criteria that go along with it. Therefore, we are going to try to game our
results." DMAS plans on conducting a FIRS validation survey for facilities in this chain
regardless of how its FIRS scores change. According to DMAS, the best way to prevent
manipulation of FIRS is to perform validation surveys on a regular basis.
OVERVIEW OF THE COST SETTLEMENT AND AUDIT PROCESS
Generally speaking, cost settlement and audit (CSA) is the process used to
examine a provider's annual reported costs and to determine those costs which will be
considered for reimbursement by the Medicaid program. DMAS uses the process to
"settle" or close out the cost report for each provider receiving Medicaid reimbursement.
In this process, DMAS staff determine if all of the reported costs are allowable and
whether the amount of the Medicaid payment should be adjusted.
For some types oflong-term care--nursing home services and institutional care
for the mentally retarded-the CSA process is used to determine the next year's
reimbursement rats. Home health and personal care providers are not included in the
CSA process since they are reimbursed on a fee-for-service basis.
This section provides a description ofthe eSA process. The CSA process is based
on the principles of reimbursement as set out by federal laws and regulations and the
State Plan Under Title XIXofthe Social SecurityAct for MedicalAssistance Services. Two
general activities are performed during CSA: desk audit and field audit (Figure
While all cost reports receive a desk audit, a field audit is not always performed.
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Cost Settlement and Audit Process
Provider Fiscal
Vear End

___,:,(

Provider's Cost Report
Submitted to [)MAS
within 90 days

Wlield audl
is required prior
10 settlement

ia

W$

cost report
returned to
provider Wno!
l;Jcomplete

[)MAS Desk Audl
• detennines ~ cost report is complete
l• identifies unallowable costs
• detennines ~ IieId aud~ is needed
• detennines Wcost report can be settled

[)MAS settles with

provider and sets initial
reimbu""""en1 rate

[)MAS field audl

[)MAS recalculates cost settlement,
and sets final reimbursement rate,
based 00 fiefd audit resuhs

Source: JLARC staff analysis of Department of Medical Assistance Services documentation, and interviews with
agency and provider staff.

Desk Audita Verify Cost Renort Data in Order to Set New Bates

The desk audit and rate setting phase ofthe CSA process begins when providers
submit their cost reports to DMAS for settlement. Nursing homes and ICFsIMR are
required to submit their cost reports to DMAS within 90 days after their fiscal year ends.
The desk audit is used to test the accuracy ofcost report data prior to the establishment
of a new reimbursement rate.
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Desk Audit Procetis. Desk audits are performed in order to ensure that the coet
report is complete and accurate, to verifY the reasonableness of costs claimed for
reimbursement, to identifY non-allowable costs, and to determine if a field audit is
warranted. The desk audit process includes a completeness review, clerical review,
professional preview, and professional review.
The completeness review determines if all lines of the coet report have been
filled in, and if all required supporting documents have been submitted. The clerical
review is used to verifY the mathematical accuracy of the coet report and identifY any
unusual variation in current year coets from prior year coets.
Professional preview and review consists ofa series ofsteps which DMAS takes
to determine whether the cost report can be settled with the establishment of a new rate
or whether a field audit is necessary. However, the previewlreview process does not
specifY any criteria or materiality thresholde for determining ifa field audit is necessary.
While DMAS currently leaves such determinations to the professional judgment of its
analysts, it is working to develop materiality thresholde.
The purpose ofthe preview phase is to uncover areas that require more research
by the analyst. Desk preview includes the following:
• analysis of provider's financial statements;
• analysis of unusual cost variances from the prior year;
• verification that the prior year's audit fmdings and adjustments have been
incorporated into the current cost report; and
• verification that the amount of patient days and DMAS payments has been
correctly incorporated into the cost report.
The desk review phase, on the other hand, is designed to provide detailed
answers to questions developed during the preview phase. Desk review is performed by
analyzing information that is readily available in the cost report. However, DMAS may
request additional information from the provider in order to verify cost report information. A number of topics are examined during this review, including:
• capital-related costs,
• interest expense,
• costs of services purchased from related organizations,
• costs related to patient care, and
• home office costs.

Rate Setting Process. DMAS establishes new reimbursement rates and "cost
settles" the reports based on the findings of the desk audit. Prior DMAS policy required
that a tentative settlement be made, and a new interim reimbursement rate be set for a
provider within 90 days of receipt of the cost report. DMAS also had an internal policy
to complete cost settlement within 180 days of receipt of the cost report.
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1992,
implemented a new emergency regulation
which replaced the 90 day rate setting deadline with a 180 day requirement. The
emergency regulation applies only to nursing homes. However, some DMAS staffstated
that a 180 day cost settlement deadline applies to both nursing homes and ICFsIMR.
RUlnllU

DMAS determines that the cost report is not complete, the provider will be
imltl1l1ci;ed to supply the missiug information. The 180 day cycle does not begin until
DMAS receives a complete cost report. Furthermore, if the desk review results in
findings that call into question the accuracy of the cost report, an immediate field audit
may be requested. The 180 day cycle also stops running in this situation. In such cases,
DMAS has 90 days in which to complete the field audit.

Field Audits Are Not Always Mandatory
The field audit unit conducts on-site reviews of the operations and financial
records of selected providers. These audits are conducted for the primary purpose of
identifYing unallowable costs. However, in most cases they occur several years after the
cost
is settled by the DJiwI:AS. Afield audit must be performed when a new provider
submits its first cost report, if a facility has been sold, or after major renovation or
construction.
audits are performed on a discretionary basis. For example, some
url}'\I1.del'll are recommended for field andit by the cost settlement unit. In addition, the
field
unit has recently begun to select certain providers for field audit based on a
numl:;er ofcriteria including the length of time since the last field audit and the amount
of Medicaid utilization.

IMPROVEMENTS TO THE COST SETTLEMENT AND AUDIT PROCESS
This is not the
ofthe eSA process for long-term care services. In
1978, JLARe recommended that DMAS consider collecting additional information on
nucsing home cost reports such as fixed assets, depreciation schedules and expenses.
DMAS has made improvements in terms of the amount of information required to be
submitted on nursing home cost reports. Moreover, the cost settlement process is now
automated.
On the other hand, the Auditor of Public Accounts recently found that cost
settlement was not completed in a timely fashion, that cost report analyses were not
appropriately documented, that many providers had not had a recent field audit, and that
the number of available field audit staffmight not be sufficient. While DMAS is starting
to make progress in some of these areas, further action is warranted. This section
discusses aspects of the CSA process which could be strengthened.
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Smne Improyements Hove Been Made to the CSA pmeeS8
The 1978 JLARC study, Long Term Care In Virginia, cited a number of
deficiencies in nursing home cost reporting and cost analysis, including:
• lack of a uniform
of expenditure;

of accounts to standardize cost reporting by category

• failure to report costs

all required categories;

• failure to submit balance sheets and statements of income and expenses;
• failure to identity all nursing home owners;
• failure to disclose transactions between related parties;
• failure to adequately review owners' compensation;
• insufficient information on depreciation schedules;
• no documentation on whether loan interest is related to patient care; and
• failure to adequately analyze cost variations.
In general, all of these concerns have been addressed by DMAS. This has been
. done by developing standard, and extensive, nursing home cost reporting forms, and by
developing the preview/review desk audit program. Little, if any, additional action is
required in these areas. However, other problems now exist within the process.

Cost Settlement Proceu is SlOW

Due largely to an increased workload, the CSA process often takes longer than
six months to complete. At the conclusion of this lengthy process, DMAS usually
determines that it owes the provider additional funds. The prevalence of additional
payments by DMAS results from the long period of time that passes between receipt of
the cost report and settlement.

DMAS Settlement and Rate-&ttiTlJ! Deadlines Not Met. One objective of this
analysis was to asses the timeliness of the rate-setting process. To do this, JLARC staff
reviewed the cost settlement fIles of a sample of nursing homes and ICFsIMR for fiscal
years 1989, 1990, and 1991. The fIles of those providers who had been visited by JLARC
staff were selected for review.
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DMAS policy, until very recently, required that a new interim reimbursement
rate be established within 90 days of receipt of the cost report. Cost settlement, along
with the establishment ofa final rate, was to be completed within 180 days. This objective
was frequently not met for nursing homes (Table 23). Also, though DMAS staff stated
that most ICFIMRcost reports are settled within 180 days, that does not appear to be the
case. In fact, the cost settlement process for ICFsIMR takes even longer to complete than
it does for nursing homes, with 80 percent of the settlements requiring more than 180
days. As a result, many providers go through nearly their entire fiscal year receiving the
prior year's reimbursement rate. This can adversely affect a provider's cash flow.
------------'Table23------------

Time Frame Analysis of Nursing Home
and ICFIMR CSA Process
Percent Settled
After 90 Davs
Nursing Homes
ICFslMR

73%
93%

Average
Days lAte

172
165

Average

Percent Settled
After 180 Davs

Days lAte

73%
80%

98
125

SoUtte: JLARC staff analysis of data from a sample of the Department of Medical Aaaistance Sorvieea coat aattlemant
files for ten nuraing homea and five rCFsIMR for fiscal yean 1989-1991. A total of22 nuraing home coat
reports were examined. Six nursing homes had not yet submitted FY 91 cost reports at the time of the
JLARC review. One nursing home cost report for FY 89, and another for FY 90, were milSing from the
DMAS files. A total of 15 rCFIMR coat repotts were examined.

Cost Settlement Workload Has lru;ma.sed. As the number ofproviders participating in the Medicaid program increase8, so does the number ofcost reports that must be
settled. According to DMAS, 53 nursing homes were added to the program from 1989 to
1991. During that period of time, however, the number of cost settlement staff
remained about the same. Consequently, the workload of each analyst increased during
that period of time.
The cost settlement unit experiences its peak workload during the Spring. That
is because nearly half of all nursing homes in the Medicaid program have fiscal years
which end on December 31. Their cost reports are all due to DMAS 90 days later, March
31. The amount of work during this peak period is about to increase even more. One of
the State's biggest nursing home chains will adopt a December 31 fiscal year end effective
at the end of 1992. As a result, more than half of all nursing homes in the program will
have fiscal years which end on December 31.

DMAS Usually Determines Provider is Owed More M01"U!S. At the conc1uaion of
the CSA process, DMAS usually determines that additional reimbursement is due to the
provider. It is relatively rare, by comparison, for DMAS to determine that the provider
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has received excessive reimbursement and owes money back to the Medicaid program..
In FY 1991 for example, the State paid approximately $31 million to
care
providers as a result of cost settlement. Nursing homes and ICFsIMR re<:ehred
million, or 77 percent, ofthese payments. In contrast,less than $5 million WQfl collected
from providers.
The majority of these payments are the result of retroactive adjustmente
during the CSA process. A retroactive adjustment is made in order to compensate
provider for the number of days of care which DMAS reimbursed using the prior u<a"?Q
rate.
Under the new emergency regulations, DMAS has up to 180 days after re<:eiilt
of a nursing home's cost report in which to establish a new prospective reimt'tmilenrler,t
rate. Since a nursing home has up to 90 days in which to file its cost report, lll!
as
270 days (nine months) can elapse in the provider's fiscal year before DMAS is ret1luil'ed
to set the new rate. ConsequentlY,large retroactive adjustments by DMAS are
to
continue to be necessary.

Recommendation (21). The Department ofMedicalAssistlmoo selnri'~eli
should take steps to expedite the nursing home cost settlement and audit
process. In addition, the department should reconsider the regulatory chango
that lengthens the timeframe for setting interim nursing home reimb'lll'8Omont
rates.
Many Proyjders Haye Not Been Field Audjted in Several Yeaa

Current federal regulations merely require that DMAS demonstrate to
that it conducts field audits. Until 1982, DMAS was required to field audit each prCM(ler
every three years. That policy was eliminated, in part, due to the recognition that
three year cycle was often excessive and unnecessary. DMAS continued to audit
providers on a three year cycle until 1986. In 1986, DMAS began to adhere to the new,
less stringent, federal'regulations.
More than 80 nursing homes, or about a third of all those participating
Medicaid program, have not had a field audit since at least FY 1986. Many nill'1Sing homes
have gone much longer without a field audit. This raises questions concerning the extant
to which DMAS is able to verify the accuracy of information contained in the providers'
cost reports. The manager of the field audit unit has acknowledged that "the field
process could be improved, in part, through more timely audits." DMAS is taking
to address this situation.
Field Audits Can Examine Greater Detail than Desk Audits. Field audite !reJ,lilJLC
staffto review detailed information that can not be examined in a desk audit. While
auditors often raise questions concerning certain cost report items, due to the press
time, they are sometimes unable to fully address the questions. It is the role ofthe
auditor to get to examine the report in greater detail.
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Field auditors go to the nursing home in order to inspect all of the provider's
financial records, and also to question nursing home staffconcerning the contents ofthe
records. In this way, the accuracy and completeness of information in the cost report is
more thoroughly verified. Field audits often focus on the following aspects of nursing
home operations:
• administrative and general costs,
• owner and administrator compensation,
• travel to seminars and conventions,
• refinancing, and
• plant costs and depreciation.

Discretionary Audit Prouam. In order to increase the number of field audits
that are conducted, DMAS recently began to select certain nursing homes for audit.
These audits are being done in addition to those requested after the desk audit. Nursing
homes are being selected for field audit based on three criteria:
• length of time since the last field audit,
• amount of Medicaid utilization, and
• difference between the provider's per-diem costs and the peer group ceiling.
According to DMAS, the most cost effective field audits are those of providers
whose costs are below their ceiling. In those cases, every dollar of unallowable cost
identified by DMAS represents a savings to the Medicaid program. In other words, the
provider's reimbursement rate could be reduced even further below its ceiling based on
the audit results. On the other hand, DMAS does not feel that it is generally cost effective
to audit providers whose costs are above the ceiling. In order to affect the amount of
reimbursement, the audit would have to identify enough unallowable items to drive costs
below the ceiling. While this is possible, DMAS does not consider it to be a cost effective
use of audit resources.
DMAS had planned to begin conducting 26 discretionary audits during FY 1992.
As of the end of FY 1992, only eight ofthe audits had started. Four discretionary field
audits have been completed. The audit of one provider identified more than $1 million
in overpayments made by DMAS over an eight year period. The audits of three other
providers found that no overpayments had been made.

DiscretionaryAuditProuam Slwuld be Expanded. While not all nursing homes
are in equal need of a field audit, the State could benefit from efforts to audit a greater
number of nursing homes on a more frequent basis. The criteria used by DMAS to select
the discretionary audits are sound. However, the application of those criteria could be
improved.
For example, only two ofthe 84 nursing homes which have not had a field audit
since at least FY 1986 were selected for a discretionary field audit in FY 1992 (Table 24).
However, more than halfofthose 84 providers had costs which were below the peer group
ceiling. Those providers below the ceiling received, on average, more than $2 million in
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Potelltill1 Nursing Home

Disclreitionary

JI4'ii,&lri

Atu1i.t

Selections

FY 90 Average
Medicaid Payment

90 Total
Medicaid Days

Sout'Ce: JLARC swr 3J!.. uygizofDepartment ofMewc£.1 Auiatanoo Services' nu:ning home field audit data andFY
1990 payment

Medicaid reimbursement during
to selecting these nro,videffl

should lma)yze its
additiouul nursing bomElli
Medical Mllilltsnce M1m,,,,,*, Ilb,i)ulld
discretionary field auditll m~lIilt, to
selection criteria.

order to select
Uepartm,ent of
n"""lnEr nOIne8 Ilelected for
(Cnlllt,est em:eent ~sible, established

Use of Outside Audit "leo for Field Audjts If! Iueffeotive
DMAS has a throe year contract with an acr:ounting
offield audits. This
DMAS to reduce
<lnTin!'
The number ofDMAS
1992, DMAS paid the firm $86,000
assign the accounting

DMAS had used the current firm, along with two other firms, from 1986 to 1988,
and was not satisfied with the resnlts. According to a DMAS manager, "We didn't get very
good resnlts in terms ofdollars." DMAS paid the three firms more than $1.7 million over
that three year period.
Tho¢Aconcems raise qnestions concerning the wisdom ofcontinuing to use any
a,cconntin.g firm for Medicaid nursing home field audits. DMAS conld improve
its likeliJ~ood ofconducting a successfnl field audit by eliminating its nse ofoutside audit
firms.

UUlClmlt:

According to DMAS, it wonld require two more field auditors in order to perform
the audits that are currently conducted by the firm. Furthermore, DMAS e:ll::peCts its field
audit
to increase over the next three years. Consequently, DMAS estimates
that
field auditors wonld be necessary to elirainate its use ofoutside audit
firms over the next three years.
An inteusive stafftng analysis was beyond the scope ofthis study. JLARC stsff
did not identify exactly how many full-time equivalent positions would be necessary for
DMAS, given its increasing workload, to have an effective field audit program. On the
other hand, D:fI,IAS shonld periodically perform such an analysis as part of its normal
agency
However, DMAS had not recently performed such an analysis until it
did so as
response to a JLARe data request. Moreover, DMAS has not recently
lormlll budget request for additional field audit stsff.

Recommendation (23). For the FY 1995 budget, the Department of
Medical Assistance Services should develop an addenda outlining the costs and
conducting additional field audits of nursing home cost reports,
addenda should include an assessment of the costs and benefits of
conducting these audits using DMAS staff, private contractors, or a combination of
sources.
CONCLUSIONS

Utilization review and cost audit are two processes that Virginia uses in its
effort to contain the amount ofMedicaid long-term care expenditures. Utilization review
can best control expenditures by preventing the inappropriate use of Medicaid-funded
through monitoring the provision of services to eligible recipients.
"eltle'·al. the effectiveness ofDMAS utilization review
vary
the
diffOTlent. wlnpon,mi;s of long-term care. The activities
nursing nornes
pel'SOlOa! care,
home health services are, for the most part, comprehensive, thorough,
and etlecll1V'C. However, similar activities performed for ICFsIMR appear ineffective and
overly bUl,denil<)m,~.
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Over the past several years, as reimbursement systems have changed and the
number of Medicaid providers has increased, the cost settlement and audit process has
become more difficult to administer. All a result, there are conaiderable delays in the
amount oftime required to cost settle with providers and establish payment rates for the
next fiscal year. DMAS needs to take steps to reduce the amount oftime that the process
consumes.
At the same time, the amount of financial information collected during the
process has grown. Efforts ofdesk auditors to verilY the accuracy ofthis information and
to use itin identifying unallowable costs, have been hampered by a rising workload. This
creates the possibility that some of the long-term care expenditures by the State are
unnecessary.
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Appendix A

Senate Joint Resolution No. 180
Requesting the Joint Legislative Audit and review Commis8wn to study
Commonwealth's Medicaid program and the indigent care appropriations to
stote teaching hospitollJ and the Medical College of Hampton Roods.
Agreed to by the Senate,February 19, 1991
Agreed to by the House ofDelegate8, February 15, 1991
WHEREAS,agoalofthe CommiMiononHealth Care CorAll Virginians is toprovidll
access to basic health care for all Virginians; and
WHEREAS,approximately 330,000 persons in VlJ'giniaare eligible Corthe Medicaid
program, but an estimated 300,000 additional Vtrgini ans in poverty have no health
insurance; and
WHEREAS, the numberoCVJrgini.ans eligible CorMedicaid has increased by only
percent during the last 10 yelll'll, but Medicaid expenditures in VIJ'ginia heve tripled
during that period; and
WHEREAS, costs in the 1990-92 biennium are expected to be more than 40 percent
greater than the coste in the 1988-90 biennium; and
WHEREAS, the Medicaid program now represents about 12 percent of the
Commonwealth's general fund budget, with an estimated $1.4 billion (general fund) OOIlt
Cor the 1990·92 biennium; and
WHEREAS, Medicaid coste will continue to escalate at a rapid rate as inflation in
health care coste far surpasses other goods and services; and new federal mandates are
likely to continue as Congress expands health insurance Cor the elderly, disabled, and
poor through Medicare and Medicaid; and
WHEREAS, federal mandates establish the core of the Medicaid program, but
states can partially shape the benefits and costs through policy a~ustmants in reim·
bursement rates Cor IlEIrvice providel'll; services offered to recipiants; utilization reviBw to
ensure appropriate care; and eligibility Cor groups ofpersons, and to some extent, how
much recipients pay for their i:!Wll
and
WHEREAS, University of VUi'inia Medical Center, Medical College of Vlrginia
Hospitale, and the Medical College of Hampton Roads provide a significant amount of
care to low-income penrons and receive state support Cor this care through Medicaid and
direct general fund appropriations; now thereCore, be it
RESOLVED by the Senate, the House of Delegates concurring, That the Joint
Legislative Audit and
Commi"lrion be requested to study the Virginia Medicaid
program
the
care appropriations to the state teaching h08pitale and the
Medical ColJlege
study
not be limited to:
1. AssessmentoftheOOlltsavingsandhealthpolicyimplicationsoflimitingthescope
or duration of optional service!!, or adjusting recipiants' contributions to thair care;
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2. Examination ofthe interpretation offederal requirements to determine if they
have been implemented in the most effective and least costly manner,
3. Determination of the effectiveness of CUITent utilization review procedures in
controlling costs and exploration of additional options;
4. Evaluation ofreimbnraement methods to determine if they adequatelyencour·
age cost effective delivery ofservices;
5. Determination ofthe lJIlfficiency ofreimbnraement ratea to provide quality care
at the lowest required cost;
6. Review of budget and forecasting methods to ensure that they adequately
identify and prqject the cost of policy changes, service utilization, and new mandatea;
7. Determination ofhow the legislative branch could increase its capacity to more
closely monitor Medicaid forecasts and expenditures;
8. Exploration ofthe costs ofalternative administrative methods forimpJementiDg
program requirements and options;
9. Examination ofthe relationship with other State programs to promote optimal
utilization of State funds;
10. Identification of options for naing Medicaid funds for services currently supported with general funds; and
11. Reviewofeligibility,scopeofservices,andreimbnraementrateaforindigentcare
at Univeraity ofVirginia Medical Center, Medical College ofVJrginia Hospitals, and the
Medical College of Hampton Roads, and a determination of the appropriateness of
general fund and Medicaid allocation methodologies.
All agencies of the Commonwealth shall provide 8.IlBistance upon request to the
study as appropriate.
The Joint Legislative Audit and Review CommiBBionshall complete its workin time
to submit its findings and recommendations to the Governor and to the 1993 Session of
the General Assembly, and shall provide interim reports to the Commission on Health
Care for All Virginians and to the 1992 Session of the General Assembly and at other
times as appropriate, using the procedures of the Division of Legislative Automated
Systems for the processing oflegislative documents.
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AppendixB

Senate Joint Resolution No. 91
ReqUffltillg tile Commission lIlI H""Ub Care for AU Virginians to stody tile issue of property
trallsfer ror porposfflof Medicaid eligibility.
Agreed til by tbe Senate, March 5, 1992
Agreed to by tbe House of Delegates, March 3, 1992
WHEREAS, health care spending continues to increase at a rapid rate; and
WHEREAS, the cost of Medicaid for the elderly is increasing at a rapid rate due to the aging of the
genera! popuilltion; and
WHEREAS, the Medicaid budget is projected to grow by $743 million over the previous biennium;
and
WHEREAS, many persOIlS give away assets or otherwise dispose of resources they could use to
purcbase medieal care, especially nursing home care, in order to become Medicaid-eligible; and
WHEREAS, the fodera! Medicaid eligibility rules regarding ttansfer of assets have been made more
lenient in recent years; and
WHEREAS, it is common practice for persons anticipating the need for medical care for themselves
or their relatives to consult attorneys and fmancial planners familiar with Medicaid law and
regulations for advice on ways to circumvent the Medicaid rules so as to ttansfer assets to establish
Medicaid eligibility; and
WHEREAS, the Joim Legislative Audit and Review Commission is examining Medicaid [mancing of
long-term care including the issue of asset ttansfer and asset recovery, as directed by Senate Joint
Resolution No. 180 passed by L'Ie 1991 General Assembly; and
WHEREAS, the resources of the Commonwealth should be used to help those most in need who do
not have resources with which ro purchase health C2.re; now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED by the Senate. the Hoose of Delegates concurring, That the Commission on Health Care
for All Virginians be requested to smdy the current practice of persons ttansferring or giving away
assets without compensation so that they can become eligible for Medicaid, and to recommend to the
General Assembly options available to limit the financial impact of such practices on the taxpayers of
Virginia.
The Join! Legislative Audit and Review Commission shall, upon request of the Commission, discuss
its study plan and repon its
and recommendlltions to the Commission prior to the 1993
Session of li'le General
The Commission shall
its worl!: in lime 10 submit its fmdings and recommendlltions 10 the
Governor and the 1993 Session of the Geoeral Assembly as provided in the procedures of the Division
of Legislative Automated Systems for processing legislative documents.
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Appendix C

Major Differences Between OBRA 1987 Regulations
and Prior Regulations
Pre OBBA 1987

Post OBBA 1987

Separate regulations applied to SNFs
and rCFs.

The distinction between SNFs and
ICFs was eliminated; all facilities are
called nursing facilities with the same
regulations.

No specific timeframes regarding
completing plans of care were
required. No quantifiable goals
or objectives for care planning
required.

A written plan of care is required which
will provide services and activities that
allow the resident to attain or maintain
their highest level offunctioning and
well-being.

Patient assessments were not
required, nor were requirements
spelled out for the content of
assessments ifperformed.

A comprehensive, accurate, standardized,
reproducible assessment of each patient's
functional capacity, coordinated by a
registered nurse is required within four
days of admission to the facility, and the
resident must be reviewed at a minimum
once every three months to assure contining accuracy ofthe assessment.

Staffmg Requirements:
SNFs-RN on duty at least 8 hours per
day, seven days per week and LPN
coverage 24 hours per day.
rCFs-RN or LPN on duty 7 days per
week during day shift available for
prompt action in emergency situations
24 hours per day.

All facilities must have a RN on duty at
least 8 hours per day, 7 days per week and
an LPN on duty 24 hours per day, 7 days
per week. States can waive these
stipulations iffacilities can prove they are
unable to recruit staff, that residents'
health and safety is not endangered, and
that an RN or physician is on call to the
facility.

No requirements for certification,
registry, or testing of nurse aides.

The employment of nurse aides who have
not cornpleted the required training and
competency evaluation programs after four
months of starting work is forbidden.

No requirement for a full-time social
worker.

Facilities with more than 120 beds must
employ a full-time social worker.

Resident's rights were included as
a standard, under the Governing Body
and Management condition.

Residents' rights have been spelled out,
and have been elevated to Condition Level.
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AppendixC
(continued)
Pre oaM 1987

Post OaM 1987

Utilization review was at a condition
level, but emphasis was on appropriateness of utilization, not assessment of
quality of care.

A quality assessment and assurance
committee that develops and implements
appropriate plans of action to correct
identified quality deficiencies must be
established. The data sets and instruments used to assess residents must be
developed.

There was no preadmission screening
requirements for persons with mental
illness or mental retardation.

Each state must have a preadmission
screening program for all persons with a
primary or secondary diagnosis of mental
illness or mental retardation (excluding a
primary diagnosis of dementia). States
must review all mentally ill or mentally
retarded persons in nursing facilities to
determine whether continued placement
is appropriate and must arrange for
discharge and active treatment of
residents when continued admission is
inappropriate.

Certification surveys were conducted
annually, with no provision for
flexible scheduling. Surveys were
generally scheduled in advance.

Surveys can be scheduled up to 15 months
after the prior survey, with some flexibility as to timing, although the statewide
average for surveys must be every 12
months. Surveys are unannounced.

Enforcement options for facilities
that violated certification requirements were limited to repeat
offenders, i.e. facilities with
deficiencies that went uncorrected
from year to year. States had to
close down facilities and/or transfer
residents when facilities were found
to place the health or safety of
residents in jeopardy.

State enforcement powers were expanded.
Intermediate sanctions, previously
adopted by some states, are specifically
authorized by federal law. Facilities that
pose an immediate danger to residents can
be placed under temporary management
while improvements are made; civil penalties can be assessed, or the state can deny
payments for new Medicaid admissions.
States may establish programs that provide incentives for high quality care that
can include public reco!:nition or incentive
payments or both. While final interim
sanctions have not been published, any
deficiency could result in some type of
sanction.

Source: Abt Associates, Inc. Quality Assurance jn NQD~PPS Settings
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AppendixD

Technical Reports Supporting Study Methodology
Th" following appendixes to this report are available upon request from the
Joint Legislative Audit and Review Commission.

• Technical Appendix: Nursing Home Cost Functions
• Technical Appendix: Home Health Cost Functions
• Technical Appendix: Sampling Methodology and
Telephone Survey for Personal Care Analysis
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AppendixC

Agency Responses
As part of an extensive data validation process, each State agency involved in
a JLARC assessment effort is given the opportunity to comment on an exposure draft of
the report. This appendix contains responses by the Department ofMedical Assistance
Services and the Department of Mental Health, Mental Retardation and Substance
Abuse Services.
Appropriate technical corrections resulting from the written comments have
been made in this version of the report. Page references in the agency responses relate
to an earlier exposure draft and may not correspond to page numbers in this version of
the report.
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Mr. Glen Tittermary
October 14, 1992
Page Two

Medicaid-Financing Long-Term Care Services In Virginia
We are especially concerned about your methodology for
arr
at the conclusion that 57% of clients utilizing personal
care would receive the same care from existing caregivers if the
program were discontinued; and therefore, this percent of clients
does not meet the "imminent risk" criteria for participating in
the Personal Care program.
This finding is based on a research technique of telephone
inte
ews. Telephone interviews are highly error prOne. Family
members or caregivers are likely to say what they think the
interviewer wants to hear (e.g., r will take care of my parent
regardless of personal care availability), or simply acquiesce to
what they infer to be the government interviewer's position.
Telephone surveys
are not well-sui ted to
speculative
questions about what a person might do if a nursing home were not
available, they are best used for matter-of-fact questions
[Babbie. et al]. There is no way, without a validation study or
use of a focus group before survey start-up, to be confident
that threats to the study's validity have been controlled. There
is a
tantial risk, then, that the findings from this
te
survey are imprecise and misleading.

Cost Audit and Rate Setting
DMAS analysis of the 43 NF's identified by JLARC as having
costs below their ceilings indicates that 6 of the NF's had
allowable costs of less than $1 Million. These facilities would
not normally be high priority candidates for a discretionary
audit.
Of the remaining 37 NF's, 30 percent (11 NF's) are currently
either undergoing or scheduled for discretionary audits during FY
92 and FY 93. The DMAS will evaluate the remaining 26 NF's under
the established selection criteria to determine which should
receive discretionary audits during FY 93, if audit resources are
available, or during the FY 94 audit cycle.

r should like to thank you again for your willingness to
hear our comments on the two studies.
Sincerely,

BUK/jwp

COMMONVVEALTH of VIRGINIA
DEPARTMENT OF
KING E. DAViS, Ph.D, LCSW
COMMISSIONER

Mental Health, Mental Retardation and Substance A buse Services

MAiliNG ADDRESS
PO BOX 1797

RICHMOND, '.jA23214
TEL ,801;\ 78f>392~

October 8, 1992

Mr. Philip A. Leone, Director
Joint Legislative Audit and Review commission
suite 1100, General Assembly Building
Capitol Square
Richmond, Virginia
23219
Dear Phil:
I appreciate the opportunity to comment on the exposure draft of
the JLARC report on Medicaid Financial Long Term Care Services.
Attached is a list of the comments on those items related to the
Department's Mental Retardation facilities.
I would like to commend your staff on the efforts to become
familiar with our system.
The feedback we have had from the
facilities and community services boards has been very positive.
It is my understanding that a meeting is being scheduled with our
staffs to go over the comments and concerns Which I trust will be
incorporated in the final report.

~
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Kin
KED/bm
pc:

,Dr
} l)J
1/1

Robert Shackelford, Jr.
Jim Bumpas

VOICE'IOD {SO.1\ 371-8971
FAX (804) ]86-4146

Department of Mental Health, Mental
Retardation and Substance Abuse Services
Comments on Exposure Draft of JLARC Report on Medicaid
Financing of Long Term Care Services in virginia
Page 33 - paragraph 3

The statements in paragraph three "expenditures for state-operated
facilities have grown at the fastest rate" and paragraph four "the
fastest growing long-term services are those provided in the
communi ty" appears to be contradictory as well as misleading.
, as reflected in various sections of the report the
itutional increases usually refer to the increase in per diem
expenditures rather than total expenditures.
This is misleading
given the efforts of the Department to reduce the census and size
of the institutions as part of the National and state pUblic
policies over the last thirty years, and concurrently to improve
the quality of care for those more severely and profoundly retarded
remaining in the facilities.
Also, it has been a longstanding
budget policy to improve staffing standards whenever possible
through census reductions rather than establishing new state jobs.
Furthermore, the community services expenditures are increasing
because of the recent approval of the community based
as an effort to provide more appropriate and efficient
services. While this is stated on page 34 it should be noted this
is in response to pUblic policy and demand for services rather than
unchecked rapid cost increases.
Page 40 - paragraphs 1 & 3

Paragraph one reflects an average annual increase of over 12% in
insti tutional Medicaid expenditures and almost 13 % in paragraph
three on the same information. The statements should use the same
number for consistency.
Page 42 - paragraph 2

This should also include planned census reduction as a key factor
contributing to the increased costs.
The comments on federal regulations on pages 42 - 45 are well done.
However, there does seems to be a discrepancy between the 15%
decl
in residents on page 41 and the 21% on page 45 for the same
time period.
The 15% applies to Medicaid patients while the 21%
applies to all patients.

Page 45 - Paragraph 3
Insert the
sentence.

work

"significantly"

after

"charge"

in

the

third

Also in relation to overhead or indirect cost, the 40% overhead
costs should be defined to show this includes all non direct oare
costs such as food, laundry, housekeeping, building and
,
and other support costs as is done on page 146. Since overhead and
indirect in non health care systems may primarily be personnel and
administration overhead, a distinction for our system should be
made. Also since the national medicare health industry standard is
40%, it should be noted that our percentages are below industry
standards.
Page 46 - Figure 10 and aooompanying narrative relating to direct
care staff ratios
The methodology used is questionable.
It appears that Figure 10
may not have accounted for relief factors required to provide 7 day
- 24 hour coverage along with leave and holiday usage. This factor
is usually 1.6 times the staff requirement. For example: 5 staff
per 24 hour day, a total of 8 (5 X 1.6) is required.
The chart
implied a ratio of more than 1 staff to 4 residents. While overall
we meet ratios of 1:8, 1:8, 1:16 per 8 hour shift, only in areas
showing the most severely handicapped are we approaching ratios of
1:4, 1:4, and 1:8.
Further verification on these charts and
related detailed is warranted.
Page 49 - Paragraph 1
The statement that the State should consider looking to its
reimbursement system as a means of lowering
per diem
expenditures when the rate of spending exceeds the
id
inflation rate fails to account for two key factors.
First the
"upper I imi t caps" imposed by Federal Medicare and Medica id
standards does in fact apply ceilings on reimbursement beyond
health care inflation increases. This is noted later on page 141.
Secondly, there needs to be a distinction between inflation on
total expenditures versus the per diem to account for census
declines and acuity of care and increasing standards of quality.
There is a difference in the degree of increase and the impl
ion
that overall costs are escalating.
For example, the total
appropriations for the five training centers increased at an
average rate of 5.69% for 1983 through 1990 which included salary
and selected staff increases as well as major increases in fringe
benefits and insurance costs, virtually all of which where external
factors to this Department.
Page 94 - paragraph 1
The second sentence should read "100 percent of ccst" rather than
"charge" rate, or clarify that charges equal cost.

Page 142 - Paragraph 2, Sentence 2
"As
as providers can be certain that their cost will be
reimbursed,
there
is
no
incentive to
del
care more
ef
1I
,ihile on the surface this is true, with respect to
the State's
, it fails to remotely recognize the tight budget
icies the state has been operating under since at least the
of Governor Robb's administration when agencies have been
"level funded" or base bUdgeted for eight years before the cuts of
the 1990's,
The implication that the institutional costs go
unchecked and are inconsistent with the state's budget practices is
invalid because no increases for non personal services with the
of workman's compensation,
insurance, and special
education ccsts have been appropriated since FY 1982.
Figure 33
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This chart is incorrect. Based upon a review of staff work papers
there are at least two maJor flaws in the data.
First the
comparison at Southwestern Training Center is incorrect due to not
inclUding all of the buildings and grounds costs in 1983 as
compared to 1990. (In 1983 there were two lines in the cost report
as compared to a merged one line in 1990.)
Secondly, and more
importantly on a system-wide base general administration costs in
1990 included a "one-time accounting adjustment for accumulated
annual leave cost".
This was done as an revenue enhancement
ect to recover retroactive annual leave liability costs. This
occurred in 1990 and grossly inflates the rate of increase
since
was a one-time action and was not comparable to 1983.
Adjust
for this will also reduce the rate of indirect cost
referred to earlier in the report and reduces the
percentage of indirect/overhead costs in Figure 33 and on page 45
even more below the industry average.
These corrections will
regu
changes in the narrative.
For example, applying these
corrections to Southwestern Virginia Training Center the annual
growth per recipient from 1983 to 1990 will be 10%.
Page 148

~

Reoommendation 4

Discuss
regarding facility consolidation are contrary to State
and Federal direction and would be a major set back for services to
the
MR
popUlation
in Virginia;
therefore
the
need
for
recommendation #4 which requests a study of facility consolidation
seriously questioned.
Even requesting such a stUdy would do
ser
harm in the community among families and coalition groups
in this popUlation. Further, it would send a dangerous
message to those parties, such as the Federal Justice Department,
who are a
looking closely at services in Virginia and who
believe our facilities are already too large, even the smaller
ones.

Page 188 - Recommendation 8

The logic for this recommendation seems questionable since the
basis for mental retardation waivers is that of cost effectiveness
when compared to institutional reF jMR placements.
This was
concluded prior to the state requesting a Federal Waiver and a
study would be redundant.
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